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ABSTRACT 

It is well documented that in the human free of pathological change, there 

is cardiac diastolic dysfunction with decreased reserved systolic function. 

Inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) expressed in cardiac myocytes is related 

to heart failure of various etiologies. We hypothesized that the high levels of nitric 

oxide (NO) produced by iNOS over-expressed in the myocardium caused age-

related cardiac dysfunction by affecting calcium cycling proteins. To test our 

hypothesis, first, we validated the volumetric measurement of the conductance 

catheter system (CCS) in mice. The heart function characterized by CCS 

decreased in aged mice (16-month-old, n = 9) compared to Young mice (6-

month-old, n = 9). The left ventricular (LV) dysfunction in aged WT mice was 

reversed by iNOS specific inhibitors, aminoguanidine (AMG, 10 mg/Kg, i.v. or 

infusion, n = 15) and S-methyl-isothiourea (MITU, 3 mg/Kg, i.v. n = 7) separately 

and worsened by substrate L-arginine (10 mg/Kg, i.v. n = 7). All three drugs had 

no effects on young WT mice or old (16-month-old) iNOS knockout (KO) mice. 

Cardiac INOS mRNA and protein expression were identified with northern blot, 

western blot and immunohistochemistry singularly in old WT mice and not in 

young WT mice. The NOx and cGMP levels were significantly higher only in the 

old WT mice (n = 6) compared to young WT mice and cGMP levels decreased to 

normal with AMG administration in the old WT mice. Northern blot showed the 

expression of ryanodine receptor, sarco/endoplasmic reticulum (SERCA 2a) did 

not change in the aging process. However western blots showed that total 
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phospholamban (PLB), phosphorylated PLB (p<0.05) and more importantly the 

ratio of phosphorylated PLB to total PLB significantly decreased in aged mice 

(p<0.01). AMG (10 mg/kg bolus iv) significantly improved diastolic function only in 

the old WT mice with decreased x and increased dP/dtmin, but had no effects on 

both young or old PLB knockout mice. Taken together, we concluded that iNOS 

overexpression was one of the mechanisms leading to age-related cardiac 

dysfunction by affecting phosphorylation of PLB via iNOS/NO/cGMP pathways 

and inhibition of iNOS could reverse the age-related cardiac dysfunction. 



CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of morbidity and mortality in 

the United States, Chronic Heart Failure (CHF) is the only major cardiovascular 

syndrome that is increasing in the United States, and it is considered the 

cardiovascular epidemic of the new millennium. As a result, CHF has been 

designed a national research priority 

It is estimated that by the year 2035, nearly one in four individuals will be 

65 years of age or older in the United States (approximately 35 million people) 

(^•^). By the year of 2050, there will be 19 million people older than 85 years C^). 

Cardiovascular diseases and resultant CHF account for over 40% of deaths in 

those 65 years and above. The incidence of CHF increases nine folds in men 

and eleven folds in women annually between the sixth and ninth decades of life 

(^). CHF is also the most frequent cause for acute hospitalization among 

individuals aged > 65 years C^'^). In persons aged 80-89 years, the annual 

incidence of CHF is 27 per 1000 in men and 22 per 1000 in women. Thus, age, 

per se is a major risk of CHF (^). 

In order to understand CHF in aging, it is very important to understand the 

cardiac physiological changes in aging. The specific characteristics of aged 

hearts may account for the high incidence of CHF in aging. My research project 

was to identify some of these specific characteristics. In the following part of this 

section, we reviewed the change of cardiac function in aging, the work been 
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done about mechanisms of age-related cardiac dysfunction and the role of 

inducible nitric oxide (iNOS) in heart failure, since we proposed that iNOS may 

play a big role in age-related cardiac dysfunction. 

1. Cardiac Function in Aging 

1.1 Cardiac Cycle 

Each cardiac cycle can be divided into systole and diastole (see Figure. 

1). Systole is traditionally divided into two phases: isovolumic contraction and 

ejection which includes rapid ejection and slow ejection. Diastole is divided into 

two phases too: isovolumic relaxation and left ventricular (LV) filling, which 

includes LV rapid filling, diastasis (little change in LV volume after rapid filling) 

and late filling (atrial contraction) (®). As an organ, the systolic function of LV is 

considered as the contractility of LV and the diastolic function is considered as 

the LV ability of active isovolumic relaxation and LV compliance which both affect 

the LV filling. Best parameters for contractility are PRSW (preload recruitable 

stroke work), dP/dtmax vs Ved (end diastolic volume) and Ees (elastance of end 

systole), because these parameters are relative independent of preload and 

afterload. Optimal parameters for diastolic function are T (time constant of 

isovolumic relaxation) and |3 (LV stiffness), also due to their relative load 

independence (see table 4 for the definition and computation of the parameters). 

These parameters was discussed in detail in legend of figure 1 and in section 6. 
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Figure 1: Cardiac cycle 

One pressure volume loop represents one cardiac cycle which can be divided into two 

parts by the dotted line, systole and diastole, or four phases, isovolumic contraction, 

ejection, isovolumic relaxation and filling. (1) Contraction is related to the function of L-

type calcium channel, ryanodine receptor (RYR), troponin C (TNC) and troponin I (TNI). 

From a series of pressure volume loops by occlusion of inferior vana cava (IVC) 

acquired by conductance catheter, three load-independent parameters are computed to 

describe the contractility of the left ventricle, which are PRSW, dP/dt max vs Ved, and Ees 

(slope of ESPVR) (see table 4 for detail definition and computation). (2) Ejection is 

affected by both contractility and vascular resistance. The best parameter for vascular 

resistance is Ea (Elastance of artery) which is equal to end systolic pressure divided by 

stroke volume. (3) The first part of relaxation is active energy-consumed isovolumic 

relaxation. It is major affected by the function of sarco/endoplasmic reticulum calcium 

ATPase (SERCA 2a) and its regulatory protein, phospholamban (PLB). The calcium 

affinity of TNC and TNI also affects the active relaxation, x is time constant of relaxation 

(see appendices C for more detail) and is relative load-independent when the load is in 

physiological range. The bigger the x is, the longer the active relaxation is and the worse 

the diastolic function is. (4) Filling of the left ventricle is affected by the compliance of the 

chamber, which is related to the collagen content. The more collagen the heart has, the 

stiffer the chamber is. The major types collagen in the heart are collagen type I and III. [3 

is the slope of end diastolic pressure volume relationship (EDPVR). The bigger the p. the 

stiffer the left ventricle. 
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It is very important to describe the contraction and relaxation phases of 

the myocyte from cellular and molecular levels (Figure 2). When cardiac 

myocytes receive an action potential impulse, depolarization of the myocytes is 

associated with the voltage-dependent opening of L-type sarcolemmal calcium 

channels, allowing rapid entry of calcium ions into the cell. The relatively small 

amount of calcium that enters the cell by this mechanism results in the 'calcium-

triggered release' of larger levels of additional calcium from intracellular stores, 

primarily the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) through ryanodine receptor (^). The 

force-generating actin-myosin reaction is triggered by the combined sources of 

cytosolic calcium binding to an N-terminal site on troponin C, the calcium 

receptor. The calcium-binding signal is transmitted to tropomyosin through 

troponin T, the tropomyosin-binding portion of the troponin complex, and to 

troponin I. Troponin I is released from its tether on actin by promotion of a tight 

interaction between the C tenninus of troponin I and the N terminus of troponin 

C. This results in the exposure of myosin binding sites on actin and the binding 

of actin to myosin, leading to myocardial contractile machinery by way of the 

repetitive cross bridge cycling between actin and myosin then contraction occurs 

when ATP is available (®). 

To inactivate the myocyte contractile process thereby facilitating diastole, 

cytosolic calcium levels must be returned from 10 fxM to 0.25 jaM. The 

sequestration of calcium into the SR and extrusion of calcium to the extracellular 

space is thought to be accomplished by Ca"''" pumps on SR, SERCA 2a 
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(sarco(endo)plasmic reticulum calcium ATPase, type 2a), and NaVCa"""" 

exchanger on cell membrane (See figure 2)f). SERCA 2a function is regulated 

by a SR membrane protein called phospholamban (PLB) (Greek phospho, 

phosphate; lamban, receptor). When PLB is phosphorylated, its inhibitory activity 

of SERCA2a function is decreased(®). Such phosphorylation is achieved either 

by (1) an increased cytosolic calcium ion concentration through calmodulin-

dependent kinase (CaM K) or (2) catecholamine ^-adrenergic stimulation through 

PKA C°). With p-adrenergic stimulation, when calcium levels increase during 

systole, it binds with calmodulin which then activates CaM K. CaM K 

phosporylates PLB at threoline 17 (^^'^^). As shown in figure 2, when PLB is 

phosphorylated, it dissociates from SERCA 2a and release the inhibition of 

SERCA 2a, resulting in calcium re-sequestration and isovolumic relaxation of LV. 

Calcium also directly acts on the molecular configuration of SERCA 2a to 

enhance its activity. Unphosphorylated PLB inhibits the function of SERCA 2a, 

resulting in prolonged time of calcium re-sequestration. The pi or (32 agonist 

increases cAMP level through Gs protein, resulting activation of PKA (cAMP-

dependent protein kinase). PKA phosphorylates PLB at serine^®(^^), removing the 

inhibition of PLB on SERCA 2a and enhancing SERCA 2a's function. The Thr^^ 

phosphorylation by CaM K can not occur independent of Ser phosphorylation 

by PKA in vivo (^°). The above process describes how (3i and Pa adrenergic 

receptor agonists improve LV relaxation and then contractility (''^•^'^). 
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Figure 2 : Calcium cycling 

The eiectric impulse reaches cardiac myocytes, initiating the 

depolarization of the myocytes resulting in opening of voltage-gated L-type 

calcium channels and influx. Small amount of calcium influx binds with 

ryanodine receptor (Ryanodine rec.), triggering the Ca^"" release from 

sarcoplamic reticulum (SR) into cytosol. Calcium binds with troponin C, initiating 

myocytes contraction. High Ca^"" level binds to calmodulin, then together 

activates calmodulin-dependent kinase (CaM K). Phospholamban (PLB) 

phosphorylated by CAM K switchs on SR Ca—ATPase type 2a (SERCA 2a) 

which starts to pump Ca^"" back into the SR during late contraction with 

consumption of ATP. Phosphorylation of PLB by PKA can further enhance 

SERCA 2a's function. Small amount of Ca^"^ is also excreted outside the cells 

through Na - Ca exchanger (Na - Ca x). The decrease of Ca^"" level initiates 

relaxation of the myocyte until next electric pulse reaches the cell, then the 

system starts again. 

*: Calseq: Calsequestrin. 
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Taken together, ryanodine receptor, SERCA 2a and PLB are key calcium 

cycling proteins, targets for many drugs, and the mode of some cardiovascular 

diseases, including the aging process. 

1.2 Systolic Function in Aging 

For the majority of individuals free of cardiovascular disease, the aged 

heart adapts well to perform its required systolic function (pump function) in the 

basal state at rest (see table 1). Based on existing techniques, such as 

echocardiography, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), there is no evidence for 

any age-related decline of resting systolic function (characterized by cardiac 

output) in individuals free from cardiovascular disease (^®), the resting LV 

function is maintained though the Frank-Starling mechanism by increasing 

preload (Ved) resulting in increased stroke volumes. Cardiac output is equal to 

stroke volume times heart rate. There appears to be a gender related difference 

between aged men and women. With an increased stroke volume and a 

decreased heart rate, the cardiac output index is not changed in men, however 

there is a decrease in cardiac index in aged women due to a lack of increase in 

compensatory preload (Ved). 

The change of contractility of LV associated with aging at rest is 

controversial. In 1971, Weisfeldt et al reported no change of contractility of 

trabeculae cameae of aging rats (''®). However, we first reported that load-

independent parameters of contractility (PRSW, dP/dtmax vs Ved, and Ees) in 



Table 1: Seated rest: Changes In cardiac output regulation between 

20 and 80 years of age in healthy humans (^•^) 

Hemodynamic parameters Change due to age 

Heart rate 

Ved* 

Index of Ved 

Ped 

Aortic compliance 

PVR 

Contractility 

Stroke Volume 

Ejection Fraction 

Cardiac Index 

i10% 

t12% 

T 

T 

i 

No change 

No change 

tio% 

No change 

No change 

* Women differ from men: no f in Ved and a i in cardiac index with age 

in women. Ved: end diastolic volume; Ped: end diastolic pressure; PVR: 

total peripheral vascular resistance. See more details of definition and 

calculation of these parameters in table 3 
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aging were decreased in aged nnice Our data is supported by the 

observation that the LV of older but not younger healthy adults dilates at end 

diastole in response to a given increase in afterload when ^-adrenergic receptor 

was blocked and is supported by the finding that the contractility of aged 

isolated myocytes was decreased (^®). There is a compensatory prolongation of 

the contraction during phase in the senescent myocyte to achieve a normal 

ejection fraction especially in the presence of increased afterload (^°). 

Table 2 shows that the reserved systolic function is markedly decreased in 

aging. The ejection fraction, cardiac output index, contractility and myocardial O2 

consumption all markedly decreased during exercise in aging. The peak heart 

rate achieved during exhaustive exercise decreases with aging, however both 

end diastolic volume (Ved) and end systolic volume (Ves) increases in the older 

compared to the younger persons. This indicates that during exercise in healthy 

older individuals, cardiac output is maintained not through cardio-acceleration but 

from an increase in left ventricular preload (Ved), thus relying on the Frank-

Starling mechanism Apparently, the effectiveness of the Frank-Starling 

mechanism is reduced with aging, since the LV fails to empty to the same extent 

in the older as in the younger persons. This is similar to what is seen when young 

adults attempt to augment cardiac output during exercise in the face of |3-

adrenergic blockage It also has been reported that the response of aged 

heart to catecholamine is decreased (^®) because of the desensitization of (3-

adrenergic receptor and modification of coupling of the p-adrenergic receptor to 



Table 2: Exhaustive upright exercise: Changes in cardiac output 

regulation between 20 and 80 years of age in healthy humans 

Hemodynamic parameters Change due to age 

Heart rate 125% 

Ved t30% 

PVR* t30% 

Contractility i60% 

Ves T 

Stroke Volume No change 

Ejection Fraction i15% 

Cardiac index 125% 

O2 consumption 150% 

Response to catecholamine i 

* PVR: total peripheral vascular resistance. Ved: end diastolic volunne: 

Ves: end systolic volume. See more details of definition and calculation 

of these parameters in table 4 
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adenyiyi cyclase by the Gs protein, resulting in a reduction in the maximum 

activity of adenyiyi cyclase Taken together, the reserved systolic function 

in aging was markedly decreased due to the decreased LV contractility and LV 

response to catecholamine. 

1.3 Diastolic Function in Aging 

Diastolic heart failure (DHF) is common in elderly. DHF occurring with 

normal systolic function is named primary diastolic heart failure. Aging is one 

common reason for primary DHF Over 50% of heart failure patients 65 

years or older have isolated primary DHF. Among these, 45% have no other 

diseases and meet the criteria for isolated DHF. DHF is substantially more 

common in older women than older men f 

Diastolic dysfunction in aging includes the combination of prolonged LV 

relaxation (i.e., impaired active relaxation) and increased myocardial stiffness 

(i.e., impaired passive elastic properties of the myocardium). These abnormalities 

result in an elevated LV end diastolic pressure at rest and with exertion and the 

characteristic finding of decreased early diastolic filling found in elderly 

individuals (^^). The early diastolic filling rate measured via echocardiography, 

radionuclide angiography and Doppler ultrasonography progressively slows after 

20 years. By 80 years, the rate is reduced by up to 50% Yellin reported that 

decreased active LV relaxation rate with an increased x, the time constant of 

isovolumic relaxation, was associated with a decrease in early diastolic filling (^®). 
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The increased LV stiffness with elevated end diastolic pressure is represented by 

a leftward and upward shift of the end diastolic pressure volume relationship 

(ESPVR) (i.e., an increased p, the slope of ESPVR). 

2. MECHANISM OF CARDIAC DYSFUNCTION IN AGING 

The mechanism of cardiac dysfunction in aging is not clear. Cellular and 

molecular mechanisms of this age-related cardiac dysfunction have been studied 

largely in rodents. Table 3. lists the findings of gene expression, morphological 

and stmctural changes that are related to the cardiac dysfunction in aging. 

2,1 Mechanism of Systolic Dysfunction (Contractility) in aging 

The mechanism of decreased contractility in aging is not clear. Prolonged 

contraction and decreased contraction velocity were found in aged rats (^°'^®). 

The prolonged contraction may be related to the prolongation of action potential 

which might partially result from the slower inactivation of sarcolemmal L-type 

calcium channel and reduction in outwardly directed K" currents The 

prolonged cytosolic Ca"^"" transient due to dysfunction of SERCA is a suggestion 

for the prolonged contraction (^^). In senescent rats, there is marked shifts in the 

myosin heavy chain (MHO) isoform from a-MHC to p-MHC. The p-MHC is a 

slower contraction protein compared to a-MHC (^®). The ATPase activity of 

cardiac muscle can vary also. The a-a isoform has an appreciably greater 
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Table 3, Abbreviations; MHC; myosin heavy chain; SERCA 2a: 

sarco(endo)plasmic reticulum calcium ATPase type 2a); Ica^ calcium influx; Ijo: 

The transient outward potassium channel; PiAR: pi Adrenergic receptor; PAR: p 

adrenergic receptor; TNI: troponin I; PLB: phospholamban; Cai: intracellular 

calcium concentrations; ATiR: Angiotensin I receptor; RAS: Renin-Angiotensin 

system; ANP: Atrial naturetic peptide 
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Table 3: Myocardial change with adult aging in rodents ('') 

Functiona! change Cellular & Molecuar Mechanism 

J. Contraction velocity 

Prolonged contraction 

Prolonged action potential 

J.p-adrenergic contractile 

response 

;Rate of active isovolumic 

relaxation 

tnnyocardial stiffness 

ia MHC, tP MHC; J, Myosine ATPase 

activity; I thyroid receptor 

Prolonged cytosolic Ca"*""" transient due to 

iSERCA 2a expression (ipump site density) 

and function (Ipumping rate) 

ilea inactivation, |Ito density 

iPiAR, ^Coupling PAR-Acyclase, ;TNI, PLB, 

iPLB phosphorylation, ilea augmentation, i 

Cai transient augmentation 

Prolonged cytosolic Ca""" transient due to 

iSERCA 2a expression (;pump site density) 

and function (ipumping rate), jlca 

inactivation. 

imyocyte number, jmyocyte size, tmatrix 

connective tissue (fibroblast), Tcollagen and 

fibronectin content, fATiR and activity of 

myocardial RAS, tANP 
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catalytic activity in hydrolyzing ATP than (3-p isoform (®). The myosin Ca^" 

ATPase activity declines with the decline in a-MHC content (^®). This altered 

cellular profile results in a contraction with a reduced velocity and a prolonged 

time course. The diminished P-adrenergic contractile response was found in 

aged rats, which may be related to the decreased contractility too. However, any 

factors that affect Ca** cycling proteins, augmentation of Ca"^"" transients, or 

factors affecting myocyte contractility, have not yet been described. 

2.2 Mechanisms of Diastolic dysfunction in aging 

As described before, diastolic dysfunction in aging includes a prolonged 

myocardial active relaxation ( T x) and increased LV stiffness ( T j3 ). As 

suggested by Roffe et al p), the prolonged time for relaxation may be due to 

prolonged calcium entry during an extended sarcolemmal depolarization as well 

as the decreased velocity of Ca"""" uptake by SERCA 2a from cytosol to 

sarcoplasmic reticulum after depolarization. The decreased inactivation of L-type 

Ca"^"" channel may be related to the prolonged calcium entry. The age-related 

decreased SERCA activity has been related to the decreased gene expression of 

SERCA 2a in human However, we found there was no difference of 

SERCA 2a gene expression between 6-month and 16-month old mice, but there 

was a significant decrease of diastolic function in 16-month old mice. Our results 

suggested there are some other factors affecting the activity of SERCA 2a in 

aging. 
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The increased LV stiffness is due to the increased extracellular mathx 

collagen content and composition in the heart C^). Moreover, the aged heart, the 

number of myocytes decreases due to apoptosis and necrosis The 

compensatory hypertrophy of the myocytes and the increased collagen 

synthesized by the cardiac fibroblasts result in an increased of LV stiffness. 

These structural changes may be related to age-associated increased vascular 

load and changes in the tissue levels or activities of some growth factors, e.g. 

angiotensin II, TGF-|31, and atrial naturetic peptide, which can stimulate the 

collagen synthesis 

In summary, decreased contractility and diastolic dysfunction were 

identified in aged population free of pathologen, however, the mechanism is still 

unclear. Inducible nitric oxide synthase is important contributor to heart failure. It 

may play some role in age-related cardiac dysfunction. 

3. Inducible Nitric Oxide Synthase fiNOS) and Heart Failure 

Over the last 15 years, the Nitric Oxide (NO) literature has experienced an 

exponential growth (from 7 papers on endogenous NO in 1987 to over 45,000 in 

2002). Research related to iNOS and heart failure is being accepted as an 

important association and is opening potential therapeutic avenues for the 

treatment of heart failure. Most literature suggests a deleterious effect of iNOS on 

heart function in dilated cardiomyopathy, ischemic cardiomyopathy, septic shock. 
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cardiac allograft rejection, viral and autoimmune myocarditis, although some 

controversial arguments still exist However, the molecular and functional 

effects of iNOS remain to be defined. 

3.1 Introduction of iNOS (NOS II) 

Nitric oxide synthase (NOS) family consists of three members, NOS I 

(nNOS, neural nitric oxide synthase), NOS II (iNOS, inducible nitric oxide 

synthase), NOS III (eNOS, endothelial nitric oxide synthase). NOS enzymes 

appear to have evolved from an ancestral P-450 cytochrome type enzyme, 

containing a C-terminal reductase domain and an N-terminal oxygenase 

domainC^). The enzyme functions as a dimer consisting of two identical 

monomers, with the cofactor tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4) converting L-arginine to L-

citrulline and NO. The nNOS and eNOS are tightly regulated by calcium-

calmodulin and generate small amounts of NO within a short period of time, 

which have precise actions on adjacent cells, such as smooth muscle cells in 

vasculature. In contrast, once expressed, the cytokine-inducible iNOS produces 

high levels of NO independent of intracellular calcium and acts long time (^^•'^®). 

Therefore the regulation of iNOS expression is the key step to regulate its activity 

and effects, since post-transcriptional and post-translational regulation have 

minor effects on iNOS activity. 

The expression of iNOS is transcriptionally regulated by following 

cytokines: tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a), interleukin-1 j3 (IL-1(3), and interferon-
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y (IFN-y) or bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS) simulations^®). Extensive 

evidences show that all nucleated cells in the cardiovascular system can 

express iNOS, including endothelial cells, endocardial cells, fibroblasts, smooth 

muscle cells and cardiac myocytes f ̂). Cloning of a 1.7 kb fragment flanking the 

transcriptional start site of the murine gene reveals several putative transcription 

factor binding sequences including ten IFN-y response elements (IFN-RE), three 

y-activated sites (GAS), two consensus sequences for nuclear factor-icB (NF-KB) 

binding and four for NF-IL6, two TNF-a response elements (TNFa-RE), two 

activating protein-1 binding motifs (AP-1), three IFN-a stimulated response 

elements (ISRE), and a basal transcription recognition site (TATA box). Many of 

these elements are also present in human iNOS promoter (®°'®^). Of all these 

promoters, the NF-tcB site is essential for LPS-induced iNOS transcription, and 

the IFN-RE regulated by IFN regulatory factor -1 (IRF-1) is also very important for 

iNOS transcription (^^). 

In aged mice, there is an imbalance of T-help cell 1 (TH1) and T-help cell 

2 (TH2). The activity of TH2 cells is stronger than TH1 in old mice. TH2 cells 

secrete many pro-inflammatory cytokines, including TNFa, IFNy, IL-1|3, and IL-6, 

which are all stimulators of iNOS expression. The cultured splenocytes from old 

mice produce significantly more TNFa, IFNy, IL-1(3, and IL-6 than those from 

young mice under the stimulation of T-cell mitogen (^). It seems that older mice 

have the potential to express iNOS under healthy condition because of the 

imbalance of Th1 and Th2 cells. It was reported that the vasculature system in 
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the old rats express iNOS (®^). We hypothesize that the aged hearts may express 

INOS due to the immune dysfunction related to aging. 

3.2 The expression of iNOS in heart failure 

Heart failure is related to iNOS expression. As described before, heart 

failure includes systolic heart failure and diastolic heart failure. The expression of 

INOS is related to both systolic and diastolic heart failure regarding the 

etiology(®®'^^). In septic cardio-depression, including acute systolic and diastolic 

dysfunction, patients are benefited from a guanylate cyclase inhibitor, methylene 

blue (^®). In mice, administration of endotoxin was associated with elevation of 

concentration of TNF-a and IL-1p and a concomitant increase in the expression 

of iNOS with elevated circulating levels of nitrites (^®). Selective iNOS inhibition 

has been found to improve heart function in septic heart failure: low dose of 

mercaptoethylguanidine reversed the cardiodepression (®°); aminoguanidine 

improved survival by reducing extra-cardiac organ failure (®^); S-

methylisothiourea sulfate restored left ventricular contractility (®^): and early 

selective inhibition of iNOS with the arginine analogue L-N(6)(1-iminoethyl)-lysine 

(L-NIL) similarly prevented endotoxin-induced myocardial dysfunction (®^). Seven 

hours after endotoxin injection, the iNOS knockout (KO) mice had a better 

systolic function than the wild type mice and diastolic function of iNOS KO mice, 

measured with x, was preserved. 
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NO produced by iNOS expressed by cardiac tissues also contributes to 

cardiac allograft rejection and allograft contractile dysfunction in transplanted 

patients and it is confirmed in iNOS knockout mice recently (^). In 

transplant recipients free of rejection or graft vasculopathy, a doppler 

echocardiographic index of LV performance reveal a significant association 

between systolic, diastolic or combined LV dysfunction and intensity of iNOS 

gene expression- in simultaneous LV biopsies (®^). The selective iNOS inhibitor, 

1400W, improves cardiac allograft function and diastolic function in the rat 

Similarly, the NO scavenger NOX-100 and cyclosporine prolong cardiac graft 

survival with reduction of nitrosyl complex formation (nitrosylheme and 

nitrosomyoglobin)(®®). In autoimmune myocarditis, iNOS mRNA over-expression 

is found to be associated with decreased heart contractility in mice (®®). In dilated 

cardiomyopathy, iNOS overexpression generally is observed and NO 

produced by iNOS seems responsible for a negative inotropic effect in stimulated 

conditions, such as infusion of dobutamine (^^), and intracoronary L-NMMA (a 

NOS inhibitor) was shown to potentiate dobutamine inotropic responsiveness 

(^^). In end-stage ischemic or non-ischemic heart failure, the expression of iNOS 

in cardiac myocytes of failing hearts was also founded by other authors{®^'^°). 

Saito et al found induction of iNOS during myocardial infarction (Ml) exerts 

negative effects on cardiac function and structure, and long-term administration 

of a selective iNOS inhibitor (S-methylisothiourea) is beneficial in the treatment of 

Ml and congestive heart failure C^). Feng et al found mortality is significantly 
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decreased and LV myocardial contractility is increased after Ml in iNOS knockout 

mice compared with the wildtype mice Taken together, heart dysfunction or 

heart failure from different etiology is related to iNOS expression, and inhibition of 

iNOS activity with selective iNOS inhibitor can improve the heart function. 

Additional evidence for the deleterious effect of iNOS on heart is iNOS 

over-expressing transgenic mice. There are two types of iNOS transgenic mice, 

one is non-conditional model with aMHC promoter-directed expression of human 

iNOS (aMHC-iNOS)(^^); the other is a binary transgenic mouse model with 

doxycycline(DOX)-regulated, and cardiomyocyte-specific expression of human 

iNOS (iNOS'^/aMtTA"^) C^). The aMHC-iNOS mice have increased cardiac iNOS 

activity but no alterations in cardiac structure and function However, the 

iNOSVaMtTA"" mice displayed DOX-reversible human iNOS expression in 

cardiomyocytes with a ten-fold increase in total cardiac NOS activity, and 

increased peroxynitrite generation, as well as significant cardiac hypertrophy, 

atrioventricular dilation, and an infrequent occurrence of heart failure (^®). The 

difference may be due to the experimental design of these two types of 

transgenic mice. The non-conditional transgenic approach may have pre

selected lines without significant cardiac toxicity (all the lines with cardiac toxicity 

may die during embryo) (^®). The use of a DOX-regulated conditional system for 

cardiac selective transgene expression allowed the bypass of embryonic 

mortality and prevention of developmental adaptation in utero C^). 
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4. MOLECULAR MECHANISM OF NO ON HEARTS (FIGURES 3a. 3b] 

The effects of NO on hearts are dose-dependent. Lower dose (nM) of NO, 

such as NO produced by eNOS and nNOS, is beneficial to the heart (positive 

inotropic effects), however, high dose (|iM) of NO, such as NO produced by 

iNOS, is harmful to the heart (negative inotropic effects) As described 

before, without the restriction of calcium-calmodulin, iNOS produces larger 

amount NO and its activity sustainsC^®). The molecular mechanism of high levels 

of NO in the heart can be summarized as cGMP-dependent and cGMP-

independent pathways. 

4.1 The cGMP-dependent pathway (figure 3a) 

Activation of soluble guanylate cyclase by NO results in conversion of 

guanosine trisphosphate (GTP) to the second messenger cyclic guanosine 

monophosphate (cGMP) (®^). Once biosynthesized, cGMP binds to different 

effecter proteins. In mammalian cardiomyocytes, the most important effecter 

proteins are cGMP-dependent protein kinase (PKG) and cGMP-

activated/inhibited cAMP-phosphodiesterase (PDE 11/ PDE lll)(®^'®^). Stimulation 

of PKG results in inhibition of voltage-dependent L-type calcium channel through 

phosphorylation of the a2 subunit (®^), leading to decreased calcium transient 

augmentation and decreased contractility. This effect was evident at high 

concentration of cGMP and/or cGMP analogs PKG can also phosphorylate 
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Figure 3a: NO regulates cardiac function via cGMP-dependent pathway 

Pi and P2 adrenergic receptor (PiAR and paAR) agonists, such as dobutamine, improve 

systolic function (contractility) and diastolic function (active relaxation) by coupling with 

stimulatory G protein (Gj) and activating cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA). PKA 

phosphrylates L-type calcium channel to increase Ca^" influx (Ica). and ryanodine receptor (RyR) 

to increase releasing from sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR), resulting in increasing Ca'" 

transient and contractility. PKA also phosphorylates phospholamban (PLB), releasing the 

inhibition of PLB to sarco/endoreticulum 2a (SERCA 2a) and increases the rate of Ca^* uptaking 

from cytosol, resulting in increasing rate of relaxation. Since Ca^'' transient is controlled by SR 

Ca^* content and increased SERCA 2a function increases SR Ca^^ content, therefore increased 

SERCA 2a function increases Ca^"" transient and then the contractility of the myocytes. The M2 

receptor and P3AR agonists decrease cardiac function (opposite to PiAR or P2AR agonists) by 

coupling Gi protein and activating Calmodulin (CaM)/eNOS with unknown mechanism. However, 

it confirms NO inhibits cardiac function, especially at high level of NO. High level of NO produced 

by iNOS from L-arginine (L-Arg) increase cGMP level, the second messenger, by activating 

soluble guanylyl cyclase (sGC). High level of cGMP inhibits contractility and relaxation through 

following pathway; (1). Activating phosphodiesterase II (PDE II) which decreases cAMP level and 

PKA activity, attenuating inotropic and lusitropic effects of PKA. (2). Activating cGMP-dependent 

kinase (PKG) which phosphorylates; (i). troponin I, leading calcium desensitization, sarcomere 

relaxation, consequent negative inotropic effect; (ii) L-type calcium channel, decreasing the Ca^" 

influx and promoting a negative inotropic effect; (iii) possible protein phosphotase type 1 and type 

2A (PP1 and PP 2A), decreasing phosphorylation of PLB, increasing PLB inhibition to SERCA 2a, 

decreasing Ca^* uptake and consequent prolonged relaxation (negative lusitropic effect). 

*; CaM Kll: Calmodulin dependent kinase II 
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troponin 1, resulting in desensitization of cardiac myofilaments to calcium and 

then decrease in contractility 

Inhibition of PDE III has been observed at low concentrations of cGMP 

{<1jiM) and NO (50 nM), which results in increased cAMP content in 

cardiomyocytes (^®). Higher concentrations of cGMP resulting from larger amount 

NO (>100{j,M) produced by iNOS activates PDE II which hydrolyzes cAMP and 

then decreases the cAMP content in cardiomyocytes (^3:89:90^^ The cAMP 

activates PKA which phosphoryiates L-type calcium channel and phospholamban 

(PLB), resulting in increase of calcium influx from L-type calcium channel and 

contractility, as well as increase function of SERCA 2a and active relaxation of 

LV (®). When the cAMP content decreases, the activity of PKA decreases, 

resulting in impaimnent of contractility (systolic dysfunction) and active relaxation 

(diastolic dysfunction). 

4,2 The cGMP-independent pathway (Figure 3b) 

In addition to activating the cGMP-PKG pathway, high concentrations of 

NO decreases cardiac function through other means. Elevated NO 

concentrations inhibition of function of calcium cycling protein, such as ryanodine 

receptor, SERCA 2a, inhibition of mitochondrial function, and inducing apoptosis 

and necrosis by formation of peroxynitrite(®^). 
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Figure 3b: NO regulates cardiac function via cGMP-independent pathway 

NO and its derivative (ONOO") causes negative inotropic and lusitropic 

effects by directly affecting calcium cycling proteins, mitochondria and cell death. 

NO can nitrosylate L-type calcium channel (Ica) and ryanodine receptor (RyR), 

leading to decrease calcium transient and contractility. NO and ONOO' can also 

inhibit sarco/endoplasmic reticulum calcium ATPase 2a (SERCA 2a) by 

nitrosylation and nitration, leading to negative lusitropic effects. Nitrosylation by 

NO can be rapidly reversed by reducing agents, such as dithiothreitol (DTT), or 

mercaptoethanol. Reversal of nitration caused by ONOO" is not documented. 

Both NO and ONOO' decrease mitochondrial ATP product by inhibiting 

complexes of respiratory chain and mitochondrial creatine kinase. Both NO and 

ONOO" can cause mitochondrial permeability transition and cytochrome C 

releasing, resulting in apoptosis. ONOO" can also cause DNA fragmentation, 

initiating apoptosis through p53 pathway and activating poly(ADP-ribose) 

polymerase (PARP) which results in depletion of ATP. Large amount ONOO" 

causes necrosis immediately by rapid damaging mitochondria, increasing Ca^"" 

efflux from mitochondria and depleting ATP. 
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4.2.1 NO and calcium cycling protein 

Myocyte contraction and relaxation is directly related to the intracellular 

calcium transient which is regulated by calcium cycling protein, including 

ryanodine receptor (RyR) and L-type calcium channel, sarco/endoplamic 

reticulum calcium ATPase (SERCA 2a), and phospholamban (PLB). NO 

regulates the functions of these proteins by activating PKG or inactivating PKA 

as described above, or by directly modifying these proteins. 

The effect of NO on ryanodine receptor (RyR) has been controversial 

^) however, more and more evidences show a dose-dependent effects of NO on 

RyR (®^'®®). RyR is a high-conductance calcium release channel on 

sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) in muscle cells, which has a high affinity to the plant 

alkaloid ryanodine. It increases the calcium transient by releasing Ca'"' from SR 

to cytosol after triggered by the Ca^"" influx from the L-type calcium channel. NO 

can decrease the open probability of RyR by decreasing the activity of PKA as 

described above since the phosphorylation by PKA on RyR increases the open 

probability (®®). Also, NO can regulate RyR by nitrosylation and oxidation of free 

thiols (92;97;98;ioO) |_|art et a! found low concentrations (10 fxM) of S-nitroso-N-

acetyl-penicillamine (SNAP) (NO donor) activates skeletal muscle RyRs in the 

absence of ATP; high concentrations (1 mM SNAP) or sodium nitroprusside 

(SNP) (0.5 mM) inhibits RyRs in a potential-independent manner, with strongest 

inhibition seen in the presence of the physiological agonists, ATP and peptide 

A(®^). The rapid reversal of all effects of the NO donors by dithiothreitol (DTT) 
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indicates that NO acted by S-Nitrosylation or oxidation of protein thiol group. NO 

produced by iNOS in cell monolayers is about 1.3 |aM (''°^), NO produced with1 

mM SNAP is about 4 jiM (^°^). Therefore in heart failure, the inhibition of RyRs by 

high concentration of NO produced by iNOS may be one of the bases for 

decreased contractility. Furthermore, Suko et al demonstrated similar finding by 

comparing different NO donors with varied dosage. They also found the oxidative 

compound can increase the open probability of RyRs no matter what dose of NO 

donor was used, suggesting than nitrosylation/oxidation of sulfhydryls by NO 

donors and oxidation of sulfhydryls by other oxidative compound affects different 

cysteine residues essential in the gating of RyR (®®). Finally, Zahradnikova et al 

found the L-arginine-derived NO inactivates Ca"""^ release from cardiac SR and 

reduces the open probability of single RyR fused into a planar lipid bilayer(®^). 

The reduction was prevented by NOS inhibitors and the NO quencher 

hemoglobin and was reversed by 2-mercaptoethanol. It may also be another 

mechanism for NO inhibits RyR that NO inhibits cardiac L-type calcium channel 

directly (^°^). 

SERCA 2a is the calcium pump on SR in cardiac myocytes to uptake 

calcium from cytosol back to SR. NO inhibits SERCA 2a function by decreasing 

PKA activity via the cGMP dependent pathway (as described above) and by 

modification of cysteine and tyrosine residues on SERCA 2a. In 1998, Khandoudi 

et al found evidence that NO inhibits SERCA 2a function in isolated perfused 

heart by using NOS inhibitor to abolish the effects of two typical SERCA 2a 
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inhibitors, thapsigargin and cyciopiazonic C^). Further studies showed the 

inhibition of NO to SERCA was cGMP-PKG independent since inhibitors of 

guanylyl cyclase and PKG had no significant effect on the NO induced inhibitions 

of SERCA and Ca uptake. Recently, Viner et al determined by HPLC-MS that 

modification of one (out of 24) Cys residue of SERCA 1 in skeleton muscle, Cys 

(349), by peroxynitrite is sufficient to decrease SERCA 1 activity(''°®). The 

modification was fully or reversed by glutathione under low (0.1 mM) or high 

(0.45mM) concentration of peroxynitrite. NO itself and/or NO-derived species can 

directly inactivate the SERCA and modify a broad spectrum of cysteine residues 

with highest reactivity towards Cys364, Cys670, and Cys471, which is different 

from that of peroxynitrite (Cys349). The efficiency of NO at thiol modification is 

significantly higher compared with that of peroxynitrite (''°®). 

Nitration of tyrosine of SERCA 2a has been identified in aged skeletal 

muscle and may be one of the mechanisms of age-related skeletal muscle 

dysfunction. An increased time for contraction and half-relaxation of skeletal 

muscle is characterized for aged rats with a 32% decrease of both the rate of 

Ca^"" uptake and the fractional rate of SR filling and an 18% decrease in loading 

capacity of the SR(''°^'''°®). A correlation of the SERCA activity and covalent 

protein modification in vitro and in vivo suggests that tyrosine nitration may affect 

the SERCA activity (''°^). In contrast to the SERCA 1, the SERCA 2a isoform from 

28-month-old rats contained significant amounts of 3-nitrotyrosine (3-4 mol/mol 

protein). When SR membranes isolated from 5-month-old rats containing 90% 
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SERCA 1 and 10% SERCA 2a were exposed to peroxynitrite in vitro, the SERCA 

2a isoform was selectively nitrated C°^). The age-related tyrosine nitration is 

localized to the sequence Tyr - Tyr positions. The incubation of SR 

membranes to DEA/NO, a NO donor, did not generate significant yields of 

nitrated protein. These results suggest that peroxynitrite is the source of the 

nitrating agent in vivo. The expression of iNOS was identified in aged skeletal 

muscle, which can produce large amount of NO, leading to the formation of 

peroxynitrite (^^°). Therefore, INOS expression may cause the dysfunction of 

contraction and relaxation of skeletal muscle in aging though tyrosine nitration of 

SERCA 2a by peroxynitrite. Since the calcium transient is controlled by the SR 

calcium content which is regulated by SERCA, so the dysfunction of SERCA 

affects both contraction and relaxation No reports have described the 

tyrosine nitration of SERCA 2a in cardiac muscle. 

There are no reports related to the effect of NO on PLB function. NO may 

cause decreased phosphorylation of PLB by decreasing PKA activity through 

cGMP/PDE II pathway as described above. Decreased phosphorylation of PLB 

results in increased inhibition of SERCA 2a in myocytes and prolonged 

relaxation. Phosphorylated PLB can be dephosphorylated by a cardiac SR-

associated type 1 and type 2A protein phosphatases (PP1 and PP2A) which 

attribute to more than 90% of phosphatase activity in the heart in smooth 

muscle cell, NO can activates PP1 through cGMP/PKG pathway. When PP1 is 

phosphorylated by PKG, it dephosphrylates myosine light chain, leading to 
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relaxation of smooth muscle cells ("®). In culture Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) 

cells, NO activates PP2A through cGMP/PKG pathway, resulting in the inhibition 

of K"" channel Based on those finding, it is logical to hypothesize that NO 

may activate PP1 and/or PP2A through cGMP/PKG pathway and cause 

dephosphorylation of PLB, resulting in increased inhibition of PLB to SERCA 2a 

and subsequently prolonged relaxation (diastolic dysfunction). 

4.2.2 NO regulates mitochondrial respiration. 

NO inhibits mitochondrial function through different mechanisms. Short 

term exposure to physiologic concentrations of NO rapidly inhibits complex IV 

(cytochrome c oxidase) in a reversible and physiologic way by competition with 

O2 (^^®). Cardiac hypertrophy increases sensitivity of mitochondrial respiration to 

complex IV inhibition by NO, and together with an increased iNOS expression, 

could favor the development of heart failure in rats NO also inhibits 

mitochondrial creatine kinase coupled to oxidative phosphorylation, leading to a 

decreased sensitivity of mitochondrial respiration to ADP, thereby reducing ATP 

formation (''^°). Furthermore, NO can decrease contractile reserve through 

inhibition of the cytosoiic creatine kinase Prolonged exposure to NO results 

in a persistent inhibition of complex 1 via S-nitrosylation C^^). Endogenous 

peroxynitrite formation also can cause an irreversible inhibition of multiple 

respiratory complexes, activating the proton leak and permeability transition pore, 

decrease mitochondrial respiration and reduce contractility 
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4.2.3 NO and ceil death 

Excessive NO causes oxidative stress, DNA damage, disruption of energy 

metabolism, calcium homeostasis and mitochondrial function, resulting in 

apoptosis and necrosis of ceil. 

Oxidative stress is the major cause of damage associated with elevated 

NO, resulting largely from the formation of ONOO" ONOO" damages a wide 

range of biological molecules, including protein, lipids and nucleic acids, as well 

as oxidizes thiols, nitrates protein tyrosine residues and damages mitochondria 

NO diffusing into mitochondria reacts with O2 " to form ONOO", initiating a 

destructive cascade of ONOO" - mediated mitochondrial events 

Respiratory chain complexes 1, II and III are irreversibly damaged by ONOO", 

resulting in considerably decrease of cellular ATP synthesis. An important 

consequence of impaired energy metabolism is the disruption of cellular calcium 

homeostasis Depletion of ATP prevents cells from maintaining 

transmembrane calcium gradients, leading to elevated cytoplasmic calcium, and 

then cell death ONOO" also induces mitochondrial calcium efflux by 

oxidizing mitochondrial thiols and NAD{P)H, which leads to mitochondrial 

permeability transition At the same time, NO itself might also directly 

modulate induction of the permeability transition Induction of the 

mitochondrial permeability transition swells the matrix and ruptures the outer 

membrane to release cytochrome c which triggers apoptosis (•'28;i32;i33y 
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Therefore, induction of the permeability transition by small amounts of ONOO" 

and elevated calcium is one possible mechanism by which NO activates 

apoptosis C^^). Large amounts of ONOO" was found to lead rapidly to necrotic 

cell death 

Another important mechanism of cell death caused by excessive NO is 

DNA damage by ONOO", which results in subsequent activation of p53 and 

poiy(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP). Excessive NO damages DNA with 

0N00~ causing single strand breaks C^^). Damaged DNA upregulates p53 and 

activates PARP in the nucleus, probably to assist DNA repair This 

upregulation of p53 causes growth arrest by blocking the G1/S transition in cell 

cycle for DNA repair; however, p53 induces apoptosis if the DNA damage is 

extreme Activation of PARP is particularly important in NO cytotoxicity 

Activated PARP transfers up to 100 ADP-ribose moieties from NAD+ to nuclear 

proteins. The NAD"" re-synthesis that follows this futile cycle depletes ATP, while 

the decreased availability of NAD"" severely compromises ATP synthesis 

Hence, another major consequence of DNA damage by ONOO' is a cellular 

energy deficit. 

In summary, excessive NO and consequent ONOO" damage to the 

mitochondria and DNA, resulting in disruption of energy metabolism and calcium 

homeostasis, then apoptotic and necrotic cell death. These pro-apoptotic 

mechanisms are considerably reduced in iNOS knockout mice, which implicates 

iNOS plays a major role in NO/ONOO" - induced cell death 
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4.3. NO REGULATES CARDIAC p-ADRENERGIC RESPONSE 

The force and frequency of myocardial contraction and the active 

myocardial relaxation are physiologically regulated by neurotransmitters and 

hormones. Norepinepherine released by the sympathetic nerves in the heart and 

epinephrine released into the circulation by adrenal glands increase myocardial 

contractility and relaxation by acting major on p-adrenergic receptors on heart 

muscle C) (see figure 3a). It has been reported that the myocardial 

responsiveness to p-adrenergic agonist decreases with agep). The mechanism 

isn't quite clear. However, the NO in aged myocardium may have some 

contribution. 

Evidence shows that iNOS expression may result in the decreased [3-

adrenergic response of cardiac myocytes. In the early 1990s, experiments in 

neonatal cardiac myocytes had shown that cytokine treatment resulted in 

decreased contractile responsiveness to adrenergic agonists that were 

associated with an attenuation of the normal increase in intracellular cAMP 

Decreased P-adrenergic responsiveness due to iNOS expression were also 

observed using cultures of rat ventricular myocytes in co-culture with iNOS-

expressing endothelial cells, as well as by many other groups using either 

isolated contracting cardiomyocytes or papillary muscles exposed to LPS alone 

or in combination with other cytokines. The responsiveness was fully reversed 

upon the co-treatment with NOS inhibitors 
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In heart failure from different etiology, including sepsis, transplant 

rejection, ischemic or dilated cardiomyopathy, the decreased responsiveness to 

P-adrenergic agonists was also found to be related to the expression of iNOS. 

Drexler et al found muscle strips from failing heart exhibited a decreased 

responsiveness to p-adrenergic stimulation, and these alterations were 

significantly correlated with the abundance of iNOS activity and mRNA in the 

same hearts. Importantly, these alterations were corrected upon the treatment of 

the muscles with the NOS inhibitor, L-NMMA (^°). Hare et al observed a 

potentiation of the inotropic response to peripheral infusion of dobutamine after 

intracoronary administration of L-NMMA in patients with dilated cardiomyopathy 

C^). In the rats with congestive heart failure induced by artificial aorto-caval 

fistula, INOS expression and activity increased about 2-fold in ventricular 

myocytes. Isoproterenol-positive inotropic and lusitropic effects were markedly 

attenuated in papillary muscle of these heart failure rats. Selective iNOS inhibitor 

improved the attenuated p-adrenergic responsiveness in heart failure rats 

Furthermore, Funakoshi found disruption of iNOS gene improved p-adrenergic 

inotropic responsiveness (^'^^). Finally, the ability of exogenous NO donors to 

produce quantitatively and qualitatively similar effects in isolated atrial and 

ventricular strips from human failing and non-failing hearts adds further evidence 

for a significant role of NO as a modulator of p-adrenergic responsiveness 

The major mechanism for iNOS-related decrease in p-adrenergic 

responsiveness is to activate cGMP-activated phosphodiesterase (PDE II) 
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through cGMP dependent pathway (see figure 3a). Cardiac myocytes from a 

variety of species express PDE II. The muscarinic cholinergic "accentuated 

antagonism" on L-type calcium channel was also completely abolished by a PDE 

II specific inhibitor, EHNA , indicating that PDE II is the major target for cGMP 

produced by soluble guanylate cyclase after muscarinic receptor is activated by 

acetylcholine In circumstances where high levels of intracellular cGMP are 

produced, such as those generated upon NO production by INOS, the resultant 

activation of PDE II leads to an attenuation of isoproterenol-stimulated increase 

in cAMP as well as the shortening of adult rat myocytes in culture The 

same mechanism is utilized by Pa adrenergic receptor through the activation of 

eNOS pathway to decrease ventricular contractility (see figure 3a). This 

mechanism was further supported by Sulakhe's finding that attenuated 

contraction in response to isoprenaline in isolated muscles was paralleled by 

increased iNOS activity in the myocytes, while the phosphorylation of 

phospholamban was decreased compared to extracts from control rats because 

phospholamban is phosphorylated by PKA which is activated by cAMP(^®^). 

In addition to activating PDE II, NO produced by INOS can attenuate the 

myocardial responsiveness to adrenergic agonists via PKG pathway (see figure 

3a) and cGMP-independent pathway described above (see figure 3b). 
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5. SUMMARY 

In summary, it is well documented that the cardiac systolic and diastolic 

function decrease with age. There is also an imbalance of Th1 and Th2 cells, 

which results in higher level of Th2 proinflammatory cytokines in aged body, 

including TNFa, IL-ip, lL-6, and IFN-y, which are all stimulators of iNOS 

expression. The aged hearts have the potential to increase iNOS expression. 

iNOS over-expression in myocardium is considered a major reason for the heart 

dysfunction and impaired adrenergic responsiveness in heart failure. Therefore, 

our data supports the hypothesis that immunosenescence, a switch to a TH2 

pathway, leads to iNOS over-expression in aged heart, which results in cardiac 

systolic and diastolic dysfunction in aging mediated through NO/NOx and 

NO/cGMP pathway. 

6. Conductance Catheter System (CCS) for Mouse Ventricular Function 

In order to study the mechanism of age-related cardiac dysfunction, a 

sophisticated system is needed to measure the ventricular function of mice. The 

advantages to use mouse model for cardiac research is that the mouse immune 

system is fully characterized and very close to human's immune system, and the 

availability of transgenic mice and gene knockout mice. However, since mouse 

heart is very small (200 mg) and heart rate is very fast (500-600 beats per 

minute), it is very difficult to characterize the LV function. Echocardiogram is 
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used, but the inter-observor and intra-observor deviation is markedly high 

The mouse heart rate rate is too fast to be acurately measured by MRl (magnetic 

resonance imaging). Ascending aortic flow probe is techanically difficult and can 

only measure cardiac output and stoke volume which are not good enough to 

describe the LV function. It is very essential to develop a sophisticated method to 

measure the LV funciton of the small and fast-beating mouse heart. 

Conductance catheter system (CCS) was applied to measure dog's LV 

function by Baan firstly in early 1980's Since then, it has been widely used 

to measure ventricular function of human or large animals, such as sheep, cats, 

dogs, pigs. In big animals, CCS can be calibrated easily with another methods 

which can measure stroke volume accurately, such as echocardiogram or flow 

probe. However, in the mouse with a miiigram heart, the calibration of CCS is 

very difficult, because there is no accurate method to measure the stroke volume 

of a mouse heart. The first paper about CCS applied to mice was published 

without fully calibration of volume (''^). We first published a paper with fully 

calibrated CCS in 1999 C^), and in 2001, we published the second paper to 

describe the calibration in detail ("'ssiiss) 5jpQg vve set up CCS to measure mouse 

heart function, we have been able to explore the mechanisms of age-related 

cardiac dysfunction. 

CCS is so far the best method to measure the ventricular function. It 

measures LV pressure and volume at the same time to generate pressure-

volume loops. From these pressure-volume loops, we can compute 28 load-
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dependent and load-independent parameters to describe the ventricular systolic 

and diastolic function (see table 4). Among these 28 parameters, the most 

common used parameters for LV contractility are dP/dt^ax which is load-

dependent and PRSW (preload recruitable stroke work), dP/dtmax vs Ved, and 

Ees (end systolic elastnace) which three ail are load-independent; for diastolic 

function are x (including tweiss. tciantz, and XLogistic) and p (see table 4 for definition 

and computation). PVA (pressure volume area) describes myocardial O2 

consumption. Efficiency represents how efficient energy is converted to stroke 

work. Ees/Ea (elastance of artery) describes how well the ventricular-arterial 

coupling is. 
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Table 4. Interpretation of abbreviations and computation of parameters 

of LV function 

Abbreviation Description Method of Calculation 

Parameter of Hemodynamics 

HR Heart Rate (60 * sample rate ) / ( Pmax i+1 - Pmax i) 

Vmax Maximum Volume Maximum volume during cardiac cycle** 

Vmin Minimum Volume Minimum volume during cardiac cycle 

Ves End-systolic Volume Volume at the point of maximum PA/ ratio 

Ved End-diastolic Volume Volume at the Rwave 

Pmax Maximum Pressure Maximum pressure during cardiac cycle 

Pes End-systolic Pressure Pressure at the point of maximum PA/ ratio 

Ped End-diastolic Pressure Pressure at the Rwave 

SV Stroke Volume Vmax - Vmin 

EF Ejection Fraction (Stroke Volume / V@dP/dt max) * 100 

CO Cardiac Output Stroke Volume * Heart Rate 

SW Stroke Work Area enclosed by the pressure-volume loop 

Ea Arterial Elastance End-systolic pressure / Stroke Volume 

**cardiac cycle is derived from Pmax to Pmax. 

Continued on the following page 
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Table 4 (continued 1): Interpretation of abbreviations and computation 

of parameters of LV function 

Abbreviation Description & Method of Calculation 

Parameters of LV Systolic Function 

dP/dt max Maximum dP/dt; Maximum value of dP/dt during cardiac 

cycle 

ESPVR End Systolic Pressure Volume Relationship; Regression of 

end systolic pressure vs end systolic volume 

Ees End Systolic Elastance (of Left Ventricle); The slope of end 

systolic pressure volume relationship 

PRSW relationship Preload Recruitable Stroke Work relationship; Regression 

of Stroke Work vs End Diastolic Volume 

PRSW Preload Recruitable Stroke Work; The slope of PRSW 

relationship 

dP/dt max vs Ved The slope of the regression ofdP/dt max vs End Diastolic 

Volume 

Continued on next page 
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Table 4 (continued 2): Interpretation of abbreviations and computation 

of parameters of LV function 

Abbreviation Description & Method Used to Calculate 

dP/dt min 

tau(Welss) 

tau(Glantz) 

tau(Logistic) 

EDPVR 

Parameters of LV Diastolic Function 

Minimum dP/dt, Minimum value of dP/dt during cardiac cycle 

Tau - Weiss method, Regression of log(pressure) vs time 

Tau - Glantz method, Regression of dP/dt vs pressure 

Tau - Logistic method, Curve fitting, P(t) =(PA/(1+ et/TL))+PB 

End Diastolic Pressure Volume Relationship, Regression of end 

diastolic pressure vs end diastolic volume 

Left ventricular stiffness. Slope of end diastolic pressure volume 

relationship 

Parameters for Other Features 

Pressure Volume Area, the area surrounded by ESPVR, EDPVR 

and trajectory of systole 

Stroke Work/Pressure Volume Area 

Potential Energy, Pressure Volume Area - Stroke Work 

Percentage of Potential Energy, Potential Energy / Pressure 

Volume Area 

End Systolic Elanstance of Left Ventricle / Arterial Elanstance 

(Ventricular-arterial Coupling) 

PVA 

Efficiency 

RE 

PE% 

Ees/Ea 

End of table 4 
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EXPLANATION OF THE PROBLEM 

There is a very large aged population in the United States, which is still 

increasing. It is well documented that healthy aged people can have isolated 

cardiac diastolic dysfunction. However, the LV contractility in healthy aged 

people is not known due to lacking sophisticated methods to obtain some load-

independent parameters describing LV contractility. There is some changes in 

structure or gene expression in aged heart, but those changes can't completely 

explain the age-related cardiac dysfucntion. The mechanism of age-related 

cardiac dysfunction is still unclear. The contribution of iNOS to heart failure is 

generally recognized. However, no work has been done to identify the 

expression of iNOS in aged heart and define the role of iNOS in age-related 

cardiac dysfunction. High level of NO produced by iNOS can affect calcium 

cycling protein, including ryanodine receptor, SERCA 2a, and phospholamban 

(PLB), as the downstream targets of iNOS/NO/cGMP. Few study has been done 

about how NO affects cardiac SERCA 2a function, and phosphorylation of 

phospholamban in the heart. 

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

Our general goal is to identify the mechanisms of age-related cardiac 

dysfuction and to find some pharmaceutic agents to prevent and treat the age-
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related cardiac dysfucntion based on the potential mechanisms. Our central 

hypothesis was that high level of NO produced by iNOS over-expressed in the 

myocardium may cause age-related cardiac dysfunction through cGMP-

dependent and - independent pathway. 

To test our hypothesis, we had six specific aims: 

Specific aim 1: Validate the conductance catheter system in mice. 

Specific aim 2: Identify the relationship between tau and ventricular load 

and cardiac diastolic energetics in mice. 

Specific aim 3: Identify vasculature-independent heart dysfunction in the 

aged mice. 

Specific aim 4: Identify iNOS expression in the aged heart tissue. 

Specific aim 5: Modulating the iNOS/NO/cGMP pathway pharmalogically 

and by gene knockout. 

Specific aim 6: Identify the iNOS/NO/cGMP downstream target protein, 

phophoslamban and its phosphorylation in aged mouse 

heart? 

Almost every specific aim resulted in a published paper or a manusript, 

therefore attached are published papers and manusripts as appendices of this 

dissertation. The results of each paper or manuscript in appendices were 

summarized In next chapter (chapter II, Present Study). 
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EXPLANATION OF DISSERTATION FORMAT 

1. The format of this dissertation 

The format of this dissertation is different from traditional format, since I 

include published papers and manuscripts as the major part of this dissertation. 

This dissertation major includes introduction (chapter I), present study (chapter II) 

and appendixes. The introduction part, as you already read, includes review of 

literature, explanation of the problem, and explanation of dissertation format. The 

present study includes a summary of the most important finding in this 

dissertation. The Appendixes includes all the original research papers and 

manuscripts. It is more logical and coherent to put the manuscripts in the 

appendixes and arrange them with the published papers in order. By doing this, 

the dissertation appears easier to understand. 

2. The relationship of the research papers 

There are six original research papers included in this dissertation as 

appendix A to F. Appendix A validated the conductance catheter system (CCS) 

to measure the heart function in mice. The validation of CCS is the basis of the 

follow studies, because without a sophisticated method to measure heart 

function, there is no way to characterize the heart function of young and old mice 
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or any effects of any treatments. Appendix B clarified a very important issue, 

volume loading, affecting the measurement of heart function, which needs be 

well controlled. To understand this issue made the measurement of heart 

function more accurate. Appendix D further defined the relationship of the key 

parameter of diastolic function, x, and afterload. This study helped to define age-

related diastolic dysfunction, which is a major problem in the aged population. 

Appendix C characterized the cardiac function of young and aged mice and 

found a vasculature-independent cardiac dysfunction in aged mice. Appendix E 

focused on the mechanism of age-related cardiac dysfunction and described the 

iNOS/NO/cGMP pathway causing systolic and diastolic dysfunction in aged mice. 

Appendix F further identified the downstream target protein of iNOS/NO/cGMP 

pathway, phospholamban, in aged hearts. In summary, this study was carried 

out from phenomenon to mechanism, from animal level to molecular level, from 

gene expression, protein structure to organ function. 

3. Contribution to each paper 

I was the first author of all these six published papers and manuscripts 

and the only person for this project. With the advising from Dr. Larson and other 

faculty in my dissertation committee, I designed all the studies, did almost all the 

experiments and wrote all these papers. So I believe it is appropriate for me to 

use these six papers as the major part for my dissertation. 



CHAPTER 11: PRESENT STUDY 
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The methods, results and conclusions of this study are presented in the 

research papers appended to this dissertation. The following is a summary of the 

most important findings in these papers. 

1. CONDUCTANCE CATHETER SYSTEM (CCS) 

GOAL OF STUDY: Validate Millar Conductance Catheter System 

In order to investigate the mechanisms of age related cardiac dysfunction, 

a sophisticated method is needed to measure the mouse ventricular function. 

Since echocardiography, MRI, and electromagnetic flow probes lack the 

sensitivity in mouse due to heart size and heart rate, we applied conductance 

catheter system (CCS) as a means to quantify left ventricular function in vivo. 

The volume calibration of CCS applied to mice has not been successful until we 

introduced an in vitro model and validated the CCS in mice C^). An in vitro 

volumetric model was configured with a Lucite plastic block including seven 

cylinders of a range of volumes to obtain a standard curve relating volume to 

conductance signal. From this system a volume - conductance line (VCL) was 

derived to calibrate volume from conductance signal. To derive a VCL, the 

cylinders were filled with heparinized fresh mouse blood and the conductance of 

the blood in each cylinder was measured with CCS. The regression of the 

volume of blood in these seven cylinders against conductance of the blood was 
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used to generate the VCL which there after served as a standard curve to 

convert the raw conductance signal to volume. 

A second processing of the conductance signal was performed in vivo due 

to the conductivity of myocardium and surrounding tissues. An experimental 

error of conductance termed parallel conductance (Vp) is subtracted from the raw 

conductance signal for each mouse thus accounting for non-blood conductance. 

Vp was determined at the completion of the experiment by hypertonic saline 

(15%) injection through extra-jagular vein. The raw signals from CCS were 

calibrated by VCL and Vp. 

The validation of the measurement methods developed by us for the CCS 

calibration method was performed by an in situ model. With the in situ model, the 

mouse heart was arrested in diastole with citrate-phosphate-dextrose. All of the 

residual blood was removed from left ventricle, and the mitral and aortic outflow 

track sutured closes. Fresh heparinized mouse blood was injected into the left 

ventricle (LV) of arrested hearts with 2 or 3 |j,l per time. The CCS was used to 

measure the total volume of blood injected into LV and the increase of blood 

volume after each injection. After calibrated with VCL and Vp, the CCS 

measurements were equal to the true volume of injected blood. The accuracy of 

in vivo volumic measurement of CCS calibrated by VCL and Vp was also 

validated by the measurement of blood flow in descending aorta by doppler flow 

probe, and postmortem quantification of LV volume with isotonic saline and a 

casting mixture of resin and catalyst. The end diastolic volume was 15 to 20 jal. 
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stoke volume was 10-12 ul and cardiac output was 6-7 ml/min (See detail in 

appendix A and D). 

CCS measurement is an invasive procedure. During the procedure, the 

mouse was ventilated and the chest was open surgically. Blood loss during the 

operation is the major cause of hypovolemia that could affect the measurement 

of left ventricular function. Therefore, it is very important to maintain normal 

circulation volume during the trans-stemotomy operation for the CCS 

measurement. Volume loading through peripheral vein was used to normalize the 

blood volume. However, we found too much volume load loading increased the 

conductivity of the blood, resulting in increased conductance of the blood and 

producing false increase in volumic parameters measured by CCS. The fluids 

generally used for volume loading are 0.9% saline and hetastarch which is 6% 

hetastarch in 0.9% saline solution. We found the conductivities of 6% hetastarch 

solution and 0.9% saline were 2.0 and 2.4 times greater than that of the fresh 

mouse blood. Both the in vivo model (mice) and the in vitro model (plastic block 

with cylinder holes) agreeably proved that greater than 15% dilution of mouse 

blood with hetastarch or saline could significantly increased the conductivity of 

the blood, leading to the error of the CCS volumic measurement. We concluded 

that volume loading 10-12 |il/g of body weight (usually less than 400 )il) could 

help maintain circulation volume without significantly affecting the conductivity of 

the blood. After volume loading, the in vivo measurement by CCS of 

hemodynamics of young healthy mice was in the physiological range (See detail 
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in appendix B), which confirmed that limited volume loading eliminated the 

influence of hypovolemia to the heart function and reduced experimental bias. 

2. AGE-RELATED CARDIAC DYSFUNCTION 

HYPOTHESIS OF STUDY: Determine the Left Ventricular Functional 

Differences between Younger and Older Mice. 

After we validated the CCS in mice, we applied CCS to quantify the 

cardiac functional difference between young (6-month-old) and aged (16-month-

old) mice. We found the decease in both systolic and diastolic function in aged 

male and female mice characterized by load-dependent parameters (including 

stroke volume, ejection fraction, cardiac output, stroke work, dP/dtmax, dP/dtmin, 

PVA and efficiency) and load-independent parameters (including Ees, PRSW, 

dP/dtmax vs. Ved, T and (3) (see table 4 in chapter I for definition). However, there 

was no significant change of afterload [Ea (Elastance of artery), Ea = 7.34 ± 0.67 

mmHg/}il in young mice and Ea = 8.27 ± 0.77 mmHg/|il]. These results 

suggested that age-related cardiac dysfunction may be due to factors unrelated 

vasculature compliance. (See detail in appendix C and E) 

As reviewed in the introduction section, diastolic dysfunction has higher 

incidence in aging population compared to systolic dysfunction. Two parameters 

describe the active relaxation of LV, t (time constant of relaxation) and dP/dtmin-

However, dP/dtmin is very sensitive to the change of preload and afterload of LV, 
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which makes it less valuable as a parameter of diastolic function, x, is considered 

relatively load-independent and a precise descriptor of isovolumic relaxation. 

However, the relationship of x and afterload is still controversial, and afterload 

was found non-statisticaliy increased in aging. 

In order to elucidate whether the increase of t in the old mice was due to 

increase of afterload (Ea), we investigated the relationship between t and Ea. By 

increasing afterload pharmacologically and mechanically, we found x changed in 

a biphasic pattern. In phase 1, x didn't change (xweiss and xtogistic) or decreased 

( i G i a n t z )  ( s e e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  d i f f e r e n t  x  i n  t a b l e  4  i n  i n t r o d u c t i o n  s e c t i o n ) ,  i n  p h a s e  2 ,  

X increased linearly. The maximal LV pressure at inflexion point was 149 ± 10 

mmHg with ascending aortic occlusion. The pressure-volume area (PVA) 

increased linearly as afterload increased, which suggested that the myocardial 

O2 consumption (MVO2) or the energy consumption increased given that PVA is 

directly proportional to MVO2 The plot of x against PVA showed x did not 

change until PVA increased to the inflexion point. Relaxation of LV is active and 

energy-consumed by using 15% of total ATP generated by the myocytes. The 

results suggested that as afterload increased acutely, x changed biphasically. 

The prolonged relaxation with increased x may be due to the limitation of the 

availability of energy source for relaxation because of the increase in energy 

consumption for contraction. In aged mice, the afterload was much lower than 

the inflexion point. Therefore, we considered that the increase of x in aged mice 
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was not due to the increased afterload, but due to intra-cardiac factors. (See 

detail in appendix D). In sunnmary diastolic dysfunction was significantly reduced 

in the aged mice compared to younger mice due to the intracardiac factors. 

3. AGE-RELATED CARDIAC DYSFUCNTION AND iNOS 

HYPOTHESI OF STUDY: The cardiac dysfunction in the aged mice is 

related to the over-expression of iNOS in the myocardium. 

After defining the cardiac dysfunction in aged mice, we set forth to 

determine a mechanism of age-related cardiac dysfunction. Based on the role of 

iNOS in heart failure, we hypothesized that the over-expression of iNOS in 

myocardium of aged mice may be one of the mechanisms of age-related cardiac 

dysfunction. To prove our hypothesis, first, we modulated iNOS activity 

phamnacologically and genetically in the myocardium. With two different inducible 

nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) specific inhibitors, aminoguanidine (AMG, 10 mg/Kg, 

i.v. or infusion, n = 15) and S-methyl-isothiourea (MITU, 3 mg/Kg, i.v. n = 7), we 

completely reversed the systolic dysfunction in 16-month-old mice and partially in 

21-24 months old mice as characterized by increased PRSW. i decreased 

significantly in every aged group of mice with the treatment of AMG and MITU, 

suggesting an improved diastolic function. However, x was not completely 

reversed by iNOS inhibitors in 16-month-old mice. One the other hand, the age-

related cardiac dysfunction was exacerbated by INOS substrate L-arginine (10 
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mg/Kg, i.v. n = 7). All these three drugs had no effects on young mice and aged 

(16-month-old) INOS knockout (KO) mice, proving the specificity of the agents. 

The systolic and diastolic function of aged iNOS KO mice were as normal as 

those of the young wild type (WT) mice and significantly increased compared to 

those of the 16-month-old WT mice as characterized by Ees, PRSW, dP/dtmax vs. 

Ved, and T. It is very interesting that (3, the LV stiffness, was significantly 

decreased in iNOS KO mice even compared to that in young WT mice, 

suggesting that iNOS contributes to collagen synthesis and metabolism. The 

iNOS inhibitor, AMG, had no effects on iNOS KO mice, which also suggestion 

the specificity of AMG to iNOS. (See detail in appendix E) Taken together, all the 

functional studies suggested that iNOS may contribute to the age-related cardiac 

dysfunction just as it does in heart failure. 

To further test our hypothesis that iNOS over-expression in aged 

myocardium may cause age-related systolic and diastolic LV dysfunction through 

NO/cGMP pathway, we confirmed our function studies with molecular biological 

studies. The intra-cardiac iNOS expression was identified only in 16-month-old 

WT mice but not in the 6-month-old mice WT mice by northern blot, western blot 

and immunohistochemistry. The intracardiac NOx and cGMP levels were 

significantly higher in the 16-month-old mice compared to the 6-month-old mice 

and cGMP level went back to normal after the treatment of AMG. Taken 

together, these results confirmed that the iNOS/NO/cGMP pathway is enhanced 
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in the aged heart and could be modulated by iNOS specific inhibitor, such as 

AMG. (See detail in appendix E) 

4. iNOS AND CALCIUM CYCLING PROTEINS 

HYPOTHESI OF STUDY: Myocyte Calcium Cycling Protein functions are 

modulated by the NO Pathway. 

The contraction and relaxation of cardiac myocytes are directly related to 

the calcium transient inside myocytes. Any factors affecting the contraction or 

relaxation of myocytes probably affect the calcium transient. The myocyte 

calcium transient is controlled by calcium cycling protein, including ryanodine 

receptor (RyR), sarco/endoplamic reticulum Ca^"^ ATPase (SERCA 2a) and 

SERCA 2a's regulator, phospholamban (PLB). The iNOS/NO/cGMP pathway 

affects two protein kinases, cAMP dependent kinase (PKA) and cGMP 

dependent kinase (PKG) which can directly or indirectly modify the 

phosphorylation of PLB. Therefore it was hypothesized iNOS/NO/cGMP 

decreased diastolic function in aged mice by decreasing phosphorylation of PLB. 

With northem blot, we did not find any change of the expression of RyR and 

SERCA 2a in aged mice compared to young mice. Although expression of PLB 

decreased in aged mice detected by western blot, the phosphorylated PLB and 

the ratio of phosphorylated PLB to total PLB decreased significantly in aged 

hearts compare to those in young hearts. AMG significantly improved diastolic 
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function in 16-month-old WT mice with decreased -r and increased dP/dtmin but 

had no effects on t or dP/dtmin in 6-nnonth-old and 16-month-oId PLB KO mice. 

Taken together, the results suggested that decrease in phosphorylation of PLB is 

major result of iNOS/NO/cGMP pathway, which increased the inhibition of PLB to 

SERCA 2a, resulting in prolonged relaxation. (See details in appendix F) 

5.  CONCLUSION 

Based on results of this study, we concluded: 1. conductance catheter 

system was a valid method to measure heart function in mice; 2. volume loading 

for CCS measurement should be limited to 10-12 |j,l/g to avoid changing the 

blood conductivity; 3. there was an -age-related and vasculature-independent 

cardiac systolic and diastolic dysfunction in aged mice; 4. x changed in a biphasic 

pattern as afterload acutely increased probably due to the limited availability of 

energy sources; afterload in aged mice was lower than the Inflexion point, so the 

increase of x was not due to the change of afterload in the aged mice; 5. iNOS 

may cause the age-related cardiac dysfunction via iNOS/NO/cGMP pathway by 

decreasing phosphorylation of PLB; 6. inhibition of iNOS activity by iNOS specific 

inhibitor could improve cardiac systolic and diastolic function in aged mice. 



6. FUTURE STUDIES 

First, it would be important to confirm our hypothesis with isolated cardiac 

myocytes. Isolated myocytes from the hearts of WT young and old mice, and old 

INOS KO mice could be used to measure the calcium transient and contractility 

of young and old WT myocytes, and old INOS KO myocytes. Second, treatment 

of young myocytes with NO donor of different dose to see dose-dependent 

effects of NO on calcium transient and contractility of myocytes; then, treat the 

young and old WT myocytes and also the old iNOS KO myocytes with AMG, 

MITU, and L-arginine separately. A third study would be to isolate cardiac 

myocytes from young WT mice and young PLB KO mice and measure the 

calcium transient and contractility of these two groups of myocytes, then treat 

these myocytes with NO donor of different dose and measure the calcium 

transient and contractility of two groups of myocytes. 

The relationship between NO and calcium cycling proteins requires further 

definition. More specifically the hypothesis being tested would be that NO and 

PKG products regulate phospholamban (PLB) function. PLB can be 

dephosphorylated by protein phosphatase type 1 and type 2A (PP1 and PP2A). 

PP1 and PP2A can be activated by PKG though phosphorylation in smooth 

muscle cells and cultured Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO) cells separately. A 

potential hypothesis is that iNOS/NO/cGMP activates PKG, resulting in activation 
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of PP1 and/or PP2A which dephosphorylates phosphorylated PLB, leading to 

diastolic dysfunction in aged mice. To prove this hypothesis the following studies 

is proposed. 

1. The quantification of the expression of PP1 and PP2A by northern and 

western blots in hearts of young and old mice would provide support of 

this hypothesis. 

2. The comparison of phosphorylation products of PP1 and PP2A in hearts 

of young and old mice would demonstrate the PKG effects on calcium 

cycling proteins. 

3. The treatment of young and old mice with AMG, then measurement of the 

phosphorylation of PP1 and PP2A, and phosphorylation of PLB should 

support the iNOS/NO pathway for NO mediated diastolic dysfunction. 

4. Treat the young and old mice with PKG specific inhibitors, then measure 

the phosphorylation of PP1, PP2A and PLB. 

5. An in vitro study, treat the cultured primary cardiac myocytes with NO 

donor plus or minus PKG specific inhibitors, measure the phosphorylation 

of PP1, PP2Aand PLB. 

6. An in vitro, mix PKG with PP1 and PP2A and ATP to determine if PKG 

can phosphorylate PP1 and PP2A; mix PKG with PLB to see if PKG 

phosphorylates PLB; mix PKA with PLB plus or minus PP1 (or PP2A) to 

see if PP1 or PP2A dephosphorylates PLB phosphorylated by PKA, then 
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add PKG with or without PKG inhibitors to see if PKG facilitates the 

function of PP1 or PP2A to dephosphorylate PLB. 

A second and necessary study would test the hypothesis is that NO 

directly affects SERCA 2a function in the heart. To prove this hypothesis the 

following studies is proposed. 

1. Isolate SERCA 2a fronn SR from mouse hearts, treat SERCA 2a with NO 

donor of different dose to quantify the NO affects SERCA 2a function to 

hydrolyze ATP. 

2. Measure the nitration of SERCA 2a in hearts of young and aged WT mice 

and aged iNOS KO mice with western blot. 

3. Treat mice with AMG when they are 13 months old for 3 month, then 

compare with Western blot analysis the nitration of SERCA 2a with an 

anti-nitrotyrosine Ab to untreated mice. Nitration of SERCA 2a is a 

chronicle effects and can not be reversed by acute inhibition of iNOS. 

In summary, the molecular mechanism of age-related cardiac dysfunction 

is unclear. We just identify the role of iNOS in this issue. Further studies are need 

to clarify how INOS affects the function of calcium cycling protein, such as 

ryanodine receptor, SERCA 2a and PLB. 
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ABSTRACT The purpose of this study was to define the validation 

methods and outcomes of a conductance catheter system specifically 

for in vivo murine cardiac hemodynamic analysis. To express the rela

tionship between conductance and blood volumes, we used an in vitro 

model to derive a volume-conductance line. The volume-conductance 

line was used to compute raw volume from the modified conductance 

signals. The parallel volume was calibrated with hypertonic (15%) saline 

injected fi'om ejctrajugular vein. The ventricular volume was computed 

by raw volume minus parallel volume. The accuracy of conductance 

volumetric measurements was validated with a static in situ infiision 

of calibrated volumes of whole blood injected into arrested left ven

tricles. In vinio dynamic measurements were performed with 24 C57B1/6 

mice, 6 months old; for comparison of established values. The in situ 

model showed that after calibration, the experimental coefficient, a, was 

equal to 1 and the measured volume by conductance catheter was equal 

to the true volume of the left ventricle (j = 0.982x + 0.513, p < .0001). 

For the in vivo models, the end-diastolic volumes and the stroke vol

umes and cardiac output determined with the conductance catheter 

system were 17.3 ± 1.0 ^L, 10.6 ± 0.9 iiL, and 6.0 ± 0.5 mL/min, 

respectively. We validated the relationship between measured volume by 

conductance catheter and the true volume and demonstrated the accu

racy of the volume-conductance line for conversion of conductance to 

volume. 

KEYWORDS conductance, ESPVR, hemodynamics, mouse, PRSW, ventricular 

function, ventricular mechanics 
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Murine models are essential for cardiovas
cular research due to the ability to apply 
genetic engineering methods for model

ing cardiovascular development and diseases [1-4]. 
In addition, modeling of immunologically mediated 
cardiomyopathies is advantageous in the mouse due 
to the precise definition of the murine immune sys
tem [5]. Taken together, emplo3nng the murine 
model appears to be justified when examining left 
ventricular (LV) dysfunction related to developmen
tal or acquired cardiomyopathies. The limitations 
of the murine models have been the physical size 
of the cardiovascular system and the inability to 
quantify cardiovascular function with a high level 
of precision. In 1973 Suga et al. [6] introduced the 
use of end-systolic pressure-volume relationships as 
a load-independent index of contractility in dogs. 
The conductance catheter system (CCS) that per
mits the quantification of these pressure-volume re
lationships in vivo is well accepted in larger species, 
and we now report the validation of its application 
in the mouse model. 

The critical issue related to murine pressure-volume 
relationships is the calibration and validation of the 
LV volumetric measurement with the conductance 
catheter [7-9]. As described by Baan in 1984 [7] and 
Applegate in 1990 [10], the calibrated volume during 
the cardiac cycle, V{t), is expressed by V{i) = (1 /a) 
(Vcc —Vp), where a is the experimental coefiScient, 
Vcc is the uncalibrated volume, and Vp is the volume 
error due to the parallel conductance. Vp can be cal
ibrated with bolus injection of hypertonic saline by 
changing the conductivity of the blood [7]. The a 
is the ratio of the stroke volume measured by the 
CCS to an alternate means of quantification. Meth
ods to quantify stroke volume (SV) in the mouse 
have been reported with echo cardiography [3] and 
sonomicrometry crystals [11], magnetic resonance 
imaging [5], and transesophageal and transthoracic 
echocardiography [12]. However, in the mouse heart 
size and heart rate (>500 beats/min) are technical im
pediments for the measurement of the SV by those 
means. The SV also has been calibrated by the mea
surement of descending aorta with flow probe but 
with the assumption that 74% cardiac output repre
sents the descending aorta flow [13-15]. Due to these 
limitations in the mouse to calibrate a, we report an 

alternate and validated method for the calibration of 
a, Vp, and volume. 

The purpose of this study was to validate the 
methodology to quantify in vivo murine pressure-
volume relationships. To calibrate the volume mea
surement of the CCS, we used our previously 
described in vitro method to derive a volume-
conductance line (VCL) [13]. Hypertonic saline was 
injected through the external jugular vein to calcu
late Vp. Our hypothesis was that after the calibra
tion of the conductance signal with VCL and Vp, 
the V(f) is equal to the true volume (Vtme)- Our 
validation model was based on a study reported by 
Mur and Baan [16] where incremental LV volumes 
of blood were correlated with conductance. Using 
a similar method, we established the relationship 
between and V{t), there by validating a and 
Vp, and demonstrating the capability to calibrate the 
CCS with VCL. Moreover, we compared measured 
in vivo dynamic ventricular volumes in 24 mice with 
the static in situ measurements. The in vivo volumet
ric parameters in the C57B1/6 mice were consistent 
with the hemodynamic values established by others. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Animal and Preparation 

The University of Arizona Animal Review 
Committee approved these animal studies. "Guide
lines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals' 
(NIH publication 86-23, revised 1985) and "Prin
ciples of Laboratory Animal Care" (published by 
the National Society for Medical Research) were fol
lowed in this study. Eighteen female and 12 male 
C57B1/6 mice, 6 months old, were obtained fi-om 
the National Institute of Aging, Washington, DC. 
Animals were housed in the animal facility of the 
Arizona Health Sciences Center under diurnal light
ing conditions and afforded unlimited access to food 
and water for 2 weeks before the study. 

Conductance Catheter System 

A combined catheter with four conductance elec
trodes and a micromanometer (Millar 1.4 F, SPR-
716) was used for quantification of the pres-
sure-volume relationships. The midsensor electrode 
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distance is 4.5 mm, which approximates the distance 
between the cardiac apex and the aortic valve, and 
the midsource electrode distance is 5.0 mm. The 
volume of the portion of the catheter residing in 
the left ventricle is 0.68 fiL. The pressure transducer 
of the CCS was calibrated in saline maintained at 
37°C exposed to ambient atmospheric pressure. The 
Millar conductance system controller (Millar MCS-
100) was set according to the manufacturer's recom
mendations with a frequency of 20 kHz, the low-
pass cutoff frequency at 50, full-scale current selected 
at 30 /xA, and the pressure transducer (TCB-600) 
at 1 V/100 mm Hg. The signals were acquired at 
a rate of 1000 samples/s (110 samples/cardiac cy
cle) with the custom software (BioBench, National 
Instruments, Austin, TX). The conductance was ex
pressed as volt^' by the Millar system. It quanti
fies the voltage difference between two sensor elec
trodes by converting the resistance value to voltage 
by multiplying the current (!) with a constant of 
20 ixA according to relationship V = I x Rot V = 
20R. The inversion of the analog voltage output 
was displayed in the volume channel as a modified 
conductance, G' (see Appendix 1 for a full expla
nation of the modified conductance G', units of 
volt-i). 

Volume Calibration Line 

An in vitro volumetric model was fabricated with 
a plastic block containing 7 cylindrical holes ranging 
from 2.06 to 4.00 mm in diameter and 1 cm in depth. 
The holes were filled with mouse fresh heparinized 
whole blood collected from the mouse after injection 
of the typical loading volume of200 fjL of the het-
astarch solution. The conductance of each cylinder 
volume was measured with the conductance catheter 
while the plastic block was maintained at 37° C. With 
a fixed midelectrode distance of 4.5 mm (L) for the 
CCS, the formula Volume = irr^L was used to com
pute the absolute volume measured by the conduc
tance catheter in each cylinder. The raw conduc
tance signals were acquired and a regression line was 
constructed with the known cylinder volumes (V) 
versus the conductance signals (G) to derive the 
volume calibration line (VCL). We expressed the 
VCL as the volume calibration formula (VCF). All 

the raw signals of conductance acquired in the mouse 
by the CCS were put into this formula (VCF) to cal
culate the raw volume (Vcc). 

Experimental In Situ Volume 
Calibration 

The relationship between calibrated quantities of 
whole mouse blood in the LV to the CCS volumetric 
measurements was experimentally investigated with 
arrested murine hearts in situ according to methods 
reported by Mur and Baan [16]. Initially, the heart 
function was quantified as described earlier {n = 6, 
females). With the conductance catheter maintained 
in the left ventricular position, these hearts were 
subsequently arrested with SO^L citrate-phosphate-
dextrose (Sigma Company, St. Louis, MO) injected 
into the right ventricle. Upon arrest of the heart, 
blood was recovered for the following study. The 
left atrium and superior and inferior vena cava were 
ligated. The ascending aorta was transected and left 
ventricular blood was completely evacuated. The 
proximal ascending aorta was then ligated, including 
the coronary ostia. The freshly drawn blood 
(37"C) was injected into the LV at exact increments 
of 2 or 3 ^tL/injection with a microinjection sy
ringe (Hamilton Syringe, VWR Scientific Products, 
Willard, OH) and the conductance (volt"') of the 
LV was simultaneously measured with the CCS. The 
total volume injected was up to a left ventricular pres
sure of 12 mm Hg. Following these experiments, the 
same blood was used in the in vitro volumetric model 
described earlier to derive the VCL regression line 
and VCF from the relationship between the con
ductance (volt^^) and the measured volume (yuL). 
Applying VCF to the conductance data, each left 
ventricular raw conductance measurement (volt"') 
was converted into the raw volumetric number (Vcc). 

In Vivo Hemodynamic 
Measurement 

The in vivo application of the conductance 
catheter system (CCS) was similar to that described 
earlier by Yang (13 ]. After the induction of anesthesia 
with urethane in saline (1000 mg/kg, ip) followed by 
a-chloralose in propylene glycol (50 mg/kg, ip), the 
mice were ventilated through a tracheostomy with a 
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pressure-controlled respirator (RSP 1002, Kent, CT) 
at a rate of 120 times/min and FIO2 of 1.0. The mice 
were placed on a thermally controlled surgical plat
form and maintained at 37.5"C. For fluid volume 
administration, the external jugular vein was cannu-
lated with a 23-gauge butterfly. A total loading vol
ume of200 )j.L of hetastarch (6% hetastarch in 0.9% 
saline, Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, IL) was 
injected through the external jugular catheter prior to 
insertion of the Millar CCS. No additional volume 
was administered to the mouse during the hemody
namic studies. Electrical cautery was utilized to mini
mize blood loss. A transverse substernal incision was 
made to expose the cardiac apex and inferior vena 
cava (IVC). Through an apical stab wound made with 
a 25-gauge needle, the Millar conductance catheter 
was inserted into the left ventricle and positioned 
along the cardiac longitudinal axis with the distal 
electrode in the aortic root and the proximal one 
in the cardiac apex. With the ventilation paused for 
3 seconds, the pressure-volume relationships were 
acquired by reducing the ventricular preload with 
an acute compression of the inferior vena cava. 

Parallel Conductance 

Our acquisition of the parallel conductance (Vp) 
was according to a method reported in large ani
mals first by Baan [7] and more recently in rats by 
Schiereck [17]. The conductivity of the blood was 
momentarily altered without affecting the LV vol
ume or contractile properties of the left ventricle. 
More specifically, at the completion of the hemo
dynamic studies, 15% hypertonic saline (10 /xL) was 
injectcd through the external jugular catheter, result
ing in a rightward shift of the conductance signals. 
The difference between acquired end-systolic con
ductance (Ges) and end-diastolic conductance (Ged) 
signals was increased by 1.5- to 2-fold subsequent 
to the hypertonic saline injection. A simple regres
sion line was prepared for the series of Ges versus 
Ged. This line was extrapolated to a point represent
ing zero blood and only parallel conductance. The 
intersection between this regression line and the 
identity line {Y = X) was defined as the parallel 
conductance (Gp). Using this method in the mouse, 
our Vp was calculated from Gp with the VCL 

Calculations 

After applying the VCL to calculate raw volumes 
(Vcc) from the raw signal conductance (G) and the 
parallel volume (Vp) from parallel conductance (Gp), 
we performed computational operations to deter
mine the actual LV blood volume, V(i) according 
to V[t) =• Vcc — Vp. We used the customized soft
ware (Pvan version 2.7, Conductance Technologies, 
Inc., San Antonio, TX, and Millar, Inc., Houston, 
TX) to analyze the calibrated the pressure-volume 
data to obtain all the parameters. 

Statistical Analysis 

All data are reported as mean ± SEM. The vol
ume calibration line was analyzed by a simple linear 
regression. The statistical comparison of the two vol
umetric methods was performed with Bland-Altman 
analysis. Student's Mest or analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) was used to test differences between the 
groups when appropriate. Significance was assumed 
when p < .05. 

RESULTS 

Volume Calibration Line 

The cylinders were prepared by fabricating cylin
ders in a plastic block with volumes ranging from 
15.0 to 56.5 /zL. Anticoagulated mouse whole blood 
was loaded into each cylinder and maintained at 
37°C. The known volumes (V) of the cylindrical 
holes in the plastic block were plotted against the 
measured signals of conductance (G) acquired with 
the CCS. Figure 1 shows that regression of V ver
sus G was described by a straight line with = .997 
{p < .001) and the VCL was V = 20.26G 10.87, 
which were used for the in vivo model (24 mice) to 
compute all the volumetric parameters. 

Parallel Conductance 

The CCS recording subsequent to hypertonic 
saline injection through the external jugular is shown 
in Figure 2. As shown by this figure, the injection 
volume of 10 fiL of 15% hypertonic saline did 
not change the left ventricular pressures but was 
sufficient to increase the conductivity of blood 
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FIGURE 1 Volume conductance line (VCL). The calibration 

of the CCS was performed using a series of 7 cylinder with 
known volumes of 15.0 to 55.5 iiL filled with fresh whole hep-

arinized mouse blood and maintained at 37°C. The relation
ship between the conduaance and volume was established 
with the conductance catheter inserted into each cylinder. The 
VCL is the linear regression of volume versus conductance and 
is expressed as I' = 20.256 + 10.87, = .997 (V is volume, 

6 is modified conductance). 

flowing through the LV (Figures 2A and 2B). This 
change in blood conductivity produced a rightward 
expansion of the volumetric portion of the pressure-
volume loops (Figure 2C). Figure 2D illustrates the 
computation of the conductance of the surrounding 
tissue (Gp) derived from injection of hypertonic 
saline from one representative mouse. The grouped 
Gp was 0.60 ± 0.07 volt"^ in the females (« = 12) 
and 0.83 ± 0.01 volt^' in the males (k = 12) with 
the Vp calculated from the VCF of 22.7 ± 1.6 ixL in 
the female and 27.7 ± 2.1 fiL in the male (p = .08). 
No dilFerences were found between genders after Vp 
was normalized by body weight. 

Experimental In Situ Volume 
Validation 

Validation of left ventricular volume measure
ments was performed with citrate-phosphate-
dextrose-arrested hearts in situ (n = 6). Stepped 
increments of 2 or 3 ixL of whole blood were injected 
into the LV to a pressure of 11.1 ± 0.83 mm Hg with 

a maximal volume of 18.01 ± 0.57 /xL. Figure 3A 
shows a linear relationship between the volume of 
the blood injected into the LV and conductance 
obtained by CCS from the in situ hearts. The 
conductance of injected blood obtained from CCS 
was applied to VCL to compute the raw volume 
(Vcc). Subsequently, the Vcc was plotted against the 
incremental injected blood volume to derive a lin
ear regression of known blood volume to measured 
volume. The positive intersection of the derived line 
with the Y axis was the experimental Vp of this 
model, and the slope of the line was considered the 
experimental determination of a. Figure 3B shows 
a regression of Vcc versus the volume of injected 
blood (Ktnie). The mean a, which was the slope of the 
regression line, was equal to 0.99 ± 0.06 and the 
mean Vp was 22.1 ± 1.5 (« = 6). 

The calibrated volume, V{i), measured by CCS 
for the injected blood was achieved by subtracting 
Vp from Vcc. As mentioned earlier, Vp was defined 
as the intercept of the F axis shown in Figure 3B 
and Vcc was calculated from conductance samples 
with VCL as shown in Figure 3A. The difference be
tween V(i)and thetnievolumewas—0.67±0.14/xL. 
Figure 3C shows the regression of V(?) versus the true 
volume with an identity line described by 
V{t) = 0.982 Vtme -0.513, = .974,/' < .0001. 

Figure 4 shows the regression of Vp measured with 
the in vivo hypertonic saline method versus the Vp 
measured with the in situ method derived from a lin
ear relationship withjy = 1.007x, = .92, p < .001. 
The Bland-Altman analysis showed that the mean 
difference {d) was 0.15 tiL and d — Is = —2.29 and 
d Is = 2.59, showing that the difference between 
these two methods was less than 10%. 

Hemodynamic Parameters 

In the present investigation, we performed in vivo 
pressure-volume loop analysis with the application 
of the Millar CCS to C57B1 male and female mice. 
Table 1 summarizes the in vivo murine hemody
namic relationships that incorporate LV pressure, 
volume, and combined relationships for 24 mice. 
Figure 5 shows the typical ESPVR (end systolic 
pressure volume relationship), PRSW (preload re-
cruitable stroke work) and dPjdt^^ versus Ved 
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FIGURE 2 Parallel conductance (Vp). (A) The conductance signals after the injection of 15% hypertonic saline (10 

iv) increased related to the increased conductivity of the LV blood. (B) The pressure parameters were not changed during the 
injection of the hypertonic saline. The labeled portions of the waveforms of conductance and pressure were chosen to construct 
the pressure-volunne loops in (C), (C) The conductance of LV pressure-volume loops increased and the loops shifted to the right 

without an alteration in the pressures. (D) The parallel condurtance (Gp) was computed from the plot of Ges and Ged. The 

intersection of this regression line with the identity line was defined as the parallel conductance (Gp). Vp was computed from the 

formula of VCL, using the Gp. 
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FIGURE 3 Experimental /n situ calibration. In situ confirmation of conductance catheter measurements was performed 
with precise blood incremental administration of whole blood into an instrumented arrested mouse heart in = 5). 
(A) The six regression lines of volume of injected blood vs conductance acquired by CCS confirmed the linear relationship 

between volume and conductance for the in situ hearts. The for these six lines ranged from .95 to .99, p < .001, 
(B) For each mouse, the measured conductance (volt"') was applied to the VCL to compute the corresponding raw vol
umes (Vcc). The regression line of Vcc versus the volumes of blood injected into the LV resulted in Vcc = aVtrue + 
Vp. Therefore, the computed slope of the regression line is a, and the Y intercept is Vp. For this individual mouse, 

the regression formula is Vcc = 1.02Vtrue + 20.3 (r^ = .99, p < .001), which means a is 1.02 and Vp is 20.3 fiL. 
(C) For the in situ model, the conductance of the injected blood was acquired by CCS, and the volume was calibrated as V(r) = 

(1/a) (Vcc - Vp) = Vcc - Vp, since a is equal to 1 after Vcc was calculated from VCL. The calibrated volume W) was plotted 
against the volume of injected blood (Vtnje). The regression showed complete agreement between the measurement and the true 

value, \At) - 0.982 Vtme - 0.513, - .974, which confirmed our hypothesis. 
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FIGURE 4 Relationship between the Vp determined with in 
vivo versus in situ methods. There was a significant correlation 
between the Vp acquired with the in vivo hypertonic saline 

technique and the in situ validation model. The derived linear 

relationship between these two techniques was y = 1.007x, 
= .92, p < .001. The Bland-Altman analysis showed d -

2s = -2.29 and d + 2s = 2.59, which demonstrated that the 
difference between these two methods was less than 10%. 

acquired with the inferior vena caval occlusion tech
nique. The indexed volume parameters were not sig
nificantly different between genders. We concluded 
that the volumetric parameters, which differed be
tween the genders, were related only to weight 
differences. 

DISCUSSION 

In this study we reported means to validate the 
ventricular volumetric measurements and normal 
cardiac function for the young adult male and 
female C57B1/6 mice. Mur and Baan [16] first 
reported the validation methods for conductance 
volumetric measurements in the in vitro canine 
model, and we have now reported the application 
of these methods to the murine model in situ. The 
in situ model reported herein has a validated a of 
.99 when applying the CCS in the murine heart 
subsequent to the volume calibrated by VCL After 
calibrated by Vp, the volume measurement V{t) of 
CCS was identical to the true volume, Vmij. The 

parallel conductance (Vp) with injection of hyper
tonic saline firom the superior vena cava was found 
equivalent to that of the in situ model. This was 
supported by Bland-Altman statistical analysis that 
provided a concurrence between the Vp acquired 
with the in situ analysis and Vp acquired with the 
in vivo hypertonic saline method. Our methodol
ogy is an advance from the Mur technique in that 
we performed this analysis in situ whereas Mur per
formed the analysis with the canine heart not located 
in the thoracic cavity. Most importantly, the in vivo 
hemodynamic parameters in our study were consis
tent with murine parameters reported by others [14, 
15, 18]. In summary, the conductance catheter sys
tem and volume calibration with VCL and Vp were 
validated through the calibrated injection of whole 
blood in the in situ murine LV and supported by the 
hemodynamic parameters acquired in vivo. 

Volume Conductance Line 

The Millar system conductance signal represents 
a processed signal rather than an expression of the 
exact conductance of the LV blood (see explanation 
in Appendix 1). We therefore developed the VCL 
to establish the relationship to compute the vol
ume firom modified conductance signals. The basis 
for the Millar modified conductance signal is the 
relationship of the mouse heart size and the low 
voltage amphtude between the two sensor electrodes. 
Therefore the Millar system amplifies the cond
uctance signal with a gain and offset (see detail in 
Appendix 1). Due to the amplified conductance 
signal, the real conductance cannot be computed 
to a volume signal with the Nyboer equation [ V = 

(l}la)G\. In order to set up the relationship of vol
ume and modified conductance we therefore used 
an in vitro model to configure the VCL. 

Using graduated volumes of murine whole blood, 
the relationship between volumes and CCS conduc
tance was derived. An assumption was made that ap
plies a simple cylindrical equation to the heart [19, 
20]. The relationship between volume and conduc
tance was a linear relationship with the volume range 
of 15-56 jxL (Figure 1). This linear relationship be
tween volume and conductance was also shown in 
the in situ mouse heart models (Figure 3 A), which 
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TABLE 1 Comparison of murine female and male C57BI/6 hemodynamic parameters 

Parameter Unit Female Mate p Value 

n 12 12 
Body weight 9 25.7 ± 1.0 31.8 ±0.9 .0001 
Heart weight mg 113.3 ±4.3 130.9 ±4.7 .015 
H/B mg/g 4.23 ± 0.21 4.13 ±0.14 .70 
HR beats/min 521 ± 12 563 ± 12 .02 
SV piL 9.43 ± 0.94 10.53 ±0.92 .37 
SVI ixUg 0.37 ± 0.04 0.33 ± 0.02 .35 
CO mL'rrrin 4.9 ± 0.5 6.0 ± 0.5 .15 
CI iiUmm/g 194±21 186 ±13 .75 
EF % 63.2 ± 2.9 60.5 ± 3.1 .54 
Ves 5.27 ± 0.41 6.71 ± 0.51 , .041 
Ves/body wt nUg 0.21 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.02 .69 
Ved IJ.L 14.70 ±1.10 17.33 ±0.96 .079 
Ved/body wt 0.58 ± 0.04 0.54 ± 0.03 .52 
Vp lit 22.7 ± 1.6 27.7 ± 2.2 .08 
Vp/body wt (iUQ 0.90 ± 0.07 0.87 ± 0.06 .80 
Pes mm Hg 96.5 ± 3.8 96.2 ± 3.9 .95 
Ped mm Hg 4.11 ±0.40 5.04 ± 0.37 .10 
SW mm Hg /iL 950 ±99 1000 ±94 .72 
SWI mm Hg- îUg 37.2 ± 4.0 31.3 ±2.8 .24 
dP/ dtmax mm Hg/s 6019 ±419 8920 ± 621 .0011 
dP/ dtnax mm Hg/s -5981 ± 372 -6438 ± 364 .39 
tau-Glantz ms 11.6 ±0.68 12.2 ±0.61 .53 
Ea mm Hg/̂ L 11.42 ± 1.2 9.87 ± 0.95 .32 
Ees mm Hg/̂ iL 31.6 ±3.8 25.3 ± 2.4 .18 
Ea/Ees 0.41 ± 0.04 0.40 ± 0.03 .86 
PRSW mm Hg 90.1 ± 6.4 98.5 ± 6.0 .22 
dP/dtmax vs Ved mm Hg/s/;iL 559 ±54.5 562 ± 55.2 .98 
PE mm Hg-AtL 102 ± 14 122 ± 14 .34 
PVA mm Hg./iiL 1081 ± 113 1122 ±105 .79 
Efficiency % 90.5 ± 1 89.2 ± 0.7 .33 
PE% % 9.5 ±1.1 10.8 ±0.7 .33 

Note. Definitions of integrated pressure-volume parameters: HR, heart rate: H/B, ratio of heart weight to body weight; SV, stroke volume: SVI, 
stroke volume index; CO, cardiac output; CI, cardiac output index; EF, ejection fraction; Ves. end-systolic volume; Ved, end-diastolic volume: 
Vp, parallel conductance: Pes, end-systolic pressure: Ped, end-diastolic pressure; SW, stroke work; SWI, stroke work index; dP/cftmax, maximum 
derivative of change In systolic pressure over lime; dP/dtmi^, maximum derivative of change in diastolic pressure over time; tau-Glantz, time 
constant of isovotumic relaxation; Ea, arterial elastance; Ees, end-systolic volume elastance; PRSW, preload recruitable stroke work; PE, potential 
energy; PVA, pressure-volume area; Efficiency = SW/PVA. 

did not differ from the VCL. These findings are 
consistent with the report from Georgakopoulos 
[21], who demonstrated that similar graduated 
volumes were linear related to the volume-conduct-
ance relationship. This method was first reported 
without thorough validation of this method in 1999 
[13] and since has been adopted by others 
[14,21]. 

The in situ validation has validated the use of the 
VCL for calibration of the volume versus conduc
tance. The data of Figure 3B represent the hearts in 
the thoracic cavity and therefore the only variable 
was the altered left ventricular blood volume. The 

computed data showed that the slope of the regres
sion formula of volume after conversion with the 
VCL verse the volume of injected blood is equal 
to 0.99. It confirmed that the in vitro calibration 
method ofVCL was correct for an a of 1 and there
fore V(t) — l/a(Vcc — Vp) = Vcc — Vp after Vcc 
and Vp are calculated firom G(t) and Gp, respectively, 
with VCL 

Parallel Conductance 

The Vp -was calibrated with the hypertonic saline 
method. As it has been reported in dogs and humans, 
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FIGURE 5 Left ventricular performance parameters, end-systolic pressure-volume relationship (ESPVR), preload recruitable 
stroke work (PRSW), and dP/dfmaK-Ved. A consecutive set of cardiac cycles subsequent to inferior vena cava occlusion provides 
the parameters for plotting the ESPVR, PRSW, and dP/dtmax-Ved. (A) ESPVR was plotted from the successive Pes and Ves. Ees, 

the slope, was 19.07 mm Hg/>iL for this mouse (y = 19.07x - 47.2, H = .88, p < .01). (B) A regression plot of SW versus Ved 

constructed from each of the multiple cardiac cycles provides the PRSW of the murine heart. For this mouse PRSW was 116 mm 
Hg/^L (y= 116.*-842.3, r 

691 mm Hg/fiL(y= 69U 
= .999, p < .001). (C) The dP/dfmax-Ved slope from regression plot of the dP/dfmax versus Ved was 
1300, = .995, p <.001) 

a bolus of hypertonic saline injected into the pul
monary artery may be used to determine Vp [7, 18]. 
We found that injecting through the right ventricle 
or pulmonary artery created an unacceptable artifact 
in this mouse model. We report that injection from 
the external jugular vein provided an accurate expan
sion of the loops without altering the LV hemody
namic function, as shown in Figure 2. The concern 

with this method was the effect of right ventricu
lar conductance changes prior to the entry of the 
hypertonic saline into the LV. Thorough analysis of 
the pressure-volume loops did not reveal a shift in 
the volume curves until the saline entered the LV. 
Recently, Georgakopoulos reported two important 
findings regarding Vp. First, the dominant source of 
Vp in mice was found to be the left ventricular wall, 
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and markedly vaiying right ventricular volumes had 
little effect on Vp. Second, the hypertonic saline in
jection through the extra jugular vein was identical 
to the Vp estimated by dual-frequency conductance 
catheter [21]. 

The Vp determined with the in vivo hypertonic 
saline method through the extrajugular vein was 
compared to the Vp derived from the intercept of 
the Y axis of the regression of volume measured 
with CCS versus the calibrated volume of injected 
blood for the in situ model (Figure 3B). Figure 4 
shows a significant regression coefficient of 1.007 
with the comparison of the Vp derived with the 
in vivo and in situ models. Bland-Altman statistical 
analysis validated an agreement between the Vp ac
quired in the in situ analysis and Vp acquired with 
the in vivo hypertonic saline method. It also con
firmed the hypertonic saline method through the ex
ternal jugular vein was accurate. The Vp value in this 
current study was also consistent with our previous 
study [13] and Georgakopoulos's report [21]. Since 
Vp was calculated from Gp using the VCL, the ac
curacy ofVp also validated the application of VCL. 

Another issue related to the Vp determination is 
the volume and concentration of hypertonic saline. 
A recent report showed that 20 jixL 3% hypertonic 
saline injected from right ventricle may overestimate 
Gp, because it may increase end diastolic and 
systolic volumes and pressures [14]. This hemody
namic effect may have been due to a hypovolemic 
state since the end systolic pressures were 57 mm Hg. 
We noted that these decreased functions were ev
ident only after the hypertonic saline had passed 
through the LV and into the coronary and periph
eral circulation. More specifically, we did not note a 
decreased in contractile function during hypertonic 
saline expansion of the ventricular volume loops but 
did observe decreased left ventricular pressures about 
8-10 left ventricular cycles later. Others reported this 
phenomenon with mice [21] and larger species [7]. 
Therefore, we selected the loops to compute Vp that 
coincided with unchanged LV pressures. 

There is an agreement of the true volume of left 
ventricle (Viiue) compared to the volume, V(i), mea
sured by CCS and calibrated with VCL and Vp in the 
already described methods (Figure 3C). The mean 

difference was 0.67 fiL. Moreover, using the in situ 
validation model, the maximum volume that could 
be infused into the left ventricle was about 18 juL. 
A measured in vivo ejection fraction (EF) of 60.5 
to 63.2% results in a calculated maxima! possible 
stroke volume (SV) of 10.9 to 11.4 /xL. These results 
are comparable with that of Georgakopoulos, who 
reported an SV of 8 pH [15]. In summary, the vol
ume calibration with VCL and Vp was validated for 
volume calibration for the CCS. 

In Vivo Hemodynamics of Mice 

The hemodynamic parameters showed that the 
mice in this study were comparable to normal heart 
fimction reported by others. In this study, the end-
systolic pressure (Pes) with open chest operation was 
about 95 ± 3.8 mm Hg, and end-diastolic pressure 
was 4.1 ± 0.4 mm Hg. Similarly, the arterial pres
sure was reported to be 95 mm Hg by Melo [22] and 
110 mm Hg by Scherrer-Crosbie [23]. The dPIdtmsa 
ranged from 6019 ± 419 to 8920 ± 621 mm Hg/s 
and tau (Glantz) from 11.6 ± 0.68 to 12.2 ± 0.61 ms, 
which were consistent with the normal value mea
sured by others with alternate methods [18]. PRSW 
is a parameter that is related to the volume param
eters (stroke work and end diastolic volume) but in
dependent of the calibration of a and Vp [13] and 
its normal range is 80 to 100 mm Hg [18]. In this 
study, PRSW was 90.1 ± 6.4 to 98.5 ± 6.0 mm Hg. 
We concluded that in this study, the cardiac fiinction 
data were validated for the normal heart fimction of 
the C57/B1 mice. 

The volumetric parameters in this study were also 
consistent with others, which confirmed the cali
bration methods in this study. The cardiac output 
(CO) in this study was 4.9 ± 0.5 mL/min for 
females and 6.0 ± 0.5 mL/min for males. These re
sults were consistent with the results from ultrasound 
velocity dilution method by Krivitski (CO = 6.8 ± 
0.71 mL) [24], thermodulution method by Melo 
(8.3 ± 0.6 mL) [22], transesophageal echocardiogra
phy and flow probe on ascending aorta by Scherrer-
Crosbie (CO = 6.0 ± 0.8 mL) [23], and echocar
diography by Feldman (CO = 6 mL) [14], The end 
diastolic and systolic volume (Ved and Ves) were 
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consistent with the results with the echocardiogra
phy by Feldman [14], and the ejection fraction (EF) 
of 60% was in the normal range. Vp was consistent 
with the Vp acquired from the dual-frequency con
ductance catheter and hypertonic saline method by 
Georgakopoulos [21]. After being normalized by 
body weight or heart weight, there was no differ
ence in the indices of volume parameters between 
male and female, including, Ved, Ves, Vp, SI, and 
CI. This suggested that the body weight difference 
may cause the differences in the volume parameters 
of mice hemodynamics. 

The individual paranieters acquired with the CCS 
listed in Table 1 are important descriptors of cardiac 
vascular function. Moreover, the coupling between 
the ventricular contractile and diastolic state and the 
ventricular and arterial systems can also be character
ized with the murine CCS. Figure 5 shows that the 
parameters determined by the CCS method, namely, 
Ees (elastaace of end systole—the slope of ESPVR), 
PRSW, and dP/dlmm versus Ved, are sensitive indices 
of LV contractility. Most important, cardiac ftinction 
independent of the vascular system catj be quanti
fied with the Ees, PRSW, and dP/dlma versus Ved. 
Also, the interaction between the ventricular and 
vascular systems can be described by the efficiency 
that is the ratio of stroke work to pressure volume 
area (SW/PVA) and the end-systolic elastance to ar
terial elastance ratio (Ees/Ea). The characterization 
of ventricular contractile and diastolic dysfunctions 
in pathological states in mice appears to be possi
ble using the CCS. Therefore, the advantage of the 
CCS is the comprehensive hemodynamic characteri
zation that can be accomplished with no other single 
integrated system. The dP/dt values and tau differed 
in this study compared to our previous report due to 
the difference in the acquisition settings and the anal
ysis software. The sampling rate in the present study 
was 1000 samples/s, resulting in 110 sampling points 
per pressure-volume loop, and the results were con
sistent with others [18], 

influence of a on Volume Estimates 

Stringent control of infusion volumes is neces
sary for consistent CCS measurement [25]. Failure 
to do so alters not only preload-dependent cardiac 

functions, but also may affect a in the expression 
V{t) = {lla){t?-/a)[G{t) - Gp] [7, 19]. Acceptable 
limits should range from 80 to 120 mm Hg normal 
systolic pressures and greater than 60 mm Hg dur
ing IVC occlusion studies. However, without volume 
infusion, the systolic pressure and cardiac output can 
be markedly reduced in this model. Since the con
ductivity of 0.9% saline is about 2.5 times higher 
than mice whole blood, overinfusion can increase 
the conductivity of the blood and overestimate the 
volume parameters [25]. In summary, both the vol
ume and type of solution infused during the murine 
hemodynamics studies have significant effects on 
CCS measurements. 

Limitations 

There is a potential weakness with the VCL rela
tionship acquired by the cylindrical volume method. 
The plastic block may restrict the conductance sig
nal in the cyUnderby constraining the electrical field 
created by the electrodes [26]. However, the volumes 
of the cylinders were constructed to replicate the 
volumes acquired as raw conductance signals (Vcc), 
which includes V{?) and Vp. Since the myocardial 
tissue is the outer layer and the blood is in the 
center, the restriction of the electrical field may 
affect Vp more greatly than V(;). Furthermore, the 
range of volumes used in the plastic block were found 
to provide a linear relationship related to conduc
tivity = .997 (Figure 1), and the in situ model 
also showed the linear relationship between volumes 
and conductance shown in Figure 3A. Also, the raw 
volumes acquired from the mice ranged from 30 to 
45 /xL, which were in the midrange of the VCL of 
15.0 to 56.5 lit. Our calibration system accounted 
for the range of the raw volumes (Vcc). 

CONCLUSION 

The volume calibration is very critical for the 
accuracy of the measurements of CCS. We proposed 
to calibrate the volume with an in vitro model to 
derive a VCL and the method ofhypertonic saline in
jected from external jugular vein to acquire a Vp. The 
in situ model confirmed that after calibration with 
VCL, and Vp determination, a was equal to 1, and 
the volume measured by CCS was equal to the true 
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volume of left ventricle. We report that our valida
tion of the CCS is consistent with normal cardiovas
cular functional parameters that included pressure 
and volumetric measurements and provide for the 
means to study pathological, immunological, and 
genetically engineered cardiomyopathies in C57B1 

APPENDIX 1; DEFINITION OF 
MODIFIED CONDUCTANCE 

The quantification of LV volume by the Millar 
system during the cardiac cycle is dependent on the 
electrical resistance of blood in the LV. The system 
measures the voltage (V) between the sensor elec
trodes, which is converted from the resistance (R) by 
multiplying the current (/) with a constant of20 /xA 
according to relationship V = IR ^ 20R. Since the 
voltage signal is low, the system amplifies the signal 
by a coefficient a resulting in a modified V (V = 
aV). Moreover, the system computes G' by inverting 

V, then adding the offset b according to the expres
sion G' — l/V + b. The value of G' is displayed by 
the Millar system as conductance and the units are 
volt"'. 

More specifically: 

G' = 1/ r -h ^ = Ijay + b= l/20aR + b 

Since R= 1/ G, 

G' = G/2Qa 4- b 

G =: 20d(G' - b) 

Since volume = (L^/a)G, 

Volume = {L^/a)2Qa{G ~ b) = {2QaL^la){G - b) 

(1) 

From Eq. (1), the volume is linearly proportional 
to G'. The results of the VCL proved the linear 

FIGURE 6 
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regression relationship between volume and G', and 
this is why the Xaxis is G', expressed as volt"'. Taken 
together, the volume waveform {G') is an amplified 
and inverted measurement of the voltage waveform 
measured by the sensor electrodes. It is therefore lin
early proportional to conductance with a fixed gain 
and an oftset. We defined the G' as modified con
ductance (volt~^). 

There is another issue about the setting of gain 
{a) and offset (b). The voltage output from Millar 
system is affected by the setting of gain and offset, 
which the users can adjust. The Millar system con
figured with different settings of gain and offset may 
have dififerent output of the conductance signals— 
therefore a different VCL. However, if the setting of 
gain and offset is kept unchanged for both in vivo and 
in vitro (VCL) study, the computed volume should be 
unaffected by the setting of the gain and offset. In 
this study, we kept the setting of the gain and offset 
constant for all the experiments, including in vim, 
in situ, and in vitro models (VCL). 

The third issue about the setting of gain and ofiset 
is that the settings are adjusted with controls on the 
Millar control system. The settings are not digitized 
and there are no values to be used to compute the 
exact value of the voltage measured from the sensor 
electrodes of the catheter. Therefore we can't calcu
late the exact conductance or resistance of the blood 
in the left ventricle for fiirther calculation of the 
volume by using the Nyboer equation V — L^pG. 
Based on the preceding details, we developed VCL 
to establish the relationship between volume and the 
modified conductance acquired firom Millar system 
to compute the volume. Finally, the VCL has a pos
itive intercept of the Y axis, since the modified con
ductance is used instead of the real conductance for 
the regression of VCL. 

APPENDIX 2 

We reported the data of the postmodern model in 
a previous study [13]. Now we present a picture of 
the postmortem plastic injected models of hearts ar
rested by 100 ^1 KCl (1 M) or ischemia. In Figure 6, 
the left image represents the volume of LV (15.07 ± 
0.95 /liL, n — 10) when the heart was arrested with 
compete relaxation by KCl, and the right one repre

sents the volume of LV (4.76 ± 0.27 /^L,» = 6) when 
the heart was ischemically arrested at contraction. 
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Conductivity: An issue for the Application of the Conductance 
Catheter System in Mice 

B. Yang', D. F Larson^ R. Kelle/, J. Beischef, K R. Watson' 

Badcgroiind: A new conductance catheter system (CCS) 
has been developed to analyze in vivo left ventricular pres
sure-volume relationships in mice. As with other CCS de
signs, this murine system quantifies the left ventricular vol
ume by measurement of the conductance (G) of the blood 
which is proportional to its conductivity (a). One critical 
issue specific for the mouse model is the dilution of the blood 
with intravenous infusion of saline solutions and the resulting 
effect on a. Therefore, the objective of this study was to 
define the saline volunjes that could be infused in the mouse 
without significantly affecting the blood a or the accuracy of 
the ventricular volumetric measurements obtained with the 
CCS. 

Methods: An m vitro system was developed to detemme 
the effect of changes in a on O. Seven cylindrical volumes in 
a plastic block tnodeling raw conductance volume signals (2 
to S mm) were filled with mouse whole fresh blood diluted 
with 6% Hetastarch in 0.9% saline to final concentrations of 
0%, 15% (5:1), 25% (3:1), 50% (1:1) and 100% Hetastarch 
solution. The conductance of each solution was measured by 

the CCS and plotted against the conresponding volume. Mice 
were infused with 200, 400, or 800 nl of 6% Hetastarch 
solution, equivalent to in vitro hemodilutions of 8%, 15%, and 
25%, respectively. Pressure-volume loop analysis was per
formed with the CCS subsequent to the infusions. 

Results: The in vitro model demonstrated that the a of 6% 
Hetastarch solution and 0.9% saline were 2.0 and 2.4 times 
greater, respectively, than that of murine fresh whole blood (p 
< 0.001). in both the in vitro and in vivo models, dilution of 
whole blood with Hetastarch in 0.9% saline by 15% or less 
did not significantly alter a nor the pressure-volume loop 
parameters. We conclude that infusion of saline solutions in 
the mouse model should be restricted to 400 ^1 or less for the 
acquisition of accurate measurements of ventricular contrac
tile proper^es. 

(CVE.2000; 5(1): 57-60) 

Key words: conductance catheter, conductivity, pressure 
volume relationship, mice 

IntroductioD 

The full characterization of the murine immune system and 
the existing ability to genetically manipulate murine cardio
vascular molecular pathways has made the mouse become 
the species of choice for use in cardiovascular models. As 
such, it has been necessary to associate functional parameters 
with molecular mechanisms through the systematic analysis 
of the ventricular mechanics of murine cardiovascular mod
els (1, 2). The ability to associate functional data with 
molecular characteristics in murine models of heart failure, 
autoimmune cardiomyopathy, ventricular remodeling, and 
allograft and xenograft transplantation lends further support 
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to the use of murine models in human cardiovascular disease 
research. With the development of a murine conductance 
catheter system, it is now possible to assess the active and 
passive properties of the intact heart as well as to quantify the 
energetic relationships of the lefi ventricle and the arterial 
system (3). 

The Conductance Catheter System (CCS) and 
Conductivity (<j) 

A new conductance catheter system (CCS) has been devel
oped to specifically quantify murine ventricular mechanics 
through pressure-volume loop analysis (4). This CCS quan
tifies the in vivo volume of the left ventricle (LV) by measur
ing the conductance (G) of the blood at any point in time. The 
instantaneous volume of the LV is calculated with the for
mula: V(t)=(l/a) • (L*/a) .G(t)-Vp, where a is an experimen
tal slope coefficient for the correlation of V(t) to G(t), L is the 
distance between the two electrodes, a is the conductivity of 
the blood, and Vp is the volume signal error due to die 
conductance of the tissue surrounding the LV (5, 6). G is 
directly proportional to the blood conductivity (a) and, there
fore, factors influencing blood cr will affect the precision of 
LV volume measurements with the CCS. The relationship 
between a and G becomescrucial in murine studies where the 
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administration of intravenous fluids may signifjcantly change 
the accuracy of the CCS volumetric measurements. 

Application of the CCS in Mice and the a of Moose 
Blood 

The CCS is well-established in humans and large animal 
models for the acquisition of instantaneous pressure-volume 
loops to describe the mechanics of the LV (6, 7, 8). Only 
recently has the CCS technique been applied to murine mod
els {3,4). Our hypothesis in this study tested the concept that 
the blood conductivity could be significantly altered with the 
intravenous infusion of small crystalloid volumes in the 
mouse. We found the conductivity of 0.9% saline to be 2.4 
times higher than that of mouse fresh whole blood and that 
infusion of greater than 400 }iJ of saline solution results in an 
over-estimation of the volumetric parameters of the LV with 
the CCS. 

Materials and Methods 

This study was designed to compare the effects of serial 
dilutions of fresh whole mouse blood with Hetastarch on G 
measured with the CCS in in vitro and in vivo models. Hetas
tarch (6% Hetastarch in 0.9% saline, Abbott Laboratories, N. 
Chicago, IL) was used in this smdy due to its consistent 
hemodynamic effect as a volume expander compared to 0.9% 
saline. 

Conductance Catbefer System (CCS) 

The Millar Conductance System (Millar MCS-lOO, Millar 
Instruments, Houston, TX) was set with a frequency of 20 
kHz, a low pass cut-off frequency of 50, a full-scale current of 
30 nA, and with the Pressure Transducer (TCB-600) at 1 
V/100 mmHg. A combined catheter with four electrodes (two 
resource electrodes and two sense electrodes} and a microma-
nometer (Millar 1.4 F, SPR-719, Millar Instruments, Houston, 
TX) was used. The distance between the two interior sensors 
was 4.5 mm, which is equal to the distance between the LV 
apex and the aortic valve. The signals were acquired using 
BioBench custom software and the data was an^yzed using 
Pvan and EXCEL software (9). 

!n vitro Model 

A plastic block with seven cylindrical holes each 1 cm in 
depth and with diameters ranging from 2 to 5 ram was used to 
model the LV (G) for mice. The volumes of the cylinders were 
constructed to replicate the uncalibrated LV volume signals 
acquired in the mouse. Each cylinder was filled with a test 
solution consisting of fresh whole mouse blood mixed with 
varying concentrations of 6% Hetastarch in 0.9% saline, to 
fini concentrations of 0%, 15% (5:1), 25% (3:1), 50% (1:1) 
and 100% Hetastarch solution. These solutions were com
pared with 0.9% saline for a total of 42 samples (7 volumes, 6 
solutions). The G of the solution in each cylinder was deter
mined with the conductance catheter system. An inter-elec
trode distance (L) of 4.5 mm was used to calculate the absolute 
volume measured by the conductance catheter in each cylin

der using the following formula: V = Ji. r® • L, where V is 
volume. The volumes were held constant and the only vari
able in this model was the change in conductivity as seen with 
the expression O » o • (V nJ) (see appendix). 

Irs vivo Model: Pressure-Volume Loops (P-V loops) 

The method to obtain P-V loops was as described by Yang 
el al. (4). Following anesthetic induction with urethane in 
saline (1000 mg/kg, i.p.) and subsequent a-chloralose in 
propylene glycol (50 mg/kg, i.p.), C37BL/6 mice were venti
lated through a tracheostomy with a pressure controlled respi
rator (RSP 1002, Kent, at a rate of 120 times/min and an 
FIOj of 1.0. The external jugute vein was cannulated with a 
#23 gauge butterfly. A loading volume of200 [il of Hetastarch 
solution was injected through the external jugular catheter 
prior to insertion of the Millar CCS. Electrical cautery was 
utilized extensively to minimize blood loss. A transverse 
substernal incision was made to expose the cardiac apex. The 
Millar conductance catheter was inserted into the LV through 
a stab wound made with a 25 gauge needle and positioned 
along the cardiac longitudinal axis with the distal electrode in 
the aortic root and the proximal electrode in the cardiac apex. 
The P-V loops were then recorded as baseline. The intrave
nous infiision of the 6% Hetastarch solution increased from 
0.2 to 1.4 ml, and P-V loops were recorded at the infusion of 
every 200 jiJ. Vp was calibrated with 15% saline injected 
through the external jugular catheter at the end of the experi
ment. The regression line obtained by plotting the 0 of the 
fresh whole blood against the corresponding volumes of the in 
vitro conductance model was used to calculate the in vivo 
uncalibrated volume (Vcc). The volume of the LV was then 
calculated by the formula V(t) = Vcc - Vp. 

Statistical Analysis 

All data are reported as Mean ± SEM. The relationship 
between conductance and volume was analyzed by simple 
linear regression. Differences in the conductance of different 
solutions were tested by paired student's t-test or one-way 
ANOVA. Significance was assumed when p < 0.05. 

Results 

In vitro Model of Conductance Reiatlonships 

Figure 1 compares a range of in vitro volumes to the 
conductance of whole blood diluted with Hetastarch solution. 
The conductance of whole blood was not significantly altered 
until the blood was diluted to equal to or greater than 25% 
(3:1) Hetastarch solution. In the mouse, the addition of 
greater than 400 of crystalloid volume was equivalent to 
this 25% dilution. Furthermore, Figure 1 demonstrates that 
the linearity of the relationship of G to volume is lost with the 
more dilute solutions. More specifically, the regression lines 
for fresh whole blood and for the blood pretreated with 400 |il 
Hetastarch solution were linear (/ = 0.99, p < 0.001). The 
lines for 6% Hetastarch solution and 0.9% saline, however, 
expressed a curvilinear relationship. 
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Fig. 1: The conductance (G) of six different solutions in 
seven cylinders was measured with the CCS. G = (V / 
L )̂ * 0, (V is the volume of the solution in the cylinder 
measured Ijy CCS and L was the distance between the 
sensor el̂ trodes of the catheter.) V and L were con
stant, therefore, the change in G was directly related to 
a (see appendix). In these six solutions, only the blood + 
hetastarch (5:1) had the same G and a compared to the 
fresh whole blood. The a of blood and hetastarch with 
the ratio of 3:1 and 1:1, 6% hetastarch solution, and 
0.9% saline was significantly greater than that of the 
fresh whole blood. 

In vivo Effect of Volume Administration 

Figure 2 illustrates the effect of Hetastarch solution infu
sions on the procurement of LV pressure-volume loops in 
vivo. These data demonstrated that a 400 infusion in
creased the end systolic pressure by 33% over baseline with 
no significant increases in volumetric parameters. However, 
with an 800 fil infusion (600 jU above baseline), the volumet
ric parameters were markedly increased; specifically, the Ved 
was elevated by 22%. This phenomenon represents an in
crease in both a and preload. More importantly, at SOO ^1, the 
Ves increased from 7.7 |il to 10.5 fxl (27%) representing an 
over-estimation of this parameter due to changes in o. 

Discussion 

Both in vitro and in vivo models demonstrated that the 
conductivity of murine fresh whole blood was affected by the 
addition of crystalloid solutions. We report that dilution of 
whole blood by less than 25% (400 jil in vivo) with a 6% 
Hetastarch solution, however, does not significantly affect 
conductance measurements. For example, in the in vitro 50 
pi samples, the conductance of the whole blood and of the 5:1 

Fig. 2: The pressure-volume loops (PVL) showed the 
effects of intravenous infusion of hetastarch solution on 
the volumetric parameters of in vivo study. (— 200 ml 
iv, 400 }il iv, — 800 ftl iv.) There was no difference 
in the end systolic volumes (7.54 pii vs 7.67 fd) between 
200 til and 400 (il hetastarch solution iv infusion groups. 
Less than 400 (il didn't change the a of the blood, which 
is consistent to the in vitro study. Then the intravenous 
infusion of 800 ftl increased the volumetric parameters, 
including Ves, Ved, SV, which over-estimated the PVL 
compared to other groups. 

and 3:1 dilutions were each 2.0 volts'' compared to 5.7 volts"' 
for the Hetastarch solution and 6.4 volts' for 0.9% saline. 
Most importantly, the in vivo study showed that an intrave
nous infusion of greater than 400 |Ji of a 6% Hetastarch 
solution could increase the conductivity of the blood in the 
LV, However, it is important to understand that the interpre
tation of the pressure-volume loop data is not possible with
out the in vitro data due to the concomitant increase in preload 
in the in vivo modeL In summary, the infusion of relatively 
large volumes of 0.9% saline may result in an over-estimation 
of the volume of the LV by the conductance catheter system. 

in vitro Model: Melationship of G to a 

The serial dilution of fresh whole blood with 6% Hetas
tarch in 0.9% saline resulted in an increased G due to an 
increased a. The volumes of this model were consistent fit)m 
one dUutional mixture to another allowing for the interpreta
tion that the only effect on G was due to the change in a 
caused by the addition of the Hetastarch solution. This 
interpretation is based on the relationship of G = cj. (V /L^). 
However, Khalidi et al. (10) described an in vitro system 
where the salinity of the solution was varied and no effect on 
conductance catheter volumetric measurements was found. 
This report is in conflict with the standard method described 
by Baan et al. for the determination of parallel conductance 
(Gp) (5,11). This latter procedure is based on the injection of 
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a small volume of hypertonic saline into the pulmonary artery 
which leads to the determination of Gp from end-systolic and 
end-diastolic conductances (Ges and Ged, respectively). The 
injection of the hypertonic saline causes an expansion of the 
volume portion of the pressure-volume loops without having 
an effect on the pressure parameters. Khalidi et at (10) used 
a buffered saline and thus the possibility exists that the buffer 
possessed a a that masked the varied saline concentrations. It 
follows, therefore, that our conclusions regarding the effect of 
increased salinity on the conductance measurements allow for 
the accurate determination of Gp which is a standard of 
practice in the use of conductance catheter systems. 

In vim Model: Intravenous Musion and 
Hemodynamics 

The infiision of three volumes (200, 4<X), and 8(X) |il) of 
Hetastarch solution resulted in hemodynamic changes seen in 
the pressure-volume loops. The interpretation of these loops 
is complex due to the combined effects of altered conductance 
and increased preload. Volume loading from 200 jil to 400 (il 
changed Pes, Ped, Ved, SV, but not Ves. Further volume 
loading caused marked increases in ventricular volume mea
surements which may be related to an altered a. However, the 
murine CCS studies require intravenous infusion to maintain 
normal cardiovascular volumes due to the combined effect of 
surgical blood loss and vasodilation due to anesthesia. Fur
thermore, we employed a liberal amount of electrical cautery 
to reduce blood loss during the surgical preparation for expo
sure of the LV apex. In summary, we have found that limiting 
the intravenous infiision to 400 nl of 6% Hetastarch in 0.9% 
saline provides a stable preparation for CCS studies. 

We have clearly demonstrated that there exists a difference 
in conductivity between whole blood and 0.9% saline solu
tions. The reason is not entirely clear why saline solutions 
have a higher conductivity compared to that of fresh whole 
blood since the concentrations of Na'^ and CF in mouse blood 
are the same as in 0.9% saline. There are, however, blood cells, 
macromolecules, proteins, and lipids in blood that each have 
an individual a Consequently, the addition of saline solutions 
to whole blood increases the conductivity of the blood and 
thus affects the G measured with the CCS. 

In summary, when applying the CCS to measure heart 
function in mice, there is a need to administer fluids to 
maintain a consistent vascular volume. We conclude that 
uncontrolled fluid administration will markedly affect the 
volumetric measurements obtained using the CCS. We rec
ommend, based on this smdy, that volume loading is limited 
to 400 )xl, is consistent with every mouse, and is administered 
before any measurement with the CCS. Under other circum
stances, the conductance of the blood in the LV will increase 
during the measurement period due to the infusion, and the 
measurement of the CCS may over-estimate the voltime of the 
LV 

Appendix 

Conductance (G) is directly proportional to the Conductivity 
(o) through the relationship described below. 

According the principle 

R = p »(L / A) 

Where, R is the resistance of the substance, p is the resistivity, 
L is the length, and A is the area of the transverse section of 
the substance. 

Since R = 1 / G, and p= l/o 

Then G = a • (A / L) 

Since V = A • L 

ThenG = a»(V/L^) 
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l&Bmg, Bo, Doi^^ais F. Larson, and Bomald VktsoiL. 
Age-related left ventricular function in the mouse: analysis 
based on in vivo pressnre-volume relationships. Am. J. Physiol. 
277 (ffeart Ore. Physiol. 46): H1906-H1913, 1999.—Our 
study comjjared left ventricular (LV) function between senes
cent and young adult mice through in situ pressure-volume 
loop analysis. Two groups of mice in = 9 each), 6-mg-old and 
16-mo-ald (senescent) mice, were anesthetized with urethan 
and ci-chloralase, and their LV were instrumented with a 
Millar 1.4-Fr conductance micromanometer catheter for the 
acquisition of the pressure-voliime loops. The senescent mice 
had a significantly decreased contractile function related to 
load-dependent parameters, including stroke volmne iadex, 
qection fraction, cardiac output index, stroke work index, and 
maximum derivative of change in ̂ stolic pressure over time. 
The load-independent parameters, preload recruitable stroke 
work and the slope (end-systolic volume elastance) of the 
end-systolic pressure-volume relationship, were significantly 
decreased in the senescent mice. Heart rate and arterial 
elastance were not different between the two groups; how
ever, ventricular-to-vascular coupling ratio (ratio of elas
tance of artery to end-systolic volume elastance) was in
creased by threefold in the senescmt mice (P < 0.001). Thus 
there were significant decreases in contractile function in the 
senescent mouse heart that appeared to be related to reduced 
mechanical efScien<;y but not rdated to arterial elastance. 

senescence; conductance catheter, end-systolic pressure-
volume relationship; preload recruitable stroke work 

BLUcmAWG THE BASIC mechaoisms of senescent heart 
dysfunction has become iacreasingly important due to 
the increased aging population aad the increased inci
dence of £®6-relatied heart failure. There are numerous 
reports relating age to functional (41), biochemical, and 
electrical performance alterations of the isolated heart, 
using papillary muscle preparations and in human 
studies (29,48). Cardiac senescence has been described 
to be associated with a cardiac isomyosin shift &om a-
to p-myosin heavy chain (50) and with expression of 
fibrosis-related genes (1). Alterations of growth control
ling factors have been described as potential mecha
nisms for senescent djfsfunction through expression of 
the serum response element gene and induction of c-fos 
(37), reduced endocrine fector and nerve growth factor 
(46), response to insulin (28), and increased expression 
of ANG n receptors (8, 18). Numerous reports have 
characterized impairment of excitation-contraction cou
pling (26, 30) and calcium homeostasis (2, 48). There 
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are also engaging reports relating to cardiac senescent 
changes in nitric oxide synthase expression (25) and 
increased rate of myocyte apoptosis (22, 34). In sum
mary, a unifying mechanism accounting for cardiac 
senescence remains to be described. Discovery of the 
mechaaism(s) is complicated by functional measure
ments of ventricular mechanics in the aging subse
quent to prolonged hypertension and pathological con
ditions such as coronary artery disease. For the above 
reasons, we set forth to compare t±ie in situ ventricular 
mechanical properties of healthy young and senescent 
murine hearts. 

Much of the reported research related to senescent 
heart function has been in humana or in rat models (2, 
6,9,41). However, the use of a mouse model appears to 
be justified because of the ability to genetically engi
neer this species. Furthermore, in immunologically 
mediated myocardiopathy models, the mouse has many 
advantages because the murine immune response can 
be precisely defined. Ibgether, use of the murine model 
appears to be jiistified when examining left ventricular 
(L\0 dysfunction related to aging or acquired myocardo-
pathies. No reports have been pubfished regarding 
senescent murine heart function; Furthermore, be
cause the murine cardiovascular system is similar to 
that of humans (12, 14), the murine model provides a 
valid way to define age-related alterations in ventricu
lar mechanics and the associated molecular mecha
nisms. However, the size of the mouse limits the 
analytical tools available for measurement of LV func
tion in vivo. The conductance-micromanometer system 
can provide quantification of LV systolic and diastolic 
performance ia the mouse under both load-dependent 
and load-independent conditions (12). Thus we applied 
the conductance-micromanometer sjrstem to quantify 
the LV pressure-volume relationships of the young 
adult heart and the senescent murine heart. 

The purpose of this study was to compare the LV 
functions in young adult and senescent mice. The 
parameters used for comparison were those that distin
guished between load-dependent and load-independent 
functions. We found that there was a significant de
crease in LV contractile function in the senescent 
mouse heart that was independent of load. 

mjmsmAus and methods 

Animals 

All animal studies were performed after approval by our 
animal review conaoittee. Guidelines far the Care and Use of 
Laboratory Animals P3HEW Publication No. (NIH) 85-23, 
Hevised 1985, Office of Science and Health Beports, BRR/ 
NIH, Bethesda, MD 20205] and Principles of Laboratory 
Animal Care (published by National Sodety fra" Medical 
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Eesearch) were followed in this study. Before the study, the 
mice were conditioiiied for 1 wk in the animal facility. 

Eighteen C57BL/6 female mice purchased fitim Charles 
Bi-ver Laboratories CTClmington, DE) were divided into two 
equal groups: group 1, consisting of S-mo-old mice (yotmg 
adult), and group 2, consisting of 16-mo-old mice (senescent). 
C57BL/6 female mice were tised due to their common applica
tion in immunologic and genetic engineering studies. The 
mice were anesthetized with urethan (1,000 mg/kg ip) and 
a-chloralose (50 mg/kg ip). Kespiration was controlled through 
a tracheostomy cannula connected to a pressiire-contnilled 
respirator (RSP1002, Kent, CT) with a rate of 120 times/min, 
and Flo, of 1-0- Ths external jugiilar vein was canmilated for 
volume administration, which was limited to 200 pi of 
hetastaxch. A substernal transverse inraaion was made to 
expose the apical portion of the heart and the inferior vena 
cava (IVC). Electrical cautery was used to ensure minimal 
blood loss. The MQlar conductance catheter (1.4 Fr) was 
inserted through a 25-gaugB apical stab woimd into the LV, 
and the pericardium was left as intact as possible. The 
catheter was positioned along the cardiac longitudinal asds 
with the distal electrode in the aortic root and the proximal 
electrode in the LV apex. 

Conductance Catheter System 

The Millar 1.4 Pr catheter (SPR-719) is a composite of four 
conductance electrodes and a micromanometer. The distance 
between the conductance sensor electrodes is 4.5 mm, which 
is equal to the distance between the apes and the aortic valve 
©f the mouse heart. The Millar conductance system controller 
(Millar MCS-lOO) was set with the frequent? at 20 kHz, the 
low-pass cutoff frequency at 50 Hz, the &11 scale current 
selected at 30 )iA, and the pressure transducer (TCB-600) at 
1V/100 mmHg. The signals of the conductance and pressure 
were digitized by BioBench software (National Instruments, 
Austin, TX). 

All steady-state and caval occlusion pressure-volume loops 
were acquired with the computer data acquisition system 
while the ventilation was momentarily turned o£ lb acutdy 
change the cardiac preload, caval elusion was produced 
over a 3-s period using a nonmetaUic ocdtider applW to the 
IVC. The data were recorded as a series of pressure-volume 
loops (10-20 loops). 

Postmortem Quantification of LV Volume 

After completion of the study, the heart was arrested at 
diastole with hypertonic potassium chloride (1 M). Two 
methods were used to determine the end-diastoUc volume 
(V^). The LV was flxished with isotonic saline through the 
mitral valve imtil all air was purged, and then the aorta was 
damped. The LV was £Ued with saline to a LV end-diastoUc 
pressure of 5 mmHg and weighted with an analytical balance. 
After gentle compression and blotting, the empty heart was 
again weighed. The difference between the weights was 
regarded as the V^. A second volumetric measurement was 
made with a casting mixture of resin and catalyst CBiopolymei^ 
ization Products, Tucson, AZ) at a ratio of 1:0.5. This material 
was injected into the LV, in a manner similar to the saline 
method to achieve a pressure (rf* 5 twrnHg to 
make a polymer cast of the LV chamber. The heart was 
suspended by the aorta in a humidified chamber for 48 h to 
permit complete polymer curing. The LV polymer volume, 
which was also regarded as the V^i of the LV, was calculated 
bythemassof the cast divided by the polymer density. 
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Conductance Catheter Calibration for Vdume 

The most critical element in the application of this conduc
tance sjratem was the volume calibration. We applied two 
methods to achieve this: calibration with a volume caEbration 
line (VCD and parallel volume (Vp) and calibration with the 
experimental slope coefficient (ct) and Vp. 

Calibration mith VCL and Vp. The principle of the conduc
tance catheter s5rstem (CCS) is a simple cylindrical equation: 
V = (LVa)-G, where V is absolute volume, L is the interelec-
trode distance, a is conductivity of the blood, and G is 
conductance (3,43). We therefore calibrated our system with 
a known volume of fresh heparinized whole murine blood 
loaded in a series of seven cylinders to derive the VCL. 

A system for conductance catheter volume calibratian was 
devised to relate known volumes of mouse blood to conduc
tance signals. Seven cylindrical holes in a lucite block 1 cm 
deep and with diameters ranging from 2 to 5 mm were filled 
with fresh whole blood, and the conductance of each was 
determined with the conductance catheter. An interelectrode 
distance of 4.5 was used to compute the absolute volume 
measured by the conductance catheter in each cylinder, using 
V = w-r̂ -i. 

According to the principle of the conductance system, 
volume was directly proportional to the conductance. There
fore, regression of &e volume vs. the conductance was linear. 
Regression of the calculated volume vs. the corresponding 
conductance signal produced the regression line shown in Fig. 
1. We used this volume-conductance regression line as the 
VCL and the regression formula as the volume calibration 
formula (VCF), which was V = 22.103-G 6.6; = Q.99S, 
P < 0.001 (Fig. 1). AH the raw signals of conductance acquired 
by the conductance catheter were put into this formula (VCF) 
to calculate the raw voitime (Vce). The Va acquired from the 
mice was 25-55 pi and in the midrange of the VCL. 

The raw conductance signals included both the conduc
tance of LV blood volume and the conductance of the volume 
of the surrounding myocardium and thoracic tissues. That is. 
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Fig. L Volume calibiratioii line (VCL). Calculated eylinder volume 
(pi) was plotted against the cmresponding conductance measiued by 
the conductance catheter ssrstran. The regressed lima was ctmsidered 
the VCL. Ragreasion formula, V = 22.103-G + 6.6 (r  ̂= 0.S9B, P < 
0.001), was used to calculate the raw volume and parallel volume, 
where V is volume and G is conductance. 
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Table 1. Hemodynamic parameters 

Abbreviataoa Definition 

p Slope of end-diaatolic pressors-volmce relationship 
CI Cardiac index (CT = CO/body wt) 
CO Cardiac oa^ut 
dP/dW Maximum derivative of change in systolic pmsauis 

overtime 
cSP/d£nia MaTimiim derivative of change in diastolic prea-

suie over time 
Elastance of arteiy 

EDPVE Snd-diaatcdis pressure volmne relatiunship 
End-syBtolic volume elastance 
End-systoUc elastance-to-arterial elastance ratio 

EF Ejection fraction 
•Bau MavimnTn chamber eiastidty (AP/AV) 
ESPVH, End-systolic pressure volume relationship 
EW External work SW 
Efficiency EW/PVA 
HK Heart rate 
PE Potential energy 
Ped End-diastolic pressure 
P» End-systolic pressure 
PRSW Preload recruitable stroke work 
PVA Pressure-volume area = EW + PE 
SI Stroke index (SI =» SV/body wt) 
SV Stroke volume 
sw Stroke work 
SWI Stroke work index (SWI=SW/body wt) 
T Time constant of isovolumic telaxation 
VCF Volume callbratioo formula 
VCL Volume calibration line 

End-diaatolic vohune 
v„ End-systolic volume 

the translated firom the raw conductance signals included 
the volume of blood in the LV [VU)] and Vp calculated from the 
signal error of the parallel conductance (Gp) of the surroxind-
ing tissues. Therefore, the instantaneous LV volume was 
expressed by the relationship VU) = — Vp. 

The calibration of Vp required use of a hypertonic saline 
dilution method, as described by others (4, 7, 20). In our 
experiments, 10 ill of hypertonic saline (15%) were injected 
into the external jugukr vein. Passage of tine hypertonic 
saline throu^ the LV causes the conductance waveform to 
expand proportionally to the volume and the conductivity of 
the blood in LV. The difference between the end-systolic 
conductance and the end-diastolic conductance {Ggi) 
increased by about twofold after hypertomc saline iiyection. A 
regression line was constructed Sir the series Oe, vs. G^. The 
intersection between this regression and the identity line (y = 
x) was defined as the Gp. The V. was calculated fom the Gp 
with the VCF (V, - 22.103 • G, + 6.6). 

In summary, after applying the VCF to calculate V ,̂ &om 
the raw signal conductance and Vp from Gp, we computed the 
instantaneous LV blood volume as shown by V(i) — Vcc~ Vp. 

Calibratioii tif a. The principle of the CCS is 

V(t) - (ya)-a-Va)-G(« - Gp 

In this expression, L is the distance between the sensor 
electrodes, a is the conductivity of the blood, and a is the 
experimental slope coefSdent for the relationship between 
V(^) and G(t) (24). G(t) is the instantaneous raw canductance 
signaL 

The volume calibration of a was performed by the ratio of 
the raw stroke volume (SVoj) measured by the CCS divided by 
the stroke volume (SV) measured by a descending aortic flow 
probe (Transonics, Ithaca, NY) according to the &rmula a = 
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SVJSV (12, 24). The descending aortic flow probe measure
ments in the mouse are 74% of the total str^e volume (M. 
Feldman, Department of Cardiology, University of Hesas, San 
Antonio, TX, personed communication); therefore, all re
ported OT measurements were firactionally corrected to ac
count &r aortic arch blood flow. 

The calibration of VCL and Vp was confirmed by the 
comparison of SV^o with SV from the flow probe and of the V^j 
measured by CCS with the V^] measured by saline displace
ment and LV polymer casting. 

Analysis of the Signals 

Pvan software (Conductance Tfechnologies, San Antonio, 
TX, and Millar, Houston, TX) was used to analyze all pressure-
volume loop data. Begression analyses of multiple isochronal 
pressure-volimie loop data were produced by IVC compres
sion. From the baseline and IVC compression, loops, compre
hensive sets of hemodynamic parameters (defined in Table 1) 
weire calculated as shown in Table 2. Only the loops with 
end-systolic pressures (P,,) >60 mmHg were choW for 
analysis by IVC blocking. The parameters of contractiliiy and 
stifihess of the LV were calculated, induding end-systolic 
voltme elastance (£»), end-systolic pressure-volume relation
ship (ESPVH), prdoad reo^table stroke work (PRSW), the 
slope of end-diastolic pressure-volume relationship (E^PVR), 
and EDFVB. The ventzicular-to-vascular coapUng ratio was 
assessed by the arterial elastance-to-£„ ratio (EJE^). These 
computations were performied according to those recently 
reported by Georgakopoulos et aL (12) and previously by 
others (13,27,49). 

Statistical Analysis 

All data are reported as means ± SE. The standard volume 
line Wits analyzed by simple linear regression. When appropri-

Table 2. Hemodynamics of young and old mice based 
on in vivo analysis of pressure-volume relationships 

Parameter Young Mice Old Mies P 

Weight, g 24.5 £0.9 28.1 + 1.2 0.026* 
HB,beata/mm 514 ±16 505+19 0.73 
Vp,pl 
V .̂ial 

23.84:: 2 24.79+1.5 0.71 Vp,pl 
V .̂ial 15.04 ±1.40 15.35+1.10 0.86 
Ve..lll 5.05+0.40 7.03 ±0.87 0.064 
SV.pI 9.99 ±1.10 8.33 + 0.74 0.24 
SI,pl/g 0.41 ±0.04 0.30 + 0.03 0.046» 
EF,% 6§.6±2.1 54.7 ±3.3 0.016' 
CO, pi 5,138 ±602 4,183 + 351 0.2 
CI,u]/g 209 ±23 153 ±11 0.049» 
SW, mmHg-pl 963±129 598 + 68 0.028* 
SWI, mmHg-{)j]/g) 40.6 + 4.7 21.5 + 2.3 0.0041t 
Pea, nunHg 93.5 ±4.3 78.8±3.4 0.0081t 
P ,̂mmHg 3.70+0.31 3.62 ±0.21 0.83 
dP/df mmHe^s 22,284 ±1,035 15,967 ±809 0.0002t 
dP/df-i... mmHg/s -23,182 ±1275 +17,297+1,367 0.0066t 
T (Weiss), ms 1.36 ±0.06 1.62+0.22 0.28 
T (Glantz), ms 3.66±0.20 3.70+0.15 0.86 
£„2nmHg/|il 10.40 ±1.30 9.94 + 1.20 0.8 
M„, mmHg  ̂ 42.8 ±7.6 12.02 ±1.4 0.0054t 
E./B„ 0.28+0.04 0.91 + 0.13 O.OOllt 
p, mmHg  ̂ 0.55+0.13 0.48 ±0.07 0.65 
PHSW.mmHg 83.6+5.7 58.8+4.4 0.0056t 
PVA,mmHg-|»l 1,103 + 147 784 ±72 0.08 
ESciescy,% 90.6 + 1.0 75.9 ±4.2 0.0092t 
PE,mmHg-!il 99.4 + 12.0 186+41 0.071 
PE% 9.4 + 1.0 34.1±4.2 0.0092t 

Values are means ± SE; B = 9 ytnmg and 9 old mice. V, p, parallel 
volmae. »P < 0.08; fP < 0.01; fP < O.OOI. 
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ate, differences between youzig mice and senescent mice were 
compared by animpaired Student's f-test or one-way ANOV^ 
P < 0.05 was used as criteria for statistical significance. 

EESULTS 

Hemodynamics of Young and Senescent Mice 

Table 2 contrasts the hemodynamic function param
eters of young adult to those of senescent mice. We 
found that the senescent mice had a significantly 
decreased contractile fimction compared with the 
young mice; parameters included stroke index (SI), 
cardiac index (CI), ejection fraction (EF), stroke work 
index (SWI), end-systolic pressure (P„), and maximum 
derivative of change in systolic pressure over time 
(dP/dfnJ (P < 0.05). The diastolic fimction and mini
mum dP/di were also significantly less in old mice (P < 
0.01); however, there was no significant difference in 
the time constant of isovolumic relaxation (T) and the 
slope of EDPVR between the young and the senescent 
mice. 

LV Contractility 

Two typical pressure-volume loop sets generated by 
IVC compression are shown in Fig. 2. The ESPVR of the 
senescent mice demonstrated a markedly decreased 
slope in comparison to that of the young mice. More 
specifically, the of the senescent mice decreased by 
tlu*eefold (12.02 ± 1.4 mmHg/}il) compared with that of 
the young mice (42.8 ± 7.6 mmHg/pl) (P < 0.01). PRSW 
computed by regression of stroke work (SW) to the 
(r® = 0.99, P < 0.001) is the slope of the regression line 
and is shown in Fig. 3. Consistent with the ESFVB 
data, Table 2 shows that there was about a 28% 
decrease in the PRSW relationship in the senescent 
mice (58.8 ± 4.4 mmHg) compared with young mice 
(83.6 ± 5.7 mmHg) (P < 0.01). 

Efficiency of W Work 

The LV efficiency [ratio of external work to pressure-
volume (EW/FVA)] and SWI of young mice were signifi
cantly greater than those of the senescent mice (P < 
0.05). The was not different between the two age 
groups; however, the ratio of arterial elastance to 
ventricular elastance was increased by three
fold in the senescent compared with the adult young 
mice (P < 0.01) (Table 2). 

Calibration of Volume 

When the conductances of the surrounding tissues in 
the two groups were compared, there was no significant 
difference between the senescent mice (0.82 ± 0.07 V"^) 
and the young mice (0.78 ± 0.09 V~i). 

After the calibration with VCF and Vp, the ventricu
lar Vei was 15.04 i; 0.86 vil for the adult young mice and 
15.36 ± 1.10 ;il for the senescent mice. Furthermore, 
the direct voliunetric measurements fi:om the saline 
displacement and the polymer cast model were 15.5 ± 
0.55 111 and 15.07 ± 0.95 pi, respectively. There were no 
significant differences among the Ve^ results measured 
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Fig. 2. A: emi-syBtolic pressture-volume relationship (ESFVR) of 
yamtg adult mice. B; ESFVB of seneacezit mice. BeBponse to ramping 
of the preload by occlusion of in&rior vena cava pR»luced the 
corresponding pressvre-valiune loop changes. End-systolic pressure 
(Fm) was platted -with end-systolic volume (V„) to derive the ESFVR 
(dotted liiie). Slope of the r^ression line (ESFVR) is ventricuJar 
raid-systolic elastance CSa). of young mice was 3-&ld greater than 
that of senescent mice, Tiriuch supports the observation that the left 
vmtricolar contractility of senescent mits was significantly de
creased. 

by these three methods (P = 0.936) (Tlable 3). The SV of 
the young mice measured by the CCS (9.99 ± 0.24 pi) 
was found to be equivalent to the SV measured by 
aortic flow probe (9.96 ± 0.97 pi; P = 0.96) (T&ble 3). In 
summary, an a of 1.003 was used for volume computa
tions based on the Doppler flow measurements and 
validated by the volumetric determinations. 

VokitM (ill) 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the preload recruitabk stroke work (PBSW) 
relationalup between young adult and aeaescent mice. Stroke work 
was plotted against end-diastolic volume CV^), which was acquired 
&am a series of pressure-volume loops during inferior vena cava 
occlusion. Begression line is the PRSW relationship, and slope of this 
line is PHSW. Two representative linear PRSW relationshlpa are 
shown. A, Old mice (y = 49.9'X — 167.39, = 0.998). •,%mngmice 
iy = 82.5-x - 381.7, =" 0.998). PHSW of the senescent mouse was 
much less than that of the young mouse, which saggesta that 
senescent mouse had a decreas  ̂contractile fimctian. 

DISCUSSION 

Senescent Heart Function 

Our study defined significant in vivo functional differ
ences between the senescent mouse heeuit compared 
with the yotmg adult heart. In agreement vrith other 
studies reporting other species, we found that the 
contractile state of the mxirine senescent heart was 
significantly decreased. Our study incorporated mul
tiple measurements that were both load dependent and 
load independent. Load-independent measurem^ts of 
ventricular contractile state consistently demonstrated 
decreased function in the senescent mic^ however, the 
diastolic function was slightly different between the 
two groups. These findings suggest that the senescent 
contractile dysfunction is related to innate cardiac 
factors other than response to peripheral vascular 
resistances, since the was not different between the 
age groups. Furthermore, the energetic indeses of the 
senescent mouse heart were shown to be much less 
efficient than the younger adult heart. In suxomaty, the 
load-radependent parameters PRSW and ESPVR dem-

Table 3. Volume and SV of left ventricle 
by different methods 

CCS •aline iVioaAt Fd^mer Casting Flow Probe 
(9) (18) (10) (8) 

15.04 i 1.4 15.5 ±0.55 15.07 ±0.95 
SV,iil 9.99 ±1.10 9.9S±0.97 

Values are means ± SE; no. of experbsents is shown in parenthe
ses. CCS, oandactance catheter system; SV, stroke volume. 

M FUNCTION IN THE MOUSE 

onstrated an age-related decrease in contractile fonc-
tion of the LV. 

Comparative Hemodynamics 

The LV functional parameters of the young mice were 
consistent with those reported by others (12,14,35,36). 
These reports have described similar changes in aging 
rats (23 mo old), including decreased dP/df„.,. CI, and 
peak pressure of LV (9,41). Furthermore, these reports 
also suggest that Che LV diastolic function was mini
mally different between the two rat age groups (41), 
whiii is comparable with our results. In summary, we 
report that the murine senescent LV contractile fimc-
tion was significantly less &an that in the younger 
adult, which is consistent with results reported in other 
species. 

and ESPVR 

E^ was computed fi:om the slope of the ESPVR, as 
illustrated in Fig. 2, A and 3. Within a physiologically 
normal range of LV pressures, £„ is relatively indepen
dent of preload and afterload and is a reliable index of 
LV contractility (27,42,47). Our data show that the 
of old mice was significantly decreased (by threefold) 
compared with that of young mice, implying that the LV 
contractilily of the senescent mice was significantly 
less than that of the young. In summary, the decreased 
£e> the senescent mice is consistent with the de
crease of other LV systolic functions, such as EF, SI, P„, 
and dP/df— 

PRSW 

The attributes favoring the use of the PRSW relation
ship are as follows: i) the PRSW is a modification of 
Frank-Starling law, 2) PRSW is less influenced by noise 
or ventricular geometry, and 3) PRSW is linear. PRSW 
is also preload independent and afterload insensitive 
over the physiological range (13, 33). Because of this 
feature, VSSW is inore statistically robust than 
(23). From our analysis, the derivation of PRSW, as the 
SW was plotted with V«j, yielded an r® of 0.99, P < 0.001 
(Fig. 3). The last important point is that PRSW is 
independent of the calibration of a and V. (see APPEN
DIX). This is a very important issue related to the 
application of the conductance catheter in the murine 
model. The methods for determination of &e calibra
tion factor a are not as precise ui the mouse as in larger 
species. Consequently, the PRSW is an excellent means 
to characterize LV contractile function because it does 
not rely on precision of a &ctors compared with ESPVR. 

In normal hearts, including hearts of animals and 
humans, the PRSW varies fhim 75 to 90 mmHg (23). 
Our data were within that range; that is, the PRSW of 
normal young mice was 83.5 ± 5.7 mmfig, which is also 
consistent to that reported by (jreorgakopoulos et al. 
(12), which waa 82.1 ± 5.6 mmHg. The PRSW of 
senescent mice was much less than tibat of the normal 
young mice, which confirms that the LV contractile 
function of senescent mice was much less than that 
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of the young mice. Therefore, the conclusions from 
parameters of preload-dependent hemodynamics are 
consistent with preload-independent and PRSW. 

Ea and Ventricular E„ 

jE, directly affects the a3retoIic function of the heart, 
is equal to the ratio of -^e end-systoUc pressure and 

the SV and is considered the most reliable index of LV 
afterload. Our study demonstrated that there was no 
difierence in E^. between the 3n]ung adult and senescent 
mice. That is, the peripher^ vascular resistance was 
not different between 6-mo-old and 16-mo-oM mice. 

In contrast to the E^ data, the ventricular-to-vascular 
coupling ratio (jSj/Ea,) was significantly increased in 
senescent mice compared with the young mice. Theoreti
cally, the maximal stroke work of LV occurs when 
EJE^ — 1 and the optimal cardiac efficiency is main
tained when EJEa = 0-5 (23, 33). In normal human 
hearts, EJE^ is ~0.5 (12), and, in patients with de
pressed LV Action, the ratio has been reported to be 
>1. It is understood that the increase in fro™ 0.5 
is associated with a decrease in mechanical efficiency 
(23). Therefore, our results demonstrated that the E^ 
was equal between the groups; however, the LV func
tion of senescent mice had a decreased mechanical 
efficiency compared with the hearts of young mice. 
These observations are supported by our measurement 
of contractile efficiency. 

Contractile Effieiency 

The FVA is the area circumscribed by ESPVE, ED
PVR, and the systolic portion of the pressure-volume 
loop (Fig. 4). FVA. is an index of myocardial O2 consump
tion and is a powerflU tool in evaluating the coupling of 
LV mechanical performance to energy use (49). The 
cardiac energy ^ciency can be defined by the EW-to-
PVA ratio (Fig. 4) and represents the amoimt of energy 
that can be transformed into external work. Our results 
demonstrated a significant difference (P < 0.009) be
tween yoimg and senescent mice related to the effi
ciency of the EW-to-FVA ratio. The young mouse hearts 
transformed 90.6% of the total energy into external 
work, whereas the senescent LV transformed 75.9% of 
total energy into external work. In summary, the 
decrease in cardiac efBcienqr (EW/PVA) is consistent 
with the increase in EJE„ without changes in the 
systemic S, of the senescent mice. 

Mechanisms of Cardiac Senescence 

There are two potential mechanisms of senescent 
cardiac dysfunction. Cardiac senescence has been 
characterized by ftmctional lowering of myocardial 
strength and contraction speed, prolongation of the 
relaxation phase, and stiffening of the muscle cells, 
mural connective tissue, and heart valves (6, 9, 48). 
The integrated calcium influx increases markedly but 
the rate of uptake of cytoplasmic calcium decreases 
with each heart beat in the senescent heart (2, 6, 52). 
This could be a compensatory mechanism to the senes-
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Fig. 4. Definition of preasure-vohime loop parameteirs. 

cent contractile dysfunction (2, 52) and could account 
for the reported decreased magnitude of maximal veloc
ity of relaxation (6, 48). However, our data are not 
consistent with a calcium mechanism due to a lack of 
differences of the measured T values between the two 
age groups. 

However, in senescent mice, the serum concentra
tions of interleukin (IL)-4, IL-6, tumor necrosis fae-
tor-a, interferon--y, and IL-ip are increased compared 
with young mice (21, 31, 32). These proinflammatory 
<grtokines can induce myocytes to express inducible 
nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) (5, 19, 45), which is not 
normally e3q>ressed in this tissue (39). We have com
pared the young with senescent LV using immunohisto-
chemistry and demonstrated significantly enhanced 
expression of iNOS in the senescent tissues (data not 
shown). This observation is consistent with that re
ported in other myocardiopathies (10,17). Therefore, a 
second possible mechanism of senescent LV dysfunc
tion may be mediated through hig^ concentrations of 
NO that cause a negative inotropic efifect through the 
cGMP pathway (15, 16, 38, 45) and depressed cardiac 
efficiency throu  ̂the peraxynitrite pathway (40, 44). 
In simunary, a coupling between immune dysregula-
tion related to the aging process and cardiac dysfimc-
tion provides a possible means of explaining our ob
served results in the senescent mouse. 
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Study Limitations 

There are some limitations to this technique. The 
single-frequency conductance catheter used by us may 
underestimate the LV volume (51). Second, the plastic 
block model may confine the electrical field produced by 
the source electrodes. Therefore, it does not exactly 
model the electrical fields formed in mouse thoracic 
cavity tissues. However, the volumes of the cylinders 
were constructed to the volumes acquired as raw 
conductance signals (¥„.) and not the LV volumes [V(f)] 
specifically. Furthermore, the restriction of the electri
cal field may have more of an influence on Vj, rather 
than on Vif) due to the geometry of the field. 

Both load-dependent parameters (EF, SW, SWl, SI, 
CI, Pas. and dP/dfnm) and load-independent parameters 
(Mea aiid PRSW) revealed marked decreases in contrac
tile fiinction of the senescent mouse heart without 
differences in the Eg compared with the young adult 
heaut. The mechanical efBciency of LV was also signifi
cantly decreased with decreased EW/PVA and in
creased These age-related functional differences 
between the two age groups appeared to be due to 
iimate cardiac factors rather than compensatory re
sponses related to systemic vascular properties. 

APPENDIX 

The PRSW relationship is plotted by SW vs. and is 
linear. The slope of this line is named PRSW (13). Therefore 

PRSW - ASW/dV  ̂ = (SWl - SWjy(V  ̂- V )̂ 

where Vrfi and SWi and Vojj and SW2 are any two sdected 
points (point 1 and point 2) on the line of PRSW relationship 
in the axis. 

SW - SV-(MEP - EDP) 

where MEP is LV mean ejection pressure and EDP is LV 
end-diastolic pressure (13). 

If we let P = MEP — EDP, and since SV = — V,,, then 

SW = (V^-VJ-P 

The volvune measured by the conductance catheter was 
calculated by the fiiUowing equaUon 

V(i) - (1/o)-(L%)-G(i) - V, 

where Z> is the distance across sensor electrodes, <r is the con-
ductivily of the blood, a is an esperiisental slope coefficient 
for V(t) - G(t) correlationship, and Vp is a vdhnne signal aror due 
to the conductance of the tissue surrounding LV (24). Thus 

SW = (Va)-(Z.VCT)-(G^ - GJ P 

SW, - SWj 
FRSW = -—— 

»«il 'edS 

(l/a)-(M'g)-fGrit - Q„i)-Pi - (Va)-aVg) (G  ̂- G )̂-Pa 

(yct)-(Wcr)-Grf, - (l/a)-a,Mr)-Gwi 

(G«ii - Gea)-Pi - (g  ̂- G )̂--P, 

Therefore, according the equation above, PRSW is just re
lated to pressure (MEP and EDP) and the value of the raw 

conductance signals, which is uncalibrated by a and Vp. As a 
result, PBSW is independent of the calibration of a and Vp 
(and its unit is mmHg). 
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ABSTRACT 

Diastolic dysfunction is related to the rate of isovolumic relaxation and 

ventricular compliance. Tau (t) has been considered as the principal parameter 

for quantification of left ventricular isovolumic relaxation. Unlike -dP/dtmin, T has 

been understood to be independent of afterload; however, this finding remains 

controversial. Our hypothesis is that T is independent of afterload until energy 

availability for relaxation is rate limiting. Pressure-volume loops were acquired in 

mice with a Millar conductance catheter. Graded afterload was produced with 

phenylephrine (PE) (50 i^g/kg iv) (n = 9) or ascending aorta clamping (AAC) (n = 

4). A series of loops was recorded within 3 seconds. Three TS were computed 

with three different methods. Multiple regression of tau against heart rate, 

preload, and Ea (elastance of artery) ruled out the effect of HR and preload. A 

biphasic linear regression showed a biphasic relationship between tau and Ea in 

both PE treatment and AAC, a flat phase (slope = 0), and a linearly increasing 

phase. The inflexion point for Ea was 7.17 ± 0.67 mmHg/p,l in PE treatment and 

9.98 ± 0.5 mmHg/|j,l in AAC. PVA (pressure-volume area)—a parameter 

proportional to MVO2 (myocardial O2 consumption)~was directly proportional to 

Ea with a slope of 210 ± 85 ,aP. When PVA increased to 2633 ± 202 mmHg*ul in 

PE treatment and 3535 ± 266 mmHg*)j,l in AAC, tau significantly increased 

linearly. We conclude that x is independent of afterload until contractile energy 

consumption limits ATP-dependent functions of isovolumic relaxation. The 
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clinical implication is that diastolic dysfunction may be related to limited energy 

sources. 

Key words: diastolic heart failure, x, afterload, pressure-volume relationship. 
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Introduction: 

The cardiac cycle can be divided into systole and diastole, and diastole 

can be further divided into two phases: diastolic isovolumic relaxation and 

diastolic filling. Diastolic dysfunction is a syndrome characterized by impaired 

ventricular filling which results from prolonged left ventricle (LV) relaxation and/or 

increased LV stiffness. LV active isovolumic relaxation is described by Tau (x), 

dP/dtmin- The parameter x is defined as a time constant of isovolumic relaxation 

and considered to be the superior parameter for describing the active isovolumic 

relaxation of LV(2). The calcium cycling proteins SERCA2a and phospholamban 

have been shown to be connected with isovolumic relaxation function and x (16). 

When left ventricular active relaxation is impaired (such as in age-related 

diastolic dysfunction in patients), T increases(29). 

The influence of afterload on isovolumic relaxation and x is unclear. The 

accepted power of x has been its understood freedom from afterload and preload 

effects. However, by acutely increasing afterload mechanically through aortic 

clamping or pharmacologically with phenylephrine (PE), methoxamine, or 

angiotensine II, x was found to increase significantly (3; 9; 14; 20), moderately 

(11), or not at all (22). Leite-Moreira, et a!, described a "J" shape change of x as 

afterload increased; however, they also described an inter-animal variability as a 

confounding issue (6; 12). As afterload increased an increase of x was found in 

ferrets with isovolumically controlled conditions (23) and in working dog hearts 

(1), but moderate to no dependence of x on afterload was also found in rat. 
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guinea pig (11), rabbit (21), canine, and human iiearts (22). Most of those 

studies, however, resulted in only a 2-to-4 point limited curve to describe the x 

response as afterload increased. Moreover, x was computed with varied 

methods, including mono-exponential and logistic models, and the molecular 

mechanisms important to understanding the response of x to afterload have not 

yet been described. 

In this study, we applied a conductance catheter system to generate 

pressure-volume loops to describe the hemodynamics and systolic and diastolic 

functions of LV in mice. For the first time, we fully described the changed pattern 

of tau computed with three different methods (xweiss, XQiantz and XLogistic) as 

afterload was acutely increased by ascending aortic clamping (AAC) and by 

administration of phenylephrine (PE). Furthermore, we investigated diastolic 

energetics of LV as afterload acutely increased. We propose that increased as 

myocardial O2 consumption for contraction increased due to acutely increased 

afterload, the availability of ATP for active relaxation decreases and therefore 

prolongs x. 

Materials and Methods: 

Animal and Preparation: 

The University of Arizona Animal Review Committee approved these 

animal studies. "Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals " (NIH 
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publication No. 86-23, revised 1985) and "Principles of Laboratory Animal Care " 

(published by the National Society for Medical Research) were followed in this 

study. Male C57BL76 mice, 6-months old, were obtained from the National 

Institute of Aging, Washington, DC. Animals were housed in the animal facility of 

the Arizona Health Sciences Center under diurnal lighting conditions and with 

unlimited access to food and water for two weeks before the study. 

CCS ; Conductance Catheter System 

A combined catheter with four conductance electrodes and a 

micromanometer (Millar 1.4 F, SPR-716) was used for quantification of the 

pressure-volume relationships. The mid-sensor electrode distance is 4.5 mm, 

which approximates the distance between the cardiac apex and the aortic valve 

and the mid-source electrode distance is 5.0 mm. The volume of the portion of 

the catheter residing in the left ventricle is 0.68 ^1. The pressure transducer of 

the CCS was calibrated in saline maintained at 37°C exposed to ambient 

atmospheric pressure. The Millar Pressure and Conductance System Controller 

(Millar MPCU-200) was set according to the manufacturer's recommendations 

with an excitation frequency of 20 kHz, output filter frequency at 500 Hz. The 

signals were acquired at a rate of 1000 samples/second (110 samples / cardiac 

cycle) with the custom software (BioBench, National Instruments, Austin, TX). 

Volume was calibrated with volume calibration line (VCL) derived from a in vitro 

plastic model, and parallel volume (Vp) (26-28). 
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In vivo hemodynamic measurement 

The in vivo application of the conductance catheter system (CCS) was 

similar to that described earlier by Yang (26-28).. After the induction of 

anesthesia with urethane in saline (1500 mg/kg, i.p.) followed by a-chloralose in 

propylene glycol (50 mg/kg, i.p.), the mice were ventilated through a tracheotomy 

with a pressure controlled respirator (RSP 1002, Kent, CT) at a rate of 120 

times/min and FIO2 of 1.0. The mice were placed on a thermally controlled 

surgical platform and maintained at 37.5°C. For fluid volume administration, the 

external jugular vein was cannulated with a #23 gauge butterfly. A total loading 

volume of 400 jj,l of hetastarch (6% hetastarch in 0.9% saline, Abbott 

Laboratories, N. Chicago, IL) was injected through the external jugular catheter 

prior to insertion of the Millar CCS. Electrical cautery was utilized to minimize 

blood loss. A transverse substernal incision was made to expose the cardiac 

apex, inferior vena cava (IVC), descending aorta and sternotomy to show the 

ascending aorta. Through an apical stab wound made with a 25-gauge needle, 

the Millar conductance catheter was inserted into the left ventricle and positioned 

along the cardiac longitudinal axis with the distal electrode in the aortic root and 

the proximal one in the cardiac apex. With the ventilation paused for 3 - 4 

seconds, the pressure-volume relationships were acquired by changing the 

ventricular load with an acute compression of descending aorta, ascending aorta, 

phenylephrine bolus iv (10 ^1), to increase afterload. After all the data was 
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acquired, a bolus of 15% saline (10 jil) was injected through external jagular vein 

for the Vp calibration (25). 

Data analysis 

We used the customized software (Pvan version 2.9, Conductance 

Technologies, Inc. San Antonio and Millar Inc. Houston, TX) to analyze the 

pressure-volume data exported from Biobench to obtain all the parameters. 

Three ts can be computed by Pvan, xweiss. T^oiantz. and XLogistic- tweiss was 

computed by using the monoexponential model and regression of log (pressure) 

versus time (equation 1) (24). iciantz was computed from same model as xweiss but 

by using regression of dP/dt versus pressure (equation 2) (5; 8; 18), XLogistic was 

computed from the logistic model (equation 3) (13). 

Log P = (- 1/xweiss) *t + Log (Po) (1) 

dP/dt — (-l/XGIantz)* P PB /''̂ Glantz (2) 

P(t) = (PA / (1+ et/tLogistic) + PB (3) 

Where P or P(t) is pressure in left ventricle (LV); Po or PA is an amplitude 

constant; PB is a nonzero asymptote; and t is time. 

We used quadratic term to test the effects of afterload, preload, and heart 

rate (HR) on tau during the acute increasing afterload by PE or aortic clamping. 

Elastance of artery (Ea), considered as the best parameter of afterload, is equal 

to end systolic pressure (Pes) divided by stroke volume (SV): Ea = Pes / SV. End 

diastolic pressure (Ped) was used as preload in this study. Since the relationship 
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between tau and Ea was nonlinear, we used quadratic term. The multiple 

regression was done according to the following formula: 

T = C + bi*HR + b2*Ped + bs * Ea + b^Ea^ (4) 

Where C is constant, bi, bz, ba, and b4 are coefficiencies. From the multiple 

regression above, b1 and b2 were non-significant. Only b3 and b4 were 

significant. We concluded that only afterload was significant in its effect on tau. 

After we confirmed that only afterload had significant contribution to the 

change of t during PE administration and AAC, We did a biphasic linear 

regression of tau against Ea as following formula (Equation 5) since the plot of 

tau versus Ea suggested the biphasic linear relationship between tau and Ea. 

Visual inspection suggested that a biphasic linear model would fit better; the 

quadratic model provided a mathematical motivation for selection of the point at 

which slope change occurred. The biphasic linear regression resulted in a higher 

r^, helping to confirm the choice of a biphasic linear model. 

T = C + brEa + b2*Z + b3*Ea*Z (5) 

Where C is constant, bi, ba, and bs are coefficiencies. Z = 0 in phase 1, Z = 1 in 

phase 2 

Statistics: 

Student t-test was applied between different group or different treatments. 

Paired t-test was applied to different phase in the same group. One sample t-test 

was applied to test if the slope is equal to zero in phase 1 or phase 2. P < 0.05 

was considered statistically significant. 
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Results: 

1. Afterload (Ea) changing in phenylephrine administration and aortic 

clamping; 

Both phenylephrine and ascending aorta clamping achieved the same 

range of increase in afterload (see figure 1). In the phenylephrine treated group, 

the Pmax (maximum pressure) of LV increased 87.7% (from 89 ± 3.08 to 167 ± 

6.77 mmHg), and Ea increased 306% (from 3.82 ± 0.42 to 11.7 ± 0.98 mmHg/ial). 

In the ascending aortic clamping group, the Pmax increased 57.3% (from 123 ± 

3.53 to 193 ± 3.21 mmHg), and Ea increased 301% (from 5.68 ± 0.33 to 17.1 ± 

0.48 mmHg/|j,l). 

2. Tau and Ea: 

As afterload was acutely increased by phenylephrine or ascending aortic 

clamping, xweissi "^Giantz and XLogistic had a biphasic change, xweiss and XLogistic had a 

flat phase and a linear increasing phase (see fig. 2). In phase 1, the regressions 

of xweiss and xtogistic versus Ea showed non-significant coefficiency (8 out of 9 

mice in RE group and all mice in AOC group). The mean value of slopes for xweiss 

or XLogistic versus Ea were very close to zero, which was tested to be not 

significantly different from zero by one sample t-test. XQiantz had a decreasing 

phase 1 with a significant negative coefficiency (7 out of 9 mice in RE group and 

all mice in AAC group) and then an increasing phase (see figure 1 and table 1). 

3. PVA (pressure volume area) and Ea 
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PVA is equal to the area circumscribed by the end systolic pressure 

volume relationship, the end diastolic pressure volume relationship, and the 

trajectory of systole (28). PVA can be divided into potential energy (PE) plus 

stroke work (SW) (PVA = PE + SW) and reflex myocardial O2 consumption. 

When afterload increased, both PE and SW increased. PVA was directly 

proportional to Ea (see figure 3). The coefficiencies of PVA regressions versus 

Ea were 273 ± 15 |iP and 269 ± 44 \if in aortic clamping and PE administration 

respectively. No significant difference in these two co-efficiencies was 

represented in the two treatments. 

4. Tau and PVA 

The plot of tau against PVA also showed a biphasic change in both 

ascending aortic clamping and PE administration (see table 2, figure 4). In phase 

1, regression-related coefficiencies of xweiss, xoiantz and tLogistic against PVA were 

not significantly different from zero. In phase two after the inflexion point (see 

detail in next paragraph), the regression-related coefficiencies of three TS against 

PVA differed significantly from zero, increasing by approximately 10 times for 

each mouse as compared to coefficiencies in phase 1. 

5. Inflexion point in ascending aortic clamping and PE administration 

The inflexion point was defined as the Ea or PVA value at which t 

changed from phase 1 to phase 2 as Ea or PVA increased. The PE 

administration group's inflexion point was significantly smaller than that in the 

ascending aortic clamping group (see figure 5A, 5B). The Pmax at inflexion point 
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was 126 ± 4 mmHg in PE administration and 149 ± 10 mmHg in ascending aortic 

clamping, x increased in phase 2 much faster in PE administration than with 

aortic clamping (see 5C). 

Discussion; 

T and LV diastolic function 

Diastolic dysfunction, a clinical feature of heart failure, is related to two 

separate events; impaired active myocardial relaxation and decreased ventricular 

compliance, x was first used by Weiss to describe the isovolumic relaxation of 

LV(24). The regression of a natural log of LV pressure against time in a 

monoexponential mode is linear, and x (xweiss) was originally defined as the 

negative inverse of the slope (24). In order to eliminate the influence of non-zero 

asymptote. Raff and Glantz proposed an alternative method to compute x (xciantz). 

Mathematically, the regression of dP/dt against LV pressure is also linear in the 

same monexponential model, and xciantz is equal to the negative inverse of the 

regression slope (18). Because the monoexponential model has a small 

deviation from linearity and may not be precise enough to characterize the LV 

isovolumic relaxation, Marsubara proposed another model: the logistic model 

(xLogistic). The advantage of the logistic model over the exponential model is that 

XLogistic is insensitive to the choice of isovulumic relaxation cutoff point (13). 

However, at the same time, the exponential model still creates an acceptable 

approximation, and xweiss is very close to the true x (5). 
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T and afterload 

It has always been controversial whether x is dependent on afterload. 

Most studies ignore the intermediate phase, describing t only at the baseline and 

endpoint of afterload increase. Also the range of increased afterload in different 

animal species and heart modes (such as in situ or in a langendoff heart) may 

create different results. In our study as afterload was increased by either PE 

administration or ascending aortic damping, the three TS changed in a biphasic 

pattern. The change pattern of x was different when x was computed by different 

methods, xciantz changed in a "J" shape pattern, decreasing in phase 1 and 

increasing in phase 2. This "J" shape pattern was consistent with Leite-Moreira's 

finding, which used the same method as was used to compute xciantz (12). xciantz 

is the negative inverse of the slope of dP/dt versus LV pressure. Its decrease in 

phase 1 of the "J" shape change meant the rate of dP/dt increase was faster than 

that of LV pressure as afterload increased, xweisss and XLogistic did not change in 

phase 1 and linearly increased once the afterload reached inflexion point (see fig. 

2). These results suggest that if the afterload was not increased widely enough 

(below inflexion point), x remained afterload-independent. However, when the 

afterload increase was greater than the inflexion point, x became afterload-

dependent. 

It is unclear how an increased afterload causes diastolic dysfunction. 

Some mechanical mechanisms were explored, such as whether increased 
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afterload may intensify asynchronous wail motion and impair active LV relaxation 

with an increased x (14). Gillbert, et a!, suggested that increased afterload might 

induce an imbalance between load and number of interacting cross-bridges, 

increasing the stress on individual cross-bridges and delaying cross-bridge 

inactivation (7). No molecular mechanism has yet been investigated, and we 

think such an investigation is essential to understanding the relationship between 

afterload and diastolic dysfunction (increased x). 

Diastolic energetics 

After calcium is released from sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) and 

sarcomeric contraction, cardiac myocytes need ATP for relaxation. Myosin needs 

ATP binding with its head and detaches its head from actin (10). ATP is also 

necessary to decrease cytosolic calcium levels. The majority of calcium is 

actively taken up by SERCA 2a (sarcoendoplasmic reticulum calcium-ATPase) 

back to SR; a minority is actively pumped outside the ceil through a calcium 

pump on the cell membrane and NaVCa"" exchanger (10). All the processes 

responsible for decreasing calcium transient in cytosol during relaxation are ATP 

dependent. Ventricular relaxation consumes 15% of total ATP generated by the 

myocytes (19). Taken together these findings indicate that ATP is critical for LV 

relaxation. 

MVO2 (Myocardial O2 consumption) and PVA (pressure-volume area) 
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It has been well established that MVO2 is directly proportional to PVA (19). 

PVA is consists of two components; potential energy (PE) and stroke work (SW). 

Under normal conditions PE is the energy that is not converted to heat instead of 

stroke work but instead is converted to heat. PVA represents the total energy 

consumed for LV contraction. Figure 3 shows the response to increased 

afterload (Ea) with the PVA increasing proportionally to Ea, implying that the 

MVO2 (or energy consumption) increased proportionally for each contraction. 

Figure 4 shows that as the energy consumption increased to inflexion point, 

energy available for relaxation was limited; as a result x increased as a linear 

function, suggesting diastolic dysfunction. In summary, the results suggest that 

diastolic dysfunction (increased x) may be due to limited of energy sources for 

relaxation as afterload acutely increased. 

Phenylepherine (PE) and Ascending Aortic Clamping (AAC) 

Both PE and AAC have been used by different groups to increase 

afterload acutely. Our study indicates that both methods produced the same 

change pattern of x: flat phase 1 and linearly increasing phase 2. However, the 

inflexion point appeared earlier in the PE group than in the AAC group, and the 

increasing rate of x in phase 2 was much greater in the PE group as compared to 

the AAC group (see fig. 5A, 5B, and 5C). Two possible explanations exist for this 

difference. First, PE, as an ai adrenergic receptor agonist, might cause 

vasoconstriction of the coronary artery, decreasing the blood supply and causing 
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an imbalance between O2 demand and supply, resulting in an earlier and more 

severe energy source limitation. In vitro studies provide evidence that PE could 

cause vasoconstriction of a pig coronary artery with a concentration above 0.2 

jiM. We used a 50 mg/kg PE iv bolus, which is equal to 2.45 p,M blood 

concentration (17). However, studies in dogs have shown no change in coronary 

artery blood flow when measured by radioactive microspore after PE was 

administered to increase afterload (blood pressure) (4). This significa'nt blood 

pressure increase with no change in blood flow suggests that PE causes 

significant vasoconstriction of the coronary artery. Second, PE may increase 

myocyte contractility by simultaneously increasing transient calcium levels during 

systole. As a result calcium loading for sequestration also rises during diastole, 

consequently escalating energy consumption. Therefore, energy consumption 

was greater in the PE group than in the AAC group. PE was found to increase 

the contractility of rat and rabbit papillary muscles through ai adrenergic 

receptors by prolonging the action potential duration and increasing myofibrillar 

Ca^"" sensitivity (15). In our study, the Elastance of end systole (Ees), which is the 

slope of end systolic pressure volume relationship (ESPVR), was significantly 

greater in the PE group than in the AAC group (7.25 VERSUS 6, p < 0.01). 

These results suggest that LV contractility was significantly stronger in the PE 

group than in the AAC group. In summary, the difference of inflexion point and 

increasing rate of t in phase 2 between the PE and AAC groups further supports 
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the probability that a limited energy source for relaxation may be one of the 

mechanisms for diastolic dysfunction. 

Limitation 

The criticisms about pharmacologically (such as PE) or mechanically 

(such as AAC) increased afterloads are that heart rate and preload may be 

altered, thus contributing to changes of x. In our study the effect of PE or AAC 

was so fast (less than 3 seconds) that the heart rate was not significantly altered, 

indicating that there was no reflex of the vagal nerve. Preload increased during 

both PE and AAC; however, the multiple regression showed both heart rate and 

preload had no significant effects on x. Only afterload had significant impact on x. 

Schafer, et al. noted the same change of x when afterload was increased by 

either ascending or descending aortic clamping (AAC or DAC). Since AAC and 

DAV produce different changes in preload but the same changes in x, Schafer, et 

al. concluded that increasing preload during AAC or DAC did not play a major 

role in altering x (20). Gaasch, et al. also found relative independence of x on 

preload (3). We decreased preload by compressing inferior vena cava and 

increased preload by bolus iv of 6% hetastarch, and we only noted a moderate 

change to x. 

Conclusion 

As afterload increased acutely, x changed in a biphasic pattern: a flat 

phase for xweiss and XLogistic or a decreasing phase for XQiantz. then a linearly 
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increasing phase for all three xs. the linear increase of i may be caused by the 

limited availability of a relaxation energy source as afterload increased. 
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Table 1: Coefficiency in regression of tau vs Ea 

AAC (n = 4) PE (n = 9) 

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 1 Phase 2 

"I^Weiss " Ea 0.02 ±0.04 0.16 ±0.03 0.09 ± 0.04 0.59 ± 0.1 

"I^Giantz " Ea -0.14 + 0.0.4 0.37 ± 0.08 -0.34 ± 0.22 3.18 ±0.73 

"I^Logistic - Ea -0.03 ±0.01 0.16 ±0.021 0.045 ±0.07 1.04 ± 0.21 

AAC; ascending aortic clamping, PE; Phenylephrine 

a, aa; p < 0.05 or 0.01 vs slope = 0 

b, bb ; p < 0.05 or 0.01 vs phase 1 in same group 
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Table 2: Coefficiency in regression of tau vs PVA 

AAC (n = 4) PE (n = 9) 

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 1 Phase 2 

I^Weiss " PVA 0.33 ±0.15 3.28 ± 1.8 -0.007 ± 0.526 1.97 ± 0.33 

"CGIantz ~ PVA -0.146 + 0.295 20.8 ± 12.2 -1.12± 1.04 10.9 ± 2.36 

T^Logistic - PVA 0.48 ± 0.31 6.45 ± 3.73 0.317 ±0.459 3.62 ± 0.46 

AAC; ascending aortic clamping, PE: Phenylephrine 

a, aa: p < 0.05 or 0.01 vs slope = 0 

b, bb : p < 0.05 or 0.01 vs phase 1 in same group 
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Figure legends: 

Figure 1: A series of pressure-volume loops after phenylephrine (PE) 

50mg/kg iv bolus (panel A) and ascending aortic clamping (AAC) (panel B). The 

mouse heart rate is 550-600 beats per minute, which allowed us to record 

enough data for less than 3 seconds. As PE was administered or the ascending 

aorta was clamped, vasculature resistance (afterload) increased, shown as 

increased end-systolic pressure (Pes) and Ea ( = Pes/SV [stroke volume]). From 

each pressure-volume loop, we computed x, Ea, and PVA (pressure volume 

area) and did the regressions of x versus Ea, PVA versus Ea, and x versus PVA. 

Figure 2; Plots of three xs versus Ea. Panel A shows an example of PE 

administration: xciantz had a "J" shape change pattern as Ea increased (round 

dots). Both xweiss and XLogistic showed biphasic changes, flat phase (phase 1) and 

linearly increasing phase (phase 2). Although three xs had different change 

patterns, all of them had the same inflexion point, which was Ea = 6.63 mmHg/|j,l 

for this specific mouse. These results were gained through the computing 

methods xoiandz > xweiss > XLogistic (13). Panel B shows the same biphasic pattern of 

change of xweiss as Ea increased acutely with ascending aorta clamping. 

Figures: Plots of pressure-volume area (PVA) versus Ea. There was an almost 

linearly increasing relationship between PVA and Ea soon after Ea was 

increased. The regression formula was PVA =285.99*Ea + 557.1, r^ = 0.967, 
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p<0.001. This meant as afterload increased, MVO2 and energy consumption for 

contraction increased proportionally. 

Figure 4: Plot of xweiss against PVA showed a biphasic change. It suggested that 

when energy consumption for contraction increased to inflexion point, the energy 

source availability for active isovolumic relaxation was limited and x started to 

increase linearly. The dependence of x on afterload can be interpreted as the 

dependence of active relaxation on the availability of an energy source. 

Figure 5: Inflexion points differed in various treatments (phenylephrine (PE) iv 

bolus versus ascending aortic clamping (AAC)). Compared to that in the AAC 

group, the inflexion point occurred earlier (Panel A and Panel B) in the PE group 

and X increased faster in the linearly increasing phase (Panel C). This difference 

may be due to the coronary constriction caused by PE which is an a-i adrenergic 

agonist. 
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ABSTRACT 

Background: Based on the roie of inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) 

in heart failure, we hypothesized that the over-expression of iNOS in the 

myocardium contributes to the age-related decline of left ventricular (LV) 

function. Methods and results: Cardiac iNOS mRNA and protein expression 

was singularly identified in old, wild type (WT) male mice (16-month) and not in 

young WT male mice (6-month). Characterized with in vivo pressure-volume 

loops analysis, an age-related LV dysfunction was found in the old WT mice. 

The LV dysfunction of the aged mice was modified to that of the younger mice by 

the specific iNOS inhibitors, aminoguanidine (AMG, 10 mg/Kg, i.v. or infusion, n = 

15) and S-methyl-isothiourea (MITU, 3 mg/Kg, i.v. n = 7), and declined with L-

arginine (10 mg/Kg, i.v. n = 7). All three drugs had no effects on the LV function 

of young WT mice or old iNOS knockout (KO) mice. The NO* and cGMP levels 

were significantly higher only in the old WT mice (n = 6) and cGMP levels 

decreased to normal with AMG administration. Conclusions: These results 

suggested that the iNOS/NO/cGMP pathway may contribute to ventricular 

dysfunction during the aging process and that inhibition of iNOS activity 

significantly improved heart function in aged mice. 

Key Words: Aging, Ventricular function. Conductance catheter, Nitric oxide 
synthase 
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CONDENSED ABSTRACT 

Age-related LV dysfunction in old WT mice, quantified with pressure volume 

loops, was found to be related to iNOS expression, NOx levels, and cGMP when 

compared with young WT mice (6-month) and old iNOS knockout mice (16-

month). The specific iNOS inhibitors aminoguanidine and S-methyl-isothiourea 

restored LV function and decreased cGMP levels only in old WT mice producing 

no effect on younger WT or iNOS knockout mice. We proposed an 

iNOS/NO/cGMP pathway may contribute to age-related left ventricular 

dysfunction. 
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Introduction 

Age-related diminution of cardiac function may occur witliout 

accompanying vascular pathology ^ Load-independent parameters derived from 

analysis of pressure-volume loops demonstrated that left ventricular function 

significantly decreased related to age and not vascular elastance (Ea) This 

was validated by isolated myocytes harvested from aged hearts exhibited 

decreased contractile function The mechanism of age-related cardiac 

dysfunction appears to be multi-factorial including; a switch of a-type myosin 

heavy chain to p-type myosin heavy chain, a decreased of myosine ATPase 

activity, decreased expression and activity of SERCA 2a and increased collagen 

content. ^ However, the participation of iNOS in the cardiac aging process has 

not yet been thoroughly characterized. 

All cardiac cell types have the ability to express iNOS after stimulation with 

pro-inflammatory cytokines including tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a) and 

interiuekin-ip (IL-1p) A direct relationship exists between quantities of NO 

secretion and level of expression of iNOS There are multiple and dose-

dependent actions of NO on cardiac function including a negative inotropic effect, 

diastolic dysfunction, and increased oxygen consumption. ® The INOS over-

expression might be an important contributor to age related cardiac dysfunction. 

Our hypothesis was that iNOS may reduce the function of calcium cycling 

proteins through NO/cGMP pathways, thus accounting for age-related systolic 

and diastolic dysfunction. In the present study, we compared the myocardial 
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expression levels of iNOS, NO* and cGMP levels and ventricular functions in 

relationship to age. In addition, we treated mice with selective iNOS inhibitors or 

the substrate of INOS, L-arginine, to define contractile parameters that could be 

acutely affected by iNOS modulation. Finally, we compared heart function in 

aged iNOS KO and WT mice and their responses to specific iNOS inhibitors. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Animals. 

The mice were cared for in compliance with the "Guidelines for the Care 

and Use of Laboratory Animals " (NIH publication No. 86-23, revised 1985) and 

"Principles of Laboratory Animal Care " (published by the National Society for 

Medical Research) and with the prior approval of The University of Arizona 

Animal Review Committee. For two weeks prior to the study, the mice were 

conditioned in the animal facility. The C57BL/6 male wild type (WT) mice were 

purchased from the National Institute for Aging (Washington, D.C.), and the male 

iNOS knockout (KO) mice were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory (Bar 

Harbor, ME). The study groups are described in table below; 
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Group n Age (month) Genetic type Treatment 

1 13 6 WT Acute AMG 10 mg/kg 

II 7 11 WT Acute AMG 10 mg/kg 

III 15 16 WT Acute AMG 10 mg/kg 

IV 7 21-24 WT Acute AMG 10 mg/kg 

V 11 16 KO Acute AMG. 10 mg/kg 

VI 7 6 WT Acute MITU 3 mg/kg 

VII 7 16 WT Acute MITU 3 mg/kg 

VIII 7 6 WT Acute L-arginine 10 mg/kg 

IX 7 16 WT Acute L-arginine 10 mg/kg 

X 6 6 WT Infusion AMG 10 mg/kg 

XI 6 16 WT Infusion AMG 10 mg/kg 

Quantification of Left Ventricular Function. Left ventricular function was 

quantified as described by Yang, et al A Millar Conductance Catheter 1.4 Fr 

(Millar Corporation, Houston, TX) was inserted into the LV through apex with the 

distal electrode at the aortic root and the proximal electrode right below the 

endocardium of apex. All steady state hemodynamic measurements and inferior 

vena cava (IVC) occlusion pressure-volume loops (PVL) were acquired with 

temporary ventilation cessation for 2-3 seconds. Data were recorded as a series 

of pressure-volume loops (10-20 loops). Conductance and pressure signals were 
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digitized with BioBench software (National Instruments, Austin, TX), and 

analyzed with Pvan version 2.7 (Conductance Technologies Inc., San Antonio, 

TX and Millar Inc., Houston, TX). Volume was calibrated as described 

previously^' ^. 

Following acquisition of the baseline ventricular pressure-volume loops, 

the mice were treated with 10 }j,L of the selective iNOS inhibitors aminoguanidine 

(AMG, 10 mg/kg, i.v., Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis, MO), S-methyl-isothiourea 

(MITU, 3 mg/kg, i.v., Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis, MO), or the NOS substrate L-

arginine (10 mg/kg, i.v., Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis, MO). In addition, AMG (10 

mg/kg, i.v.) was infused by syringe pump (SPIOli WPI, World Precise 

Instruments, Berlin, Germany) to assess the chronic effect of iNOS inhibition. 

Pressure-volume loops were again acquired at the peak effect of the drug 

treatment, specifically at 30 seconds for MITU, 1 minute for AMG bolus and L-

arginine, and 5-10 minutes for AMG infusion 

RNA Extraction and Northern Blotting Analysis; 

Hearts were harvested with cervical dislocation from 3 young mice and 3 

old mice, snap frozen in liquid Nitrogen, and stored at -80°C. Tissue was 

homogenized in solution D at 4°C, and RNA was isolated by acid guanidinium 

thiocyanate-phenol-chloroform extraction as described by Chomczynsk and 

Sacchi iNOS mRNA was detected by Northern blot analysis using a ^^P-

labeled 645-bp BamHI-Hindll cDNA fragment (GenBank Accession M92649, bp 

136-781) isolated from full-length murine iNOS cDNA (a gift from Charles J. 
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Lowenstein, Johns Hopkins iVledical Institutions, Baltimore, MD). Hybridization 

with a ^^P-labeled 1.2.Kb PstI fragment of human GAPDH (GenBank Accession 

NM_002046), which has 94% homology to mouse GAPDH (GenBank Accession 

M32599), was used for normalization. 

Protein Extraction and Western Blotting Analysis 

The hearts were directly harvested from the young and old mice without 

undergoing hemodynamic measurements. The membranes were then incubated 

with a rabbit polyclonal antibody reacting specifically to iNOS (Santa Cruz, M-19; 

cat# sc-650; 1:500 dilution) for 1.5 hours and with a secondary antibody for one 

hour, a horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-rabbit IgG (Santa Cruz, cat# sc-

2004; 1:1000 dilution). The membranes were developed using enhanced 

chemiluminescence then exposed to x-ray film. 

Immunohistochemistry. 

Heart tissues collected from the young and old groups were mounted in 

Frozen Section Medium (Stephens Scientific, Riverdale, NJ) and snap frozen in 

2-methylbutane suspended in liquid nitrogen. Five jam sections were processed 

and treated with a rabbit anti-murine iNOS primary (1:100, Sigma, St. Louis, 

MO). Incubation with a biotinylinated goat anti-rabbit secondary followed by 

alkaline phosphatase staining was then performed using a Vector ABC-AP kit 

(Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, OA). Control sections were incubated with 

mouse serum (1:100, DAKO Corp., Carpinteria, CA). 

Intracardiac nitric oxide (NO) Non-enzyme Assay. 
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Hearts were harvested from six 6-month-old and nine 16-month-old mice 

then immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen. The frozen tissue was homogenized in 

PBS (1 ml/heart). After centrifugation, the supernatant was used to quantify 

nitrite/nitrate (NOx) concentrations with Bioxytech Nitric Oxide (NO) non-enzyme 

assay (OXiS international, Inc., Portland, OR, USA). The NOx level was 

normalized by heart weight, and the final results were expressed as pmol/mg of 

heart tissue. 

cGMP Enzyme Immunoassay. 

Heart tissue was flash frozen in liquid nitrogen then homogenized in 6% 

trichloroacetic acid and centrifuged to obtain the aqueous supematant. The 

Biotrak cGMP Competitive Enzyme Immunoassay System (Amersham 

Pharmacia Biotech, Buckinghamshire, UK) was then used to quantify the 

concentration of cGMP present in this myocardial extract. The cGMP 

concentrations were expressed as pmol/gram of wet heart weight. 

Statistical Analysis. All data were reported as mean ± SEM. The standard 

volume line was analyzed by simple linear regression. When appropriate, 

differences between WT young mice or old iNOS KO mice versus old WT mice 

were compared by an unpaired Student's t-test or one-way ANOVA. The effects 

of AMG, MITU, and L-arginine were compared with controls using a paired 

Student's t-test. Differences were considered significant at p<0.05. 
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RESULTS 

Baseline Functional Data. 

Comparison of ventricular mechanical function in young adult (6-month) 

and older adult mice (16-month) revealed significant differences (see Table 1a). 

Most importantly, these functional parameters appeared age-dependent as 

demonstrated through comparing the PRSW (preload recruitable stroke work) of 

6-, 11-, 16-, and 21 to 24-month-old mice (Groups I - IV) with the decline in 

contractile function beginning at 11 months as illustrated in Figure 1. 

Functional Data with Modulation of iNOS Activity. 

Tables 1 and 2 show that separate treatments with the two specific iNOS 

inhibitors, AMG and MITU caused no significant ventricular and vascular effects 

in the 6-month-old WT mice (Groups I and VII). However, in the older WT adult 

mice (Group III), AMG had a peak effect at 1 minutes declining to baseline values 

within 10 minutes. Continuous AMG infusion (1 mg/kg/min, i.v.) in older WT mice 

(Group XI) demonstrated similar effects, peaking at 5-10 minutes, and no effects 

in the younger WT mice (Group X). Similarly, acute MITU peaked at 30 seconds 

and declined to baseline values within 10 minutes in the older WT mice (Group 

VII). The acute effects of AMG and MITU were equally reproducible with 

repeated administrations. Figure 1 shows complete contractile function recovery 

after AMG treatment of 11- and 16-month-old WT mice and incomplete recovery 

in 21-24-month-old WT mice (Group IV). No changes occurred in heart rate, (3 
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(ventricular stiffness) or measured preload parameters (End Diastolic Volume 

and Pressure) in the two age groups after iNOS inhibition. Older WT mice (Group 

IX) treated with L-arginine (10 mg/Kg, i.v.) showed significant decreases in Ees 

(36%) and PRSW (20%) compared to baseline values (p<0.01) without 

significant cardiac effects in the younger WT group (Group VIII). Ventricular 

functional parameters normalized by body weight increased significantly in the 

aged iNOS KO mice (Group V) compared to the aged WT mice (Group III) and 

did not differ from young WT mice (Group I) (see table 1 a). AMG had no effect on 

LV function of iNOS KO mice, implying AMG specificity at 10 mg/kg for INOS and 

not eNOS. In summary, these data indicate that an acute increase in left 

ventricular systolic and diastolic function occurred only in the aged WT mice 

receiving selective iNOS inhibitor treatments. 

iNOS Expression. 

Figure 4A shows that iNOS expression was restricted to the aged WT 

mice at mRNA levels (figure 4A) and protein levels (Figure 4B, 40). These tissue 

sections also supported the conclusion that detected iNOS was related to 

myocardial tissue over-expression of iNOS rather than to myocarditis or 

macrophage infiltration. 

NOx and cGMP Levels. 

Figures 5a and 5b demonstrate significantly increased basal levels of NOx 

and cGMP in the older WT mice compared to the young (p<0.01). After AMG 

treatment the cGMP level significantly decreased in the older group (p<0.01). 
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DISCUSSION 

This study provided evidence that iNOS contributed to age-related 

ventricular dysfunction. Previously, we reported a significant difference between 

the left ventricular function of WT young and aged female mice in vivo In this 

in vivo study of male mice, there was an age-associated decrease in left-ventricle 

systolic and diastolic function which appeared to be independent of measured 

arterial vascular resistance. Over-expression of iNOS mRNA and protein was 

identified only in aged WT groups, as were significantly elevated products of 

nitric oxide, NOx and cGMP. Administration of selective iNOS inhibitors AMG 

and MITU acutely increased ventricular function only in aged WT groups; this 

was accompanied by decreased myocardial cGMP concentrations. 

Administration of the non-specific NOS substrate L-arginine decreased 

ventricular function only in aged WT mice. Supporting the above findings, aged 

iNOS KO mice displayed ventricular functions similar to those of younger WT 

mice, exhibited significantly increased ventricular compliance compared to the all 

ages of WT mice, and were not responsive to iNOS inhibitors. Taken together, 

these results suggested an iNOS-associated mechanism that may contribute to 

ventricular dysfunction in aging. 

Aging and iNOS, 

The overexpression of iNOS in hearts of aged mice was consistent with 

reports of enhanced iNOS and eNOS isoform expression and cGMP content in 
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the vasculature of the aged rat Recently, Zeinnan has shown an over-

expression of cardiac eNOS in aged rats, associated with increased cGMP 

concentrations The differential effect of eNOS versus iNOS over-expression 

is that eNOS requires stimulation via a calcium-mediated pathway to produce 

nitric oxide at nanomolar concentrations; however, iNOS consistently produces 

nitric oxide at micromolar concentrations 

Mechanisms of NO inhibition of cardiac function 

This study demonstrated that some hemodynamic effects of iNOS could 

be rapidly reversed, while other effects may require a prolonged time of iNOS 

inhibition. The evaluation of these results is complicated by the multiple and 

contradictory actions of NO on cardiac function The level of iNOS expression 

relates directly to the quantity of NOx production and at micromolar 

concentrations of NO produced by iNOS, which is understood to have negative 

inotropic action The acute consequence of high NO concentrations is 

formation of cGMP in the myocytes. The targets for cGMP include PKG (cGMP 

dependent protein kinase) and cGMP-regulated phosphodiesterase (PDE). High 

levels of cGMP leads to elevated activity of PKG that inhibits the L-type calcium 

channel and PDE II that hydrolyzes cAMP resulting in decreased cAMP levels^^. 

High levels of cGMP decrease the affinity of calcium to the myosin and 

mitochondrial activity in myocytes It is suggested that these effects could 

account for the rapidly increased contractile function during inhibition of iNOS 

function. It is well established that diastolic function related to the 
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phosphorylation state of phospholamban at serine 16 and threonine 17. 

Phosphorylation of phospholamban mediated by cAMP/PKA (protein kinase A) or 

calcium calmodulin kinase increases lusitrophic function Thus, NO-mediated 

decreased cAMP concentrations result in decreased SERCA 2a function and 

then decreased diastolic function. As hypothesized in heart failure, augmentation 

of diastolic function with specific iNOS inhibitors is probably mediated through 

decreasing cGMP 

Chronically elevated NO may also alter diastolic function through the 

nitration of tyrosine on specific proteins, induction of apoptosis, and affect 

extracellular matrix homeostasis. Formation of peroxynitrite from NO in aging 

skeletal muscle selectively nitrates and significantly reduces the function of 

SERCA2a In models of allograft rejection and myocardial infarction, apoptotic 

cell death in cardiac tissue has been associated with iNOS/NO expression 

leading to a progressive decline in ventricular function It may be due to the 

chronicle effect of high level of NO that acute inhibition of iNOS by AMG couldn't 

completely recover LV function to normal in WT mice older than16 months (see 

PRSW in figure 1 and x in table 1). 

It is well established that NO affects fibroblast function and that 

increased myocardial fibrosis is related to aging Moreover, the over-

expression of TGF-pi has been linked with increased extracellular matrix and 

myocardial fibrosis and NO donors can augment TGF-|31 activation The 

study reported herein demonstrated an increased ventricular stiffness, p, in the 
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aged compared to the younger groups. Acute treatment with iNOS inhibitors did 

not change ventricular stiffness in older WT mice; however the chronic condition 

of INOS KO mice demonstrated markedly reduced (3. In summary, restoration of 

specific cardiac functional parameters in aged WT mice appeared to be 

amenable to acute inhibition of NO, while malfunctions related to structural 

changes required altemate and chronic therapies. 

iNOS Inhibition or-GateGhoiamine Effects 

Activities of AMG and MITU other than the designed inhibition of iNOS 

were not evident in this study. These agents did not alter heart rate or measured 

preload (End diastolic volume and pressure) suggesting that increased heart 

function was not through stimulation of catecholamines. More specificity-related 

evidence was demonstrated in aged phospholamban KO mice where AMG 

increased LV contractility but dobutamine did not (data not shown). MITU is a 

completely different chemical entity from AMG; however, both demonstrated 

similar effects in aged WT mice but did not affect aged iNOS-KO-mouse 

hemodynamic function. Using bolus administration in the infarct model, Wildhirt 

demonstrates a specific linear relationship between AMG accumulations in 

tissues where elevated iNOS activity existed We also demonstrated that 

AMG produced no effect on arterial elastance (Ea) in younger mice but 

significantly increased Ea in older mice, which was consistent with age-related 

enhanced vasculature iNOS expression 
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Conclusion 

In aged mice, both systolic and diastolic function of left ventricle 

decreased. The iNOS/NO/cGMP-mediated pathway may be a contributory and 

reversible mechanism of age-related heart dysfunction. Further definition is 

needed of the direct effects of iNOS/NO/cGMP-mediated pathways on calcium 

cycling proteins, and these effects must be differentiated from the structural 

changes that occur with increased age. 
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Figure Legends 

Table 1: Effect of AMG on Left Ventricular Function of 6- and 16-month-old 

WT Mice and 16-month-old iNOS KO mice. 

The t-test was applied between young and old mice, old wild type (WT) mice and 

old iNOS knock-out (KO) mice. A paired t-test was applied to the same groups 

before and after treatment of AMG (10 mg/kg, i.v. or infusion). EF, ejection 

fraction; SVl. stroke volume index; CI, cardiac index; SWI, stroke work index; 

Pes, end-systolic pressure; Ea, arterial elastance; dP/dt max (or min), the 

maximal rate of pressure increasing (or decreasing); PRSW, preload recruitable 

stroke work; Ees, end-systolic elastance; dP/dtmax-Ved, the slope of the 

regression of dP/dt max versus the end-diastolic volume, xweiss, the mono-

exponential time constant of relaxation; p, ventricular stiffness. * = p<0.05, ** = 

p<0.01: Young (WT) or old (WT) + AMG or old (KO) versus Old (WT). 

Table 2: Hemodynamic Effects of MITU on Functional Parameters of 6- and 

17-month-old WT Mice. The t-test was applied to young and old mice. A paired 

t-test was applied to the same groups before and after treatment of MITU (3 

mg/Kg, i.v.). See the definitions of the abbreviations in the legend of Table 1. * = 

p<0.05, ** = p<0.01; Young (WT) or old (WT) + MITU versus Old (WT). 
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Figure 1. The Relationship between age and the Systolic Contractile 

Parameter, PRSW (preload recruitable stroke work) 

The comparison of the PRSW in 6, 11, 16, and 21-24 months old mice (•) 

demonstrated an age-related decrease in the PRSW (*: p < 0.05, compared to 6-

month old mice) and in treatment of the same mice with AMG ( ) significantly 

reversed this decline (+: p<0.01, paired analysis). 

Figure 2. The Effect of AMG on the Left Ventricular Function of the 16-

month-old WT Mouse. A: The pressure-volume loops and ESPVR (End 

Systolic Pressure Volume Relationship) were measured with transient IVC 

occlusion for the same mouse before (dotted line) and after (solid line) the 

administration of AMG (10 mg/kg, i.v.). B: The linear relationship between stroke 

work and end diastolic volume, which is named PRSW relationship, was derived 

from these two representative sets of pressure-volume loops in panel A. The 

slope of PRSW relationship is defined as PRSW, which is a load independent 

parameter of contractility. C: Tau - Weiss (xweiss). the key parameter of diastolic 

ventricular function, was improved in every old WT mouse after the 

administration of AMG or MITU. 

Figure 3: A: The typical pressure-volume loops during IVC occlusion of the 16-

month-old iNOS KO mouse. B: PRSW relationship derived from the 
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representative pressure-volume loops of a 16-month-old iNOS KO mouse ( ) 

and those of the 16-month-old WT mouse (•) before AMG treatment in figure 2A. 

Figure 4. iNOS Was Expressed Only in aged Hearts. A. Northern blot analysis 

revealed a distinct band of 4.1-Kb transcript detennined with an RNA ladder and 

28s rRNA (not shown) corresponding in size to murine macrophage iNOS 

mRNA. Densitometry of the autoradiographs for iNOS quantification with 

normalization tp-GAPDH showed that iNOS-expression levels were significantly 

higher in the older group (O) compared to the younger group (Y). B. Western blot 

analysis was performed using total protein from young (Y) and old (O) mouse 

heart tissue. The lysate of macrophage (M) was used as a positive control. Only 

the old WT mice (01, 02, 03) showed bands at the 130 KD position as the 

macrophage (M) C. The immunohistochemical sections showed negative for 

iNOS staining in the 6month-old mouse heart (left) and the heart tissue of a 16-

month-old mouse, where iNOS staining was evident in the perivascular and 

myocyte regions throughout transmural sections (right). 

Figure 5. Myocardial NO* and cGMP Levels. Freshly isolated hearts were 

snap frozen and analyzed for NOx and cGMP content. The older group hearts 

demonstrated a 10 folds higher level of NOx and a significantly increased content 

of cGMP compared to the younger group. After AMG treatment cGMP content 

was significantly decreased In the older-plus-AMG group compared to the non-
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treated old group. (*; p < 0.05, 16-month-old versus 6-month-old mice. +; 16-

month-old mice treated with AMG versus no treatment of AMG.) 

6 - month old, H 16 - month old, 16 - month old plus AMG. 
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Table 1a: Effects of AUG (bolus, l.v.) on young and old wild type or INOS 
knockout mice 

Parameter UNIT Young-WT Young-WT+AMG Old-WT Old-WT+AMG Old - KO )ld -KO +AMG 

n 13 13 15 15 11 11 

Body Weight grams 32.05 ± 0.94 " 32.05 ± 0.94 36.12 ±0.62 36.12 ±0.62 40,3 ± 1,3* 40,3 ± 1,3 

Hemodynamics 

Heart Rate bpm 567 + 9 564 ±9 532 ±16 538 ±16 563 ±24 548 + 28 

EF % 65.4 + 2.5 * 64.1 ±3.1 55.9 ± 3 65.7 ± 2.4 * 71.2 ±3.7** 68,1 ±4,4 

SVI nLVg 0.41 + 0.02 * 0.42 ± 0.03 0.29 ± 0.04 0.35 ± 0,04 ** 0.41 ± 0,05 ** 0,42 ±0,04 

CI nUmin/g 230 ± 14 •* 237 ± 16 152 ±18 184 ±17** 232 ± 32 •* 231 ±26 

SWI mmHg*nl/g 35.9 ± 2.7 ** 38.9 ±3.2 21.9 ± 2.9 34,1 ±4.5** 33.13 ±3,39* 31,36 + 2,39 

Pes mmHg 90.9 + 4.6 ** 88.6 ±4.3 72.7 ±3.3 104,1 ±9.5 ** 93 + 7.0 ** 84,3 ±6,7 

Ea mmHg/nl 7.34 ± 0.67 -7.14 ±0.82 8.27 ± 0.77 9.40 ± 0.97 * 6.86 ± 1,35 6,02 ± 1,21 

Systolic Function 

dP/dt max mmHg*sec"' 9794 + 1803" 10801± 980 5840 + 541 8280 ± 562 *• 10838 ±700** 9236 + 813 

PRSW mmHg 99.07 ±5.72" 98.58 ± 3.78 70.61 ±3.60 94.68 ±8.32 ** 105.1 ±7.01 ** 94,74 ± 2,68 

Ees mmHg/nl 24.52+3.50* 22.63 ±4.54 13.67 ±2.22 26.20 ±4.33** 21.93 ±2.86* 14,94 ±2,83 

dP/dtmax-Ved mmHg*sec''mr ̂ 532 ±53** 522 ± 51 336 ± 55 521 ± 90 * 840 ±170* 585 ±142 

Diastolic Function 

dP/dt min mrpHg'sec"' -7991 ±977** -8837 ± 476 -5200 ±479 -6944 ± 282 ** -7104 + 399** -6803 ± 521 

Tweiss msec 5.66 ±0,27*' 5.29 ± 0.42 7.08 ± 0.40 6.11 ±0.26* 6.08 ±0,13* 6,17±0.19 

beta mmHg/nl 0.30 ±0.05* 0.37 ±0.05 0.53 ±0.10 0.44 ± 0.06 0,13 ±0,02 ** 0,14 ±0,03 

Ventricular-arterial coupling 

Ea/Ees 0.33 ± 0.04 ** 0.38 ± 0.04 0.85 ±0.16 0.55 ±0,10* 0,43 ±0,10 ** 0,59±0,11 
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Table 1b: Effects of AMG (Infusion) on young and old mice 

PARAMETER Young Young-AMG Old Old-AMG 

n 6 6 6 6 

Heart Rate (beats/min) 529 ± 50 507 ± 55 498 ± 24 483±29 * 

CI (ju,l/min/gram) 223 ± 51 227 ± 21 144 ±11 187 ±26' 

PRSW (mmHg) 93.9 ± 11.7 95.5 ±9.1 67.8 ±4.9 89.0 ±8.4* 

dP/dtmax-Ved (mmHg/fxl) 480 ±101 522 ±161 338±29 ^ 445± 40 * 

dP/dtmax (mmHg/s) 8107 ±718 8218±1456 5645 ±510 6330±678 * 

dP/dtmin(mmHg/s) -6059 ± 629 -5590±967 -3770 ±310 -4323 ± 324 * 

tWeiss (mS) 7.72 ± 1.2 8.36 ± 1.94 10.2± 1.12 9.00 ± 1.09 ** 
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TABLE 2. Effects of MITU on young and old mice 

PARAMETER Young-pre Young-MITU Old-pre Old-MITU 

n 7 7 7 7 

Body Weight (g) 31.10 ±0.74* 31.10 ±0.74 34.30 ± 1.31 34.30 ± 1,31 

Heart Rate (beats/min) 610 ± 10** 602 ±9 547 ± 15 541 ± 16 

Stroke Work (mmHg*|ul) 998 ±122* 1099±119 796±103 1073 ± 123 ** 

PRSW (mmHg) 116 ±6** 1 1 8 ± 5  77.98 ± 7.48 100 ±8.45 ** 

dP/dtmax-Ved (mrnHg/jiil) 872 ± 89 ** 879±107 382 ± 65 609 ±104* 

dP/dtmax (mmHg/s) 11366 ±550 ** 12491 ±352 6912 ±820 10278 ± 1009 

dP/dt^in (mmHg/s) -8908 ± 574** -9976 ± 699 -5031±479 -7540 ± 252 ** 

tweiss (ms) 5.40 ± 0.30 ** 5.21 ± 0.21 6.79 ± 0.48 5.85 ±0.21 * 
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Figure 4A: iNOS (Northern blot) 
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Figure 4B: INOS (Western blot) 
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Figure 4C; INOS (immunohistochemistry) 
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ABSTRACT 

The mechanism of age-related diastolic dysfunction is unknown. Our 

previous study indicated that the overexpression of iNOS in aged hearts may 

cause diastolic dysfunction in aging through iNOS/NO/cGMP pathways. We 

hypothesized that decreased phosphorylation of phospholamban (PLB) via the 

iNOS/NO/cGMP pathway was one of the mechanisms of diastolic cardiac 

dysfunction in aging. Northern blot showed that the expression of ryanodine 

receptor, sarco/endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ ATPase (SERCA 2a), and PLB did 

not change in aged male mice (16-month-old, n = 4) as compared to young male 

mice (6-month-old, n = 4). Western blot showed significant decreased protein 

levels of PLB monomer and phosphorylation of PLB monomer in aged male mice 

(n = 3); however, the ratio of phosphorylated PLB to the total PLB monomer 

decreased significantly in aged mice. In addition, x measured by conductance 

catheter system in the old PLB knockout (KO) mice (17-month-old, n = 8)) 

seemed longer than that in old wild type (WT) mice {14-month-old, n = 3), but not 

significantly (p = 0.31). However, the afterloads (Ea, elastance of artery) in young 

and old PLB KO mice were significantly greater than in the old WT mice. 

Aminoguanidine (10 mg/kg iv bolus or infusion), an iNOS specific inhibitor, 

decreased x significantly in old WT mice but had no effects on old PLB KO mice. 

We concluded that iNOS may decrease phosphorylation of PLB in aged mice 

through the NO/cGMP pathway, resulting in decreased diastolic function. 

Key words: diastole, heart failure, aging, phospholamban, nitric oxide synthase 
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INTRODUCTION 

Diastolic heart failure (DHF) is more common than systolic dysfunction in 

aged populations. DHF occurring with normal systolic function is called primary 

diastolic heart failure, and aging is a common reason for primary DHF (1). Over 

50% of heart failure patients 65 years or older just have primary DHF (2). 

Diastolic dysfunction in aging includes the combination of prolonged left ventricle 

(LV) relaxation and Increased myocardial stiffness, which are characterized by 

increased t (time constant of relaxation) and p (ventricular stiffness). The 

mechanism of diastolic dysfunction in aging is not clear. Some studies report that 

the activity and expression of sarco/endoplasmic reticulum (SERCA 2a) 

decreased (3) and collagen content increased (4;5) in aged human hearts. 

Active LV relaxation is significantly related to uptake by SERCA 2a 

from the cytosol to sarcoplamic reticulum (SR) (6;7). The level and activity of 

SERCA 2a greatly influence active LV relaxation. One typical feature of a failing 

heart is decreased SERCA 2a activity (8). Phospholamban (PLB) is an SR 

membrane protein that regulates SERCA 2a activity, while unphosphorylated 

PLB inhibits this activity. When PLB is phosphorylated, it disassociates from 

SERCA 2a and relieves the inhibition (9). Decreased PLB phosphorylation is 

significant in failing hearts when compared to normal hearts (10) 

Two kinases can phosphorylate PLB: cAMP-dependent kinase (PKA ) and 

calmodulin-dependent kinase (CaM KM). PKA phosphorylates serine""® and CaM 

K II phosphorylates threonine^^. Phosphorylation at each of these sites helps 
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Stimulate initial rates of SR Ca transport, especially at low or diastolic Ca^" 

concentrations (11).(12;13) The phosphorylation of Ser^® is essential to the 

phosphorylation of Thr^^ (14). PKA is usually activated by a p-adrenergic 

receptor agonist through Gg protein and adenylyl cyclase. CaM K is activated by 

increased Ca levels and activated calmodulin. Dephosphorylation of PLB is 

achieved by the cardiac SR-associated type 1 protein phosphatase (PP1), which 

is inhibited by PKA phosphorylation (13;15) and by the type 2A protein 

phosphatase (PP2A) (16). Both PP1 and PP2A can be activated by a cGMP-

dependent protein kinase (PKG) (17). 

We reported (1) that age-related diastolic dysfunction may be due to iNOS 

expression in aged mice, and (2) that the iNOS-specific inhibitors 

aminoguanidine (AMG) and S-methyl-isothiourea (MITU) significantly improve 

diastolic dysfunction immediately after intravenous injection (18). We proposed 

that phospholamban might be the major target for the INOS/NO/cGMP pathway 

for the following two reasons: First, the iNOS/NO/cGMP pathway activates PKG 

directly and inhibits PKA by activating phosphodiesterase II to decrease cAMP 

levels (19-21). Second, the iNOS-specific inhibitors AMG and MITU achieve their 

maximum effects extremely quickly (within 1 minute),. 

We hypothesized that PLB was the primary target protein for the 

iNOS/NO/cGMP pathway, and decreased PLB phosphorylation influenced 

diastolic dysfunction in aged mice. To prove our hypothesis, we first measured 

the expression of calcium cycling proteins in young and old mice (including 
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ryanodine receptor [RyR], SERCA 2a and PLB) witii a northern blot. We then 

compared total PLB and phosphorylated PLB between young and old mice. 

Finally, we characterized the heart function of young PLB-KO mice, old PLB-KO 

mice, and old WT mice, and treated all three groups with AMG. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Animals 

The mice were cared for in compliance with the "Guidelines for the Care 

and Use of Laboratory Animals " (NIH publication No. 86-23, revised 1985) and 

"Principles of Laboratory Animal Care " (published by the National Society for 

Medical Research) and with the prior approval of The University of Arizona 

Animal Review Committee. For two weeks prior to the study, the mice were 

conditioned in the animal facility. The C57BL/6 male wild type (WT) mice were 

purchased from the National Institute for Aging (Washington, D.C.), and the male 

phospholamban knockout (KO) mice and its control WT CF1 mice were 

purchased from the Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). 

RNA Extraction and Northern Blotting Analysis: 

Hearts were harvested from 4 young mice and 4 old mice directly after 

anesthesia without operation, and frozen with liquid Nitrogen, stored at -80°C. 

Tissue was homogenized in solution D at room temperature and RNA was 

isolated by acid guanidinium thiocyanate-phenol-chloroform extraction as 
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described by Piotr Chomczynski (ref. to Piotr Chomczynski). Equal amount (20 

jjg) of RNA was electrophoresised in 1% agarose gel containing 1.85% 

formaldehyde at room temperature and blotted onto a Hybond N+ nylon 

membrane (Amersham Life Science, Ariington Heights, IL). Primers for RyR, 

SERCA 2a, PLB and GAPDH were 391 bp, 539bp, 530bp and 1.5 kb cDNA 

fragments cut out all by EcoR I and Not I from phagemids (pT7T3D-Pac) which 

contained inserts of RyR cDNA (GenBank: AA462877), SERCA 2a cDNA 

(GenBank; AA470245), PLB cDNA (GenBank: AA470249) and GAPDH 

(GenBank; AA266388) (purchased from American Type Culture Collection, 

Manassas, VA, 20110, USA). The blot was prehybridized for 16 hours at 42°C in 

a prehybridization buffer that contained 6x SSC, 5x Denhardt, 1% SDS, 50% 

fomnamide, 100 jjg/ml salmon sperm DMA, 0.05 M NaH2P04 at pH 6.8. The 

denatured probe was added to blots and hybridized at 42°C overnight. The 

membrane was washed twice at room temperature in 2x SSC / 0.1% SDS, once 

at 42°C in 1x SSC/0.5% SDS, twice at 56°C in 0.5x SSC/0.5% SDS. The blot 

was then exposed to XOMAT AR film (Kodak) with Kodak intensifying screens at 

-80°C for overnight for RyR, PLB, 3.5 hours for SERCA 2a, and 2 hours for 

GAPDH. The intensity of the autoradiographic bands was quantified by NIH 

Image analysis. 

Protein Extraction and Western Blotting Analysis 
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The hearts were directly harvested from three young (6-month-old) and 

three old (16-month-oid) mice without undergoing hemodynamic measurements. 

Whole mouse hearts were weighed and homogenized on ice in a 1:5 

weight/volume ratio with extracting buffer (0.05M TBS, 0.5mM EDTA, 1:50 

SIGMA Protease Inhibitor Cocktail, SIGMA Phosphatase Cocktail, 1mM Sodium 

Orthovanadate, 0.128mM a-Naphtyl Acid Phosphate, SOOmM Sucrose), followed 

by centrifugation at 3,000 rpm for 30 minutes at 4°C and finally collection of the 

supernatant. After addition of 100 |aL of 10% SDS to the supernatant the 

samples were rocked at room temperature for 25 minutes, then cooled on ice for 

5 minutes and centrifuged at 14,000 rpm at 4°C for 30 minutes. The supernatant 

containing the sample was again collected and aliquots were stored at -80°C 

prior to use. Protein concentrations of the samples were determined by a BCA 

(PIERCE, Rockford, IL). 

The cardiac homogenates (10 jiig protein) were incubated with equal 

volume of loading buffer (20% glycerol, 2% p-mercaptoethanol, 4% SDS, 0.001% 

bromophenol blue, and 130 mmol/L Tris-CI, pH 6.8), subjected to 18% SDS-

PAGE and blotted onto a PVDF membrane (BIO-RAD, Hercules, CA). 

Membranes were blocked overnight at 4°C in a blocking buffer containing 0.05M 

TBS, 0.2% Tween 20, and 3% non-fat powdered milk. The following day 

membranes were incubated for one hour at room temperature in primary 

antibodies (PLB monoclone antibody from Affinity BioReagents, Golden, CO; 

PLB Seriene-16 polyclone antibody from Upstate Biotechnology, Lake Placid, 
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NY) which were diluted in blocking buffer (1:1,500 for PLB; 1:500 for PLB Ser-

16). After incubation in primary antibody each membrane was washed five 

consecutive times in 200mL PBS containing 0.8mL 0.2% Tween 20 and then 

incubated at room temperature for one hour in the appropriate secondary 

antibody conjugated with horseradish peroxidase (sheep anti mouse secondary 

antibody for PLB and goat anti rabbit secondary antibody for PLB Ser-16) 

(SIGMA) diluted 1:20,000 in blocking buffer. Following incubation in secondary 

antibody an additional five washes were performed and proteins were labeled 

utilizing an ECL substrate (Amersham, Buckinghamshire, England), Enhanced 

chemiluminescent protein signals were visualized by film exposure (Kodak X-

OMAT, VWR). 

Quantification of Left Ventricular Function. 

Left ventricular function was quantified as described by Yang, et al (22-24). A 

Millar Conductance Catheter 1.4 Fr (Millar Corporation, Houston, TX) was 

inserted into the LV through apex with the distal electrode at the aortic root and 

the proximal electrode right below the endocardium of apex. All steady state 

hemodynamic measurements and inferior vena cava (IVC) occlusion pressure-

volume loops (PVL) were acquired with temporary ventilation cessation for 2-3 

seconds. Data were recorded as a series of pressure-volume loops (10-20 

loops). Conductance and pressure signals were digitized with BioBench software 

(National Instruments, Austin, TX), and analyzed with Pvan version 2.7 
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(Conductance Technologies Inc., San Antonio, TX and Millar Inc., Houston, TX). 

Volume was calibrated as described previously (22:23). 

Three groups of mice underwent the ventricular function measurement, 

including: Group 1 (n = 3); young male PLB-KO mice (5-month-old); Group 2 (n = 

8) old male PLB-KO mice (17-month-old) and Group 3 (n = 3): old control WT 

mice (14-month-old). Following acquisition of the baseline ventricular pressure-

volume loops, the mice were treated with 10 [xL of the selective iNOS inhibitors 

aminoguanidine (AMG, Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis, MO, 10 mg/kg, i.v. or 

infusion by syringe pump (SPIOli WPI, World Precise Instruments, Berlin, 

Germany)) to assess the acute effect of iNOS inhibition. Pressure-volume loops 

were again acquired at the peak effect of the drug treatment, 1 minute for AMG 

bolus and 5-10 minutes for AMG infusion. 

Statistical Analysis. 

All data were reported as mean ± SEM. The standard volume line was 

analyzed by simple linear regression. When appropriate, one way ANOVA was 

applied to test the difference among young PLB-KO mice, old PLB-KO mice and 

old WT mice. Differences between two different groups, including old PLB KO 

mice vs. old WT mice, young PLB KO mice vs. old PLB KO mice were compared 

by an unpaired Student's t-test. The effects of AMG on old WT mice and old PLB 

KO mice were compared with baseline using a self-paired Student's t-test. 

Differences were considered significant at p<0.05. 
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RESULTS 

Expression of calcium cycling protein: The northern blot test showed that 

expression of RyR and SERCA 2a did not change in 16-month-old mice as 

compared to 6-month-old mice (see figure 1). However, PLB expression was 

somewhat decreased in northern blots (p = 0.06) and significantly decreased in 

western blots (p = 0.042) in 16-month-old mice compared to that in 6-month-old 

mice (see figure 2). 

PLB phosphorylation in young and old mice: PLB phosphorylation 

decreased significantly in 16-month-old mice compared to that in 6-month-old 

mice, as detected by western blot tests (see figure 2). Although the total PLB 

decreased in aged WT mice, the ratio of phophorylated PLB to total PLB was 

significantly smaller in aged WT mice (see figure 2). 

Diastolic function of WT and PLB-KO mice: Diastolic function was 

characterized by dP/dtmin and x. x seemed to be longer in the old PLB-KO mice 

compared to that old WT mice, but the difference was not significant (p = 0.31). 

AMG improved t and dP/dtmin significantly only in the old WT mice and had no 

effects on both young and old PLB-KO mice (see figure 3). 

Hemodynamics of old PLB-KO mice before and after AMG treatment: 

AMG had no effects on any heart function parameter in old PLB-KO mice, 

including load-dependent and -independent parameters (see table 1). Very 

interestingly, the baseline afterioad characterized by Ea in old PLB-KO mice was 

almost doubled compared to that in old WT mice (see figures 4 and 5). 
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DISCUSSION 

In this study we found that expression of RyR and SERCA 2a did not 

change during the aging process. However, both expression and phosphorylation 

of PLB decreased, as did the ratio of phosphorylated PLB to total PLB. The 

young and old PLB-KO mice showed enhanced vasculature resistance (Ea) 

compared to the old WT mice. AMG did not affect PLB-KO mice but did improve 

diastolic function in old WT mice. 

Cardiac Function and Calcium Cycling Protein 

Contraction and relaxation of cardiomyocytes are closely related to 

calcium transient, which in tum is regulated by calcium cycling proteins and the 

calcium content in the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR). When cardiac myocytes 

receive electric impulses, the opening of L-type sarcolemmal calcium channels 

allows rapid entry of calcium ions into the cell. The calcium influx is thought to 

result in a calcium-triggered release of vast amounts of additional calcium from 

the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) through ryanodine receptors (25). The 

augmentation of calcium transient, which is related to contractility, is controlled 

by the function of RyR and the SR calcium content (26). And the SR calcium 

content depends on the activity of SERCA 2a, which pumps Ca back to SR 

from cytosol (reviewed by Eisner) (26). Previous studies showed decreased 

contractility in aged mice (23),(18) and the current study demonstrates that 
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expression of RyR and SERCA 2a did change in aged mice. These results 

suggest that decreased contractility of aged mouse hearts may be caused by 

impaired functions of RyR and SERCA 2a but not by the gene expression of RyR 

and SERCA 2a. This result differs from Lompre's reports that SERCA 2a 

expression decreases in aged patients (3). The 16-month-old mice may not be 

old enough to have decreased SERCA 2a. However, the results of this study 

suggest that modulated SERCA 2a and RyR activity was important to age-related 

cardiac dysfunction, as we also found (18;23). A previous study showed iNOS 

overexpression and increased NO* products in aged hearts (18). Increased NO* 

could enhance the nitrosylation and nitration of intracellular proteins, including 

RyR and SERCA 2a. Nitrosylation of RyR (27) and nitration of SERCA 2a (28) 

might cause decreased RyR and SERCA 2a functions, resulting in diminished LV 

contractility. 

Relaxation of cardiomyocytes starting at late contraction is triggered by a 

decrease in calcium transient. This resequestering of calcium into the SR and 

extrusion of calcium to the extracellular space is thought to be accomplished 

primarily by Ca"^ pumps on the SR, SERCA 2a, and minimally by NaVCa"" 

exchangers on cell membranes (6).(7) SERCA 2a is switched on by a membrane 

protein called PLB, which requires a phosphate group for maximal activity. 

PLB can be phosphorylated by PKA and CaM K, and dephosphorylated by 

PP1 and PP2A. In aged hearts we found that phosphorylation diminished 
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significantly (see figure 2). This resulted in an enlarged unphosphorylated portion 

of PLB in aged mice and consequently more inhibitory effects on SERCA 2a, and 

then prolonged relaxation. A previous study showed that the iNOS/NO/cGMP 

pathway causes cardiac dysfunction in aged mice (18). In addition, a high level of 

NO increases cGMP levels, which activates PDE II. PDE II hydrolyzes cAMP, 

resulting in declining PKA activity. PKA is the major kinase phosphorylating PLB 

at Ser""®, which is also essential for phosphorylation of Thr^^ by CaM K (14). 

Therefore, decreased PKA activity in the aged heart resulted in significantly 

decreased phosphorylation of PLB; this was confirmed by the results of the 

present study. By using in-vivo endotoxin treatment in rats, Sulakhe also 

produced similar findings. The endotoxin-treated rats showed increased activities 

of iNOS and guanyly cyclase, enhanced NO synthesis and cGMP levels, 

decreased phosphorylation of PLB, and diminished myocardial function (29). 

To further confirm that PLB was the target protein of the iNOS/NO/cGMP 

pathway; we treated the old PLB-KO mice and WT mice with the iNOS specific 

inhibitor, AMG. As in the previous study (18), AMG significantly improved active 

relaxation of LV in the WT mice by inhibiting the iNOS/NO/cGMP pathway with 

increased dP/dtmin and decreased T (see figures 3a and 3b). On the other hand, 

AMG had absolutely no effect on old PLB-KO mice, with no significant change of 

T and dP/dtmin after treatment with AMG (see figures 3a, and 3b and table 1). 

These results suggest that when PLB was knocked out, it did not matter whether 

the iNOS/NO/cGMP pathway was blocked or not. This pathway could not affect 
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active LV relaxation by knocking out PLB. These results confirmed that PLB was 

the target protein for the iNOS/NO/cGMP pathway. 

The impact of PLB-KO on Cardiac Function. 

PLB is an inhibitory regulatory protein to SERCA 2a, which uptakes Ca 

from cytosol to the SR. When the PLB gene is knocked out, a faster LV 

relaxation is expected. However, we did not see this phenomenon in PLB-KO 

mice. On the contrary, x seems to be longer in the old PLB-KO mice (x = 7.51 ± 

0.6 ms, n = 8) compared to the old WT mice (x = 6.4 ± 0.18 ms, n = 3), although 

the difference was not significant (p = 0.31). 

Two possible reasons may explain this phenomenon: 1. PLB in endothelial 

cells plays a very important role in endothelium-dependent arterial relaxation 

(30). Endothelium-dependent relaxation with acetylcholine or forskolin is 

attenuated in the aortas of PLB-KO mice as compared with WT mice. This effect 

is not from NO actions on the smooth muscle, however, because solium-

nitroprusside-medicated relaxation in either denuded or endothelium-intact aortas 

was unaffected by PLB ablation (30). Therefore, in PLB-KO mice vasculature 

resistance may increase due to attenuated endothelium-dependent relaxation. 2. 

Increased LV contractility in PLB-KO mice may result in increased afterload and 

myocardial energy consumption. Contractility is related to augmentation of 

calcium transient, which is controlled by the SR Ca^"" content (26). Without PLB 

inhibition SERCA 2a uptakes Ca as much as it can from cytosol to the SR, 
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which can increase the SR Ca content and subsequently increase the the Ca 

release from SR and calcium transient . The contractility of old PLB-KO mice 

increased tremendously compared to the WT mice of the same age in our 

previous study (18;23) (see figure 4), with increased PRSW, Ees, dP/dtmax vs 

Ved, and CO (see table 1 for definition and details). Increased contractility 

augments myocardial O2 consumption (or ATP consumption), and enhanced 

cardiac output may also increase afterload. 

Based on these two mechanisms, PLB-KO mice possess increased 

afterload and energy consumption. In this study the afterload characterized by Ea 

increased even in young PLB-KO mice, was almost doubled in both young and 

old PLB-KO mice compared to that in old WT mice. We characterized the 

relationship between increased afterload and T, which is a biphasic change 

pattern: a flat phase followed by a linear increasing phase of t as afterload 

increases (manuscript submitted to AJP). As we saw in PLB-KO mice, the 

afterload was extremely high and already in the linear phase of x vs. afterload. 

Both increased contractility and afterload can increase t by enhancing energy 

consumption and limiting ATP availability for relaxation. Taken together x did not 

decrease in PLB-KO mice, perhaps because of increased afterload and LV 

contractility, which may offset the effects of PLB ablation. 

Another important pathway for modulating SB RCA 2a function by 

iNOS/NO or NO derivatives is SERCA 2a nitration by forming nitrotyrosine 

(28;31). This is a chronic modulation and may not be reversed by acute inhibition 
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of iNOS activity by an iNOS inhibitor such as AMG. We did not see any effects of 

AMG on old PLB-KO mice. In fact, in old PLB-KO mice, SERCA 2a nitration 

might be even more severe than in old WT mice because the inhibitory effect of 

PLB is ablated and parasympathetic feedback (muscarinic receptor) and P3-

adrenergic receptor activation may accelerate due to increased contractility and 

cardiac output. Both muscarinic receptors and (33-adrenergic receptors decrease 

cardiac function through NO, which might enhance SERCA 2a nitration. Taken 

together, possible increased nitration of SERCA 2a might be another reason for 

the increased x in old PLB-KO mice. 

CONCLUSION: 

Based on the results of this study, we concluded that decreased cardiac 

function in aged mice was not caused by the expression of calcium cycling 

proteins, including RyR, SERCA 2a, PLB. In addition, decreased phosphorylation 

of PLB, which was the target of iNOS/NO/cGMP pathway, was one of the 

reasons of age-related prolonged relaxation. Finally, x did not decrease in PLB-

KO mice, perhaps because of increased afterload and LV contractility. 
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Table 1; Effects of AMG on old PLB-KO mice 

Parameter UNIT Old PLB-KO Old-PLB-KO ^-AMG 

n 8 8 

Hemodynamics 

Heart Rate bpm 521 ± 22 501 ± 40 

EF % 84.2 ±3.17 82.4 ± 3.02 

SVI |iL/g 0.31 ± 0.04 0.27 ± 0.03 

CI (iL/min/g 157 ± 15 133 ±15 

SWI mmHg>l/g 24.5 ± 3.22 19.1 ± 1.84 

Pes mmHg 150 ± 14 146 ±16 

Ea mmHg/|il 12.4 ±2.1 13.5± 1.9 

Systolic Function 

dP/dt max mmHg'sec"^ 11242 ± 572 11045 ± 1604 

PRSW mmHg 111 ±5.71 105 r 3.64 

Ees mmHg/^l 33.2 + 5.14 49.9 ± 13.7 

dP/dtmax-Ved mmHg*sec"''mr' 715 ± 84 661 ± 144 

Diastolic Function 

dP/dt min mmHg*sec'^ -8020 ±493 -7531 ± 1065 

Tweiss msec 7.51 ± 0.60 7.81 ± 1.22 

p mmHg/^il 0.24 ± 0.07 0.32 ± 0.11 

Ventricular-arterial coupling 

Ea/Ees 0.41 ± 0.04 0.40 ± 0.09 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

TABLE 1: Effects of AMG on old PLB-KO mice 

Self-paired t-tests were applied to the old PLB-KO mice before and after 

treatment with AMG (10 mg/kg, i.v. or infusion). No significant difference was 

found among all the parameters between "before AMG" and "after AMG" 

treatment. EF, ejection fraction; SVI, stroke volume Index; CI, cardiac index; SWI, 

stroke work index; Pes, end-systolic pressure; Ea, arterial elastance; dP/dt^ax (or 

min), the maximal rate of pressure increasing (or decreasing); PRSW, preload 

recruitable stroke work; Ees, end-systolic elastance; dP/dtmax-Ved, the slope of 

the regression of dP/dtmax versus the end-diastolic volume; xweiss. the time 

constant of relaxation; p, ventricular stiffness. 
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FIGURE 1: Expression of ryanodine receptor (RyR), Sarco/endoptasmic 

reticulum Calcium ATPase (SERCA 2a), and phospholamban (PLB) in young 

and old mice (Northern blot). The expression of RyR (12kb) and SERCA 2a (4kb) 

at mRNA levels did not change significantly between young and old mice. PLB 

(1.5 kb) seemed to decrease in old mice with a p = 0.06. Y: Young mice (6-

month-old); O; Old mice (16-month-old). GAPDH: glyceraldehydes-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase. 

Figure 2: Expression and phosphorylation of Phospholamban (PLB). Expression 

of the PLB monomer at protein level was significantly decreased (p < 0.05) in 

aged mice (16-month-old). However, the PLB phosphorylation was further 

decreased in aged mice, so the ratio of phosphorylated PLB to total PLB was 

significantly decreased in aged mice (p<0.01). Y; Young mice (6-month-old); O: 

Old mice (16-month-old). P-PLB: phosphorylated PLB. 

Figure 3: Left ventricle (LV) relaxation in young and old phospholamban (PLB) 

knockout (KO) and wildtype (WT) mice before and after aminoguanidine (AMG) 

treatment. Both dP/dtmin and r were improved by AMG only in the old WT mice (n 

= 3, self-paired t-test), not in the young (n = 3) and old (n = 8) PLB-KO mice. 

Figure 4: Typical pressure-volume loops of old phospholamban (PLB) knockout 

(KO) mouse (solid line) and old wild type (WT) mouse (dotted line) with end 
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systolic pressure volume relationship (straight line). These pressure-volume 

loops were acquired when the inferior vena cava was occluded. Because of the 

small number of old WT mice (n = 3) and age difference between old WT and old 

PLB-KO mice, we did not get a statistical difference in cardiac function between 

the old WT and old PLB-KO mice. However, compared to our previous study 

(18;23), the old PLB-KO mice had a significantly better contractility characterized 

by PRSW, Ees, dP/dt^ax vs Ved, EF, and stroke work index (see table 1 for 

definition of abbreviations) 

Figure 5: Vasculature resistance in young and old phospholamban (PLB) 

knockout (KO) and wildtype (WT) mice before and after aminoguanidine (AMG) 

treatment. Vasculature resistance was significantly doubled in PLB-KO mice 

even when they were young (5-month-old) compared to the old WT mice (14-

month-old). AMG did not significantly change vasculature resistance in any of 

these three groups. Ea: elastance of artery. 
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Figure 1: mRNA of calicium cycling protein in young and old mice 
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Figure 2: Phosphorylation of PLB in young and old mice 
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